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ANNEX 3 A

REGIONAL OFFICE FOR THE WESTERN PACIFIC

BUREAU REGIONAL OU PACIPIQUE OCCIDENTAL

ICP/PIP/OOI
WHO/ABB WORKING GROUP ON PRE-
INVESTMENT PLANNING FOR WATER
SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE DEVELOPMENT
Manila, 10-15 October 1977

OPENING ADDRESS BY THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR

I am pleased to welcome all of you to this Working Group on

Pre-investraent Planning for Water Supply and Beverage Development* We

are happy that the Asian Development Bank attaches such importance to

the subject of this meeting so as to collaborate with WHO in organising

this Group* We are also pleased that the World Bank is represented by

one of its senior staff who will help la guiding the discussions* I

should like to thank him and the other consultants for coming to

assist us.

Since its Inception, WHO had considered the provision of

community water supply and sewerage services a most essential element

in Improving public health and In contributing to socio-economic

development. The Organization continues to extend extensive technical

cooperation to our Member States in this sector's development and has

collaborated with all the major multilateral and bilateral development

institutions.

As the promotion and development of policy for Investment in

water supply and sewerage facilities is influenced by a better understanding

• /of the Issues, ...
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of the Issues, regional meetings such as this one has been convened

by the Organization from time to time to provide an opportunity for

the exchange of views between government officials who have a

responsibility In these programmes and experts, and to evolve

recommendations for WHO and our Member States.

I am sure you are all aware of the magnitude of resources needed

for the sector not only in monetary terms but also In manpower and

other Institutional requirements* Based on a global statistical survey

carried out by WHO In 1975, there are more than 1200 million people

In the developing countries (excluding the People's Republic of China)

who are without reasonable access to safe water supply while the

shortcomings are even much greater with respect to sanitary disposal "'
• • •. • • • - • • . • . • ' • • • , - , ' •

of wastes* These figures however do not even show the Immense need

for upgrading existing water supply and sewerage services to a

reasonably acceptable standard.

Recognizing the pressing need for action two recent United Nations

Conferences, i.e. the 1976 Conference on Human Settlements (HABITAT)

and the 1977 United Nations Water Conference, adopted strong

resolutions urging that high priority be given to this Bector so

that if possible by 1990 all people should have access to safe

water supply. Furthermore, it was recommended that the decade of

eighties be declared the International Drinking Water Supply and

Sanitation Decade. The thirtieth World Health Assembly this year

strongly supported these proposals and requested the WHO Secretariat

to collaborate with Member States to the maximum extent possible.

/Despite these mandates, ...
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Despite these mandates, we all recognize the scarcity of resources;

therefore water supply and sewerage programmes and projects must compete

with other developmental sectors for the limited resources. The partly

"public goods" nature of these services and the difficulty of pricing

the value of safe water makes It essential that we search for

conceptual frameworks for guiding inter-sectoral allocation of resources

so that hopefully the sector can be given a higher priority for

developmental funds. At the sectoral level, planning should strive

for economic efficiency with due consideration to equity and welfare

objectives.

I trust your exchange of views will be searching and profitable

and that we will all benefit from your discussions* I wish you all a

pleasant stay and a successful meeting.
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ADB/WHO WORKING GROUP MEETING ON PRE-INVESTMENT PLANNING
FOR WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE DEVELOPMENT

MANILA, 10-15 OCTOBER 1977

INAUGURAL ADDRESS
BY

JAY 3 . CARTER
DIRECTOR, PROJECTS DEPARTMENT II

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK*

MR, CHAIRMAN, DR. DY, MR. SULEIMAN, DISTINGUISHED DELEGATES,
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

On behalf of the Asian Development Bank, I would like to extend a

warm welcome to you all and would like to express our sincere hope that

over the next one week of discussions and exchange of views, you will be

in a position to identify the many factors that are considered important in

the planning and development of the water supply and sewerage sector at the

pre-investment planning stage.

Since it is the thoroughness of the preparatory work done at this stage

that would provide the setting in which subsequent work for sector development

would be accomplished, the significance in the project cycle of a systematic,

comprehensive but practically-oriented, approach could hardly be overstressed.

The quality of the pre-feasibility or feasibility studies for specific projects

prepared in the sectoral context within the framework of area development,

wherever appropriate, determines in a large measure the difficulty or the

ease with which the subsequent phases of the project cycle are likely to be

carried out. Therefore, project implementation and the many intricate

problems of loan administration and project management, including the

operation and -maintenance of project facilities, are all affected in varying

degrees, but without fail, by how well-conceived the project was to begin

with, and how well was it preparec'.

Presented by Mr K.L. Luthra, Acting Director, Projects Department II
of ADB.
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The socio-economic benefits of projects, particularly in the

water supply and sewerage sector, which directly affect human well-

being on such massive scales are, similarly, circumscribed by the

criteria governing project selection, project design and project

preparation at the very early stages of the project cycle.

In making decisions for this purpose, the planner would be

guided by considerations that reflect both efficiency and equity. And

the question would always be: how best could a solution be evolved and

implemented which is most cost effective and benefits the maximum

number at reasonable levels of service in a manner most appropriate

to a given situation? Experience shows that although basic considerations

to critical decision-making may overlap widely from case to case, their

interpretation varies considerably from situation to situation and that

each situation requires its own definition. Critical decision-making, then,

becomes more of an art and a decision well made a work of art. For

instance, each of the 21 projects in the water supply and sewerage sector

that the Bank has financed in 12 of its member countries, has a personality

of its own and has provided to our statf a working example of living experience.

A group such as yours, I have no doubt, is in a most privileged

position to be able to lay its fingers on the heart and soul of the issues

central to pre-investment planning and the development of water supply

and sewerage: the question of the relative priority of the sector vis-a-via

others and the interface of the sector with other related sectors, the

availability of funds, the administrative and the histitutional setting for
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sector planning and.development, manpower resources and the like,

are just a few examples. And although the focus of these discussions

will be on the sectoral level, you will undoubtedly formulate positions

bearing projects and programs in view that sectoral studies are

expected to generate.

I am very happy, indeed, to see that several of our member

countries have released the services of their senior government

officials to participate in this one week meeting. And your presence

here this morning is to us a vivid demonstration of your governments'

awareness of the need to ensure better sanitation for the people of their

countries. I would like to wish for you a very satisfying week ahead and

would like to extend to you, once again, a very cordial welcome. I

would also like to take this opportunity of expressing our appreciation

to WHO, and in particular to its Western Pacific Regional Office, for

having given us this opportunity of working together with them in the

interest of a worthy cause such as this.

Thank you.

- o - o - o - o -
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3 October 1977

AFGHANISTAN

Ref. Paper prepared by Mr Nour M. SariJ
Central Authority for Water Supply and Sewerage, Kabul

A. GENERAL

1. Population Total

1969 - UN Report estimate - 16.5 million

1977 projected to 17.5 million

1982 (end) projected to 19.61 million

P, Population Distribution

1977 - Urban - 2.5 million Inclusive of 0.60 million In Kabul (Capital City)
i.e.

Urban 15$ in 10 cities Rowing at 3$ per annum

Rural 85$ in small towns and villages growing at 2-3$ per annum

'}. Public Health and Economic Aspects

High morbidity and mortality rates, 50$ of which may be attributed

to water-borne diseases. Infant mortality is 50$.

Economy is primarily agriculture.

h. Water Resources

No information provided.

5. General Planning Policy

Hiph priority given to the sector development.

National development plan cycle is 7 years (current 1976-I983) calls for an

investment of 4000 million Afs. with 1600 million Afs allocated for the Sector.

This, however, is not borne out In Annex I, which shows 531»57 million Afs. of

Internal resources plus 1707 million Afs. of external resources*

- No information on co-ordination of Sector Planning with National Planning.

- No information on Priority Setting within the Sub-sectors although

increased emphasis is being placed on rural water supply.

* Currently one U.S. $ = 1+4.50 Afs.
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B. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

1. Institutional Responsibility

Central Authority for water supply and sewerage with Its provincial

offices is responsible for sectoral development.

No information about the degree of autonomy, or Involvement.

Not clear who is responsible for the rural sub-sector.

2. Coverage and Quality of Service

Beginning of 1977

i.e. - 32$ of urban population )

5# of rural population ) have access to "safe drinking water supply"

9̂6 of total population )

End of 1977

- kOfo of urban population has access to "safe drinking water

- 9$ of rural population Is served through public standposts

- Water supply 1G mostly intermittent.

Future

of urban by 1983

- 22.8# of rural by 1983

- 32# of total by 1983

Level of Service

Present

Urban - mixed house connections and public standposts

No breakdown given

Rural - All supplies are through public standposts.

Future

No information given

Per Capita Consumption

Urban - (Kabul) 50 to 350 l.c.d.

- Others 50 to 100 l.c.d.

- Acceptable average 100 - 150 l.c.d.

Rural - 20 to 50 l.c.d.
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5. Quality Standards and Surveillance

Presently WHO International Standards followed. Anational standard is in

the preparation stage to be re-inforced jointly by Ministries of Health

and Public Works.

6. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

Apparently non existant

7. Metering

Urban - Kabul City only metered

fl. Costs per capita

Urban - 800 -1000 Afs/ capita (mostly ground water).

No breakdown given on house connection and public standposte.

Rural - "Slightly higher"?

9. Water Tariff

Goal is self support. Tariffs to cover capital Investment repayment with

interest and to cover operation and maintenance.

No returns are anticipated*

Metered supply - 7 to 10 Afs/ eu. meter

Non metered - Flat rate at 60 - 2lfO Afs/cu. meter for l/2" connection,

and higher rates for larger connections and commercial and

industrial users.

Government Subsidy Is anticipated in some cases.

10. Development Financing

- From national and external source.
Past level

Urban - Average 80 million Afs/year past 5 years.

Rural - Average 20 million Afs/year past 5 years.

Internal Source - 75$ (presumably from central government)

External Source - 295& (from foreign loans)

Future level

Internal - Expected to increase - 1600 million Afs mentioned for
the entire Water Supply and Sewerage Sector presumably
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over a 7-year planning period. Thi6, however, is not

demonstrated in Annex I which shows a total internal

figure of only 551.57 million Afs.

External - Expected to amount to 1707 million between 1977 -

1982. No basis indicated.

11. Manpower and Training

- There is a shortage of trained manpower, especially at the middle level.

- No programme for manpower development has been organised but national

government is considering this matter.

- There is heavy reliance on expatriates and foreign consultants,

1?. Data Availability

- Data base is lacking Including basic data on population census, naps,

land use planning and socio economic data.

- Also other relevant Information is lacking for developing design

criteria, costings and general performances of services.

.1 *. Legislation

No information ie given

I1*. Principal Constraints

- Lack of adequate number of trained manpower.

- Heavy reliance on importation of materials and long procurement delays

(being land locked country).

- Lack of adequate base line data and information 6ystem.

- Inadequate financial provisions.

- Communications difficulties.

C. COMMUNITY SEWERAGE

1. Institutional Responsibility

Same as for water supply

2. Coverage and Quality of Service

Present 1977

Urban - Only 25,000 people in Kabul have piped sewerage, i.e.

Vjo of total urban population. Others have private
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septic tanks, pit latrines andmany rely on container

disposal and night soil, for bucket latrines.

- No information is Riven on quality of services.

Rural - No information except that "conditions are unsatisfactory".

Future

No information is provided

?. Level of Service

Present

Urban - 1$ through piped sewerage, others through individual

household means (i.e. latrines, septic tanks, etc.)

In Kabul 20# of houses have septic tanks.

Rural - No piped sewerage and no further information given.

Future

No information given

't. Per Capita Sewerage Production

No information is given

5. Water Pollution Control

- "Problems of Water Pollution not Serious" for rivers and other major

water sources because of low level of Industrialization. Individual

house veils are heavily polluted because of absence of sewerage.

f>. rtanriar-ir for Design/Criteria and Construction

Apparently non existant

7. Metering

See Water Supply

8. Costs per capita

No reliable data is available

'K Tariff

No information is given
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10. Development Financing

- No information is given.

- It is not clear whether the figures shown in Annex include Beverage,

11. Manpower and Training

- More serious than for Water Supply

1?. Data Availability

- No data is available.

15. Legislation

- No information is given.

I-1*. Principal Constraints

- f.ame a6 for water but situation Is more Berlous oving to lack of

sufficient priority.
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P. GENERAL REMARKS

An informative document which generally follows in accordance with

the WPRO outline. There are, however, certain information missing and

additional clarification required as follows:

- Inconsistency in the investment figures between the text and Annext I«

Not clear what is the basis of the latter.

- Insufficient information on the rural water supply and urban and rural

sewerage or sanitation. An Annex like Annex I should have been

provided for sewerage.

- It is not clear what constitutes rural and urban.

- No information on water resources, yields, utilization and control.

- No information on co-ordination of Sector Planning with National

Planning and priority setting within the various sub-sectors. It is not

known whether plans exist for the Sectors during the present national

development plan.

- No information on income as affecting ability to generate an adequate

revenue for the Sector.

- No information on the autonomy and activity of the responsible

institutional body- their ability to raise tariff, etc, and whether

they are responsible also for operation and maintenance throughout

the country.

- Insufficient information on quality of service and service levels.

- No information on design criteria and standards for construction.

- No information on legislation

- Insufficient information on tariff setting including interest rates,

and payments for connection.

- No reference to the recent WHO/lBRD Sector Study.
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k October 1977

BANOIADESH

Bet • Paper Prepared by Mr M. A. Hussein
Chief Engineer, Public Health

Engineering, DACCA

A. General

1. Population Total

Mid 197? census - 81 million growing at 3.1$ per annum from

196l-197^High density averaging 1^56 person/square mile.

2. Population Distribution

Mid 1975 census

Urban - 5.0U million,(i.e. 6.2P*)in 136 tovns which

generally comprise communities over 5000 pop*

There are 5 communities which are ever 100,000 pep*

Rural 75*96 million, I.e. 93*78$ which generally

comprise communities under 5000 poj*

No significant migration from rural to urban because

of absence of adequate employment opportunities*

5. Public Health and Economic Aspects

- High Incidence of water-borne diseases expected to go down with improved

sanitation, as evidenced from improved conditions In areas relying on

tube wells.

- No information on economic aspects as might reflect ability to raise

revenues.

. Water Resources

- The main source Is ground water which in few cases is supplemented by

sxirface water.

- No information is provided on yields, quality and utilization and

allocations.
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5» General Planning Policy

- High priority is given within framework, of social and human resource

development.

• Fir6t national five year plan (1973-1978)

• It is not clear how priorities are established in each sub-6ector.

- Allocations during 1968/69 and 1972/73 amounted respectively to 2.2-3*651

of planned outlay for the public sector. In 1973/7^> 37)6 of total

allocation were planned to the rural sub-sector* The balance is

expected to be shifted In from rural to urban sub-sector* Thus, total

allocation in current five year plan is T.K.5^2.0 million for two

major schemes (i.e. Dacca and Chittagong) compared to T.K.*39«O

million on rural water supply*. These figures do not seem to correlate

with those shown In the table on page 7*

Bo COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

lo Institutional Responsibility

- Planning and Construction.Department of Public Health Engineering**

\iith its district offices look after all urban and rural areas except

for Dacca and Chittagong. The latter are looked after by their semi-

autonomu8 water supply and sewerage authorities. These agencies are

under the Ministry of Local Government, Land Administration, Rural

Development and Co-operatives.

Operation and Maintenance

- By respective municipalities In urban areas and WS8A in Decca and

Chittagong

„ it is not clear who looks after the operation and maintenance of rural

water supply.

.. Also it is not clear who Is responsible for tariff setting*

0 Cm-rent one U.S. $ m T. K. 10.2
•" It is not clear under what Ministry Is the DPHE
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2. Coverage and Quality of Service

Present

Urban - around ljf> partial coverage of water supply Is provided

In 5^ communities. It is not clear what quality of

service is provided, e.g. Intermittent or otherwise.

Rural - around 55#

The quality of service from tubewells is mostly kept in good order.

Future

Urban - to increase to 20# by 1985 (i.e. to 1.5 million)

Plans are underway for 54 new piped schemes

Rural - to Increase to 7Of> by 1979, and 1<X# by 1983

3. Level of Service

Present

Urban - piped water supply but it is not known what percentage

have house connections.

Rural - No information Is provided.

Future

Urban - piped water supply but it Is not known what percentage

will have house connections.

Rural - no information is provided.

k. Per Capita Consumption

Average - 2-15 g c d

Urban - 10 g c d

Rural - 6 g c d

5» Quality Standards am Surveillance

- The Ministry of Health and Population Control has a "nominal role" by

conducting water quality control tests but this is inadequate and

irregular.

- Standards based on WHO International Standards have been developed by

The Environmental Control Board. DPHE has no means to monitor and

enforce quality standards.
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6. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

- No information is provided

7. Metering

- Presumably there is a mixture of metered and non-metered services*

No details were provided.

8o Costs per capita

- No information except national allocation figures In terms of entire

population

9' Water Tariff

- In Dacca metered rates at T.K. 3.00 to id £0 per 1000 gal* The lowest

being for domestic use and the highest for commercial use*

- Non-metered are taxed at 7.5$ . of the annual valuations of holdings In

Dacca and ?£ in Chittagong.

- No information Is provided on policy of tariff setting and portion of

costs recovered, however, It Is noted that operating revenues do not

provide for normal costs - para* 8*7 1B not clear in this regard*

10o Development Financing

Internal - National plan allocations in term cf loans to

municipalities and (largely?) subsidies to

rural water supply as an integral j-art of rural

development. Note possible error pera. 8.4,1.

External - IDA credits, UNICEF and USAID grants.

- Difficulties have been experienced in securing

government loan repayments from municipalities*

No Information on Interest rates.

Ilo Manpower and Training

- Generally there are adequate number of engineers but there is a shortage In

managerial and research and training capabilities.
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12. Data Availability

- Some data Is gathered In scattered manner by DPHE staff but Information

system Is not organized due to lack of co-ordination and appropriate

compilation and analysis - "There is a definite need for urgent

improvement".

13. Legislation

- Executive order spelling out responsibility of the Public Health

Engineering Department.

- Water Supply and Sewerage Ordinance Act on the responsibility of the

Dacca and Chittagong WASAs.

- Municipal Administration Ordinance of i960 governing functions of

municipalities and townships.

lh. Principal Constraint

- Heavy dependence on national government funding and fund shortage*

- Inability to generate sufficient revenues

• The author mentions divided responsibility in the sector as a constraint

but this is not reflected in the text.

- Lack of adequate manpower and Inadequate information system.

- Lack of appropriate quality control and surveillance

C. COMMUNITY SEWERAGE

1. Institutional Responsibility

. Same as for water supply.

It is not clear how sanitation In the rural areas Is looked after by

the Ministry of L;GiL;AiR.D and C.

2. Coverage and Quality of Service

Present

- Piped sewerage available only in a part of Dacca, i.e. 6Qff> of Old City

and 2O# of New City.
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- Other urban areas utilize such means as septic tanks and to a lesser

extent conservancy system (i.e. bucket latrines) operated by the

municipality or private operators.

- No Information on the quality of service for the existing systems.

Future

- No Information is provided

3. Level of Service

Present

Urban - No information Is provided on number who have

access to house connections In urban areas.

However, It is noted that some 12000 houses

In Dacca are not connected to the sewer system.

Rural - population rely on pit privies many of which are

unsanitary.

Future

- No information is provided

k. Per capita Sewage production

- Not provided

5» Water Pollution Control

• This Is supposed to be dealt with by an Environmental Control Board

established by ordinance In 1977.

- Major pollution caused by annual flooding compounded by the

Indiscriminate disposal of feces and garbage.

6. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

No Information Is provided

7» Metering

See water supply

8. Costs per capita

Mo Information provided
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9. Tariff

No Information provided

10. Development Financing

Internal - As for vater supply

External - As for vater supply

11. Manpower and Training

As for vater supply

12. Data Availability

As for vater supply

15. Legislation

As for vater supply

Ik. Principal Constraints

As for vater supply and seemingly low priority given to the sub-sector.
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D. GENERAL REMARKS

An informative document vhich generally follows in accordance with the

WPRO guideline except for lack of Annexes. There also certain information

missing and some Inconsistency In the Investment figures* This Is

summarized as follows:

- Ho information on economic aspects as related to ability to raise revenues*

- No information on water resources, yields, exploration, qualities,

utilization and allocation*

- No information on Priority Setting within each sub-sector*

• Ho information on the quality of service (i.e. being intermittent or conti-

nuous)

- Insufficient information on the service level

- No Information on design criteria and unit costs

<=> Insufficient information on policies for tariff setting, especially for

sewerage.
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BURMA

Ref. Paper prepared by Mr Percy Lao
Rangoon City Development Committee

A. GENERAL Rangoon

1. Population total
. . . . . . , • , • • . » . • . , - . • . •

1973 census taken.
1977 31.64 million within area of 676,000 sq. km.

2. *Population Distribution (1977)

Urban (3 main cities, plus 288 towns) 7.53 million (i.e. 24% of total)
growing at 2.5%.
Rural (65,327 villages) 24.11 million (i.e. 76% of total) growing at 2.1%.

3. Public Health and Economic Aspect

High incidence of waterborne diseases in urban areas.
Marked improvement in rural areas since acceleration of rural water
supply programme.
No economic information provided.

4. Water Resources

Surface and groundwater in use, but their development is lagging. No
information presented on water use planning and yields.
"Only 60% of the demand can be met from the present source".

5. General Planning Policy
Ministry of Planning and Finance (Department of Planning)

Some advance planning is indicated for accelerating rural water supply. It
is not clear whether this is co-ordinated with a National Developmei.;.

B. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

1. Institutional Responsibility

Primary Responsibility - Ministry of Home and Religous Affairs.
Others - Ministries of Health and Agriculture.
Engineering - Housing Corporation with external assistance

as necessary including consultants.
Construction - Construction Corporation.-
Operation and i

Maintenance " - Local bodies. *
*(Presumably under the General Administration Department (GAD) of the

Ministry of Home and Village Affairs).

Basis of classification of rural and urban is not clear.
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According to other WHO information. Urban Water Supply is under the
responsibility of the Construction Corporation and Housing Department of
the Ministry of Construction. Rural Water Supply is the responsibility
of the Rural Water Supply Division (RWSD) of the Agricultural Mechanization
Department of the Ministry of Agriculture. The Ministry of Health's
Environmental Sanitation Division (ESD) also plays a role in the construction
operation and maintenace of some rural water supplies.

2. Coverage , and Quality of Service
Present (1977)
- 41X of urban population served with "safe" water? See below. Accordingly

figure too high - other source of information indicates 25 cities and
towns have public water supply.

- 13.8% of rural population served with mixed (i.e. protected and unprotected)
water.

- Overall population served - 20.37. mixed (i.e.protected and unprotected).

Projected (1982)

- 50.8% of urban population
- 32.1Z of rural population

3. Level of Service

Not discussed, but presumably in the urban area there are direct house
connexions and standpipes.

4. Per Capita Consumption

Average urban (excluding Rangoon) • 115 l.c.d.
Average Rangoon • 270 l.c.d. (max. in certain parts of

city - 1300 l.c.d)
Average rural - Not given, but figures 5. - 10 l.c.d, mentioned for "dry zones",

5. Quality Standards and Surveillance

WHO International Standards and AWWA Standards are used as quality guides
for Rangoon. These are lacking in other areas. Supply intermittencv
is common even in Rangoon, due to source and production development l
Ministry of Health is supposed to carry out surveillance).

6. Standards for Design/Criteria,and Construction - Not mentioned.

7. Metering ~ No established policy - some urban areas are mentioned.

8. Costs per capita

Present Rangoon system(surface source) - US$3.07
Present ground water - US$5.21
Present other urban areas - US$2.43
Present rural, UN1CEF supported (with-?

out distribution) - US$3.08

Obviously the above figures cannot be correct, especially for the
urban areas and Rangoon!
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9. Water Tariff

Basis - Fixed rate derived from property taxation which range from 23^ to
8% of "the annual value of land and buildings...". The latter is
not clear.

Of that 6̂ % is for water in Rangoon, with house connexions.
Of that 3 3/4% for water supplied from standpipes.

Some urban communities charge on the basis of number of service points, pipe

size, etc.
Also, metered water charged on basis of approximately $0.54/1000 gal(i.e.K.4.00).

10. Development Financing

- Central Government annual allocation (and subsidies
primarllv for rural areas)

Internal - ?unnese Fcpnomic BanV. , loans through thp. General Department
of Ministry of Home and Religious Affairs.

- Bank interest 7% per annum within 20 years,
including 10 years grace period.

- Urban communities are allowed to spend from their own
earnings, instead of full dependence on Central Government.

- According to other source of information with WHO
"there is no interest charge on loans made by the
Government for this sector".

External - Large projects may apply for loans for international or
bilateral sources for foreign currency requirements
through the "Foreign Economic Relations Department".
Limited aid is also received from UNICEF and some bilateral
sources.

11. Manpower and Training

"No manpower development programmes have yet been organized", although
"training institutions and facilities are sufficently present in Rangoon...etc".

12. Data availability

Various data is available amongst the various departments, but no central
information system for the sector has been organized.

13. Leglislation

Numerous acts since 1898 "authorizing local bodies as the respective agencies
empowered with the development and maintenance". It is not clear how the
Central Government Ministries come into the acts.
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14. Principal Constraints

- Difficulties in obtaining imported equipment and supplies.
- Difficulties in transportation of equipment and supplies.
- Not mentioned is the fragmentation of institutional respounibility and

probably also insufficient priorities to the urban sector. Financial
constraints must also be a factor.

- Insufficient financial provisions.

C. SEWERAGE

1. Institutional Responsibility

Sane at for water supply.

2. Magnitude of Service and Quality of Service

Very .limited number of people ere served by community sewerage.
In urben arees only 6X are served by sewer systea.
In rural areas none ere served by sewer system*
No information on the quelity of service.

3. Level.of service

Mixed. Majority low level service.
Urban - Rangoon 350,000 served by sowers

otherB 100,000 served by severs
Total - 62 of total urban population.

Remainder by septic tanks, pit latrines, night soil collection and others.

Rural - (none sewered) All by pit latrines and other means.

4. Per Capita Sewage Production

Not mentioned.

5. . Water Pollution Control

Steps have not been taken in this direction". The problem does not appear
to be very acute at the moment.

6. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

See water supply.

7. Metering

See water supply.
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8. Cost per capita

Not provided.

9. Tariff

Included in property tax as for water supply.

e.g.8^% property tax is charged in Rangoon (not clear if this includes
water).
It is not known whether this is adequate and what basis is used to
establish tariff.

10. Development financing

The figures shown on the second page of Annex I do not indicate whether
sewerage financing is included. Notwithstanding the statement in
paragraph 3.1, sewerage appears to have a low priority.

11. Manpower and Training

- See water supply.
- Because of limited service, it is not anticipated that

a great deal of manpower is needed at present.

12. Data availability

- See water supply.
- Because of limited service,it is not anticipated that much data

is available.

13. Legislation

- Same as water supply.
- No legislation on water pollution control.

14. Principal constraints

- In addition to those mentioned for water supply, it appears that
sewerage does not enjoy a sufficient national priority.

D. GENERAL REMARK

An informative document, which follows in accordance with the WPRO
outline. However, there are some inconsistencies with information
available to WHO from other sources. For example:
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6 September 1977

BURMA

An informative .document which follows in accordance with the WPRO

outline. However, there are some inconsistencies that need to be clarified

and additional information missing which could be very helpful in casting

a clearer picture. Examples of these are the following:

1. The magnitude of urban population provided with "safe water" is

reported to be 41% of the urban dwellers, yet the report indicates

elsewhere that all urban supplies are intermittent.* This casts a

great doubt on the safety of the water. Furthermore, other inform-

ation available with WHO indicates a rather lower magnitude of service.

2. The per capita cost figures for urban and rural water supplies reported

under section 2.3.1 are extremely low and obviously it cannot be con-

sidered that these reflect the full costs.

3. It is noted that the Burmese Economic Bank charges 7% interest per

annum for water supply loans. According to another source of inform-

ation with WHO, there is no interest charged on loans made by the

Government for this sector. There is also uncertainty about the

question of subsidy.

4. The mechanism of coordination of sector planning with national policy

and planning is not evident, and neither is the role played by the

Central Ministries in sector development. General economic information

which could be related to sector planning and tariffs is also lacking.

5. . Information on water resource surveys and water allocation.

6. The concept of service level and established policy in this regard

also needs to be explained. It would help to provide information

on adopted policies regarding metering and design standards.

7. Although the magnitude of sewerage service is very low, information is

needed on the quality of service, costs per capita, connexion charges

and policies regarding enforcement of connexions.

Continued ...
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8. Annex I

Item 6: indicates that no subsidies are "granted for urban communities".

Some form of. subsidy was mentioned in certain cases, see page 5

section 1.8, which states that "subsidies are granted by the Government

to deserving local bodies that need help in boosting their development".

Item 7: "Financial Planning for on-going projects": investment figures

were shown throughout 1987; it is unusual to expect on-going projects

to extend over a period of ten years. Incidently, there ought to be

some footnotes to explain how these various items, under 7a and 7b

were determined. >
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6 October 1977

F I J I

Reference:
Report by Mr Alexander Reid, Principal Engineer, Water, PWD, Suva.

A. GENERAL

1. Population total

1976 Census - 588,068 living in some 100 of 844 islets, growing at 2% per
annum.

2. Population distribution

Urban 191,042 in 14 urban areas (i.e. 32Z of total population)

Rural 68%

Capital Suva pop. 130,688
and surrounding communities growing at 7,2Z per annum.

3. Public Health and Economic Aspects
In 1975 dally average wages amounted to approx. F$6.00,vlth a vide disparity*
In earnings. Current average quarterly water bill amount to ?$5.00 - 10.00.
Low incidence of waterborne diseases, which may be largely due to improved
water supply and sanitation facilities.

Tourism is a major activity, but its expansion has been restricted because
of lag in expansion of water supply and sewerage services.

4. Water Resources

No information provided on surveys. The rights to use water and ownership
of water resources "are areas where problems arise". New legislation are
in the making in this regard.

5. General Planning and Policy

A Five Year National Development Plan is followed - covering 1976 to 1980.
Programmes for this sector are reviewed and costed annually and priorities
established before Parliamentvotes the necessary funds.

A Development Committee comprising Permanent Secretaries of all Government
Ministries must review and approve major development schemes before approval
by Cabinet.

B. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

1. Institutional Responsibility

- Public Works Department in the Ministry of Public Works is responsible
for planning and design. Responsibility for operation and
maintenance is also the responsibility of DPW, through the Divisional
Engineers.

Based on supplementary information.
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2. Coverage and quality of service

1975 Approximately 8(# of urban pop. through 37,896 service connexions
(steady 24 hour supply)

" 34% of rural pop., through independent piped supply,
and 2&f> of rural by way of connecting to urban systems, many others

are Intend.ttent.

Overall population served approximately 75^»

Projected

90% of urban population by 1978 and 85% of rural population by 1987.

The quality of service in the urban areas is apparently satisfactory,
but in the rural areas there are many deficiencies, including inter-
uption of service.

3. Level of service

Urban - mainly through house connections owing to a lev connection charge of

Rural - through standpipes*

4. Per capita consumption

Urban mostly over 200 l.c.d (on rather the high side)

Rural guessed consumption 10 l.c.d.

5. Quality standards and surveillance

There is no information on quality surveillance, but it is reported that
WHO International Standards are adopted.

6. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

Some design standards exist but not always adhered to (see supplementary
Information;*

7. Metering
75 to 85% of service connexions in urban areas.
No metering in rural areas.

.8. Cost per capita

50 to 60 Fiji dollars for regional schemes.

No detailed breakdown was provided for house connexions or standpost
services.

9. Water tariff

These are to recover cost of operation and maintenance, including debt
charges, but excluding depreciation. Interest rates currently applied are
&f> but It is not clear over what period are capital costs to be recovered'.
Actual running (tt&tsr. ""'

Varies from $0.11 to $0.54 per 1,000 litres
Varies from $0.14/1,000 litres in the capital city of Suva
Total $6 to 50 per person/year
Total $14/per person/year in Suva

•Based on supplementary information.
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10. Development Financing

Capital costs and operations and maintenance budgets are voted by Parliament.
1976 allocation for urban water • 7.18% of total budget,and for rural water
= 1.18% of total national budget. Theoretically, works should be self-supporting
through established tariff, but this is deposited with general Government
resources.

11. Manpower and training

They seem to be understaffed by professional staff. All engineers are ex-
patiots, "with some notable exceptions". At technicians level and field
supervision, the country is virtually "self-sufficient" through local training
institutions.

12. Data availability

Operational information collected regularly covering costs, consumption level
etc. These are gathered and forwarded to the Head Office of PWD.<

13. Legislation

Water supply ordinance and by laws of 1955*
Control of water resources not clear.

14. Principal constraints

- Limited funds aggravated by population dispersion
causing higher per capita costs.

- Need to coordinate engineering planning and financial planning.

'. - Need to streamline administrative, procedures for importation of material
and equipment.

C.

Institutional Responsibility

In addition to the Public Works Department responsible for planning and
design, the Municipal Authorities are involved in the day-to-day operation
and management.

Coverage and quality of service

1975: Urban approximately 10.35% served with sewers
18.70% served with spetic tanks
plus isolated private institutional facilities (i.e. hotels)
70% no proper service

Rural - pitlatrines used - no figure given.

Projected: 20% of urban population by 1978 and 20% of rural population by
1978.
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3. Level of service

Not clear.

A. Per capita sewage production

Not mentioned.

5. Water pollution control

Although river pollution is not a major problem, legislation is planned
to control the situation for the future.

6. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

Not reported.

7. Metering

See water supply.

8. Cost per capita

Not reported, although a connection charge of $210 per dwelling is
mentioned to cover the cost of treatment and outfalls only.

9. Tariff

Based on water uses. $0.06/1,000 liters . Not clear how septic
tank cleaning is charged for and by whom.

$210 connexion charges per dwelling. Large Government subsidy
is implied.

10. Development financing

Same as for water supply, except in 1976 Government budget for urban
sewerage amounted to 3.26% of total national budget. As per water,
revenues for sewerage are added to the general revenues. Limited external aid
in materials amounting to F.$5.00 million from Australia and New Zealand.*•

11. Manpower and training

As for water supply.

12. Data availability
A start has been made in data collection, but this is still of low reliability.

13. Legal status

New legislation under discussion.
ftciating legislation requiring connection to existing
sanitary severs within 100 ft. from the property.

14. Principals constraints

As for water aggravated by the apparently low priority given to
sewerage.

* Approximately 1 Fiji dollar = 1 US dollar.
•* Based on supplementary information.
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5 October 1977

MALAYSIA

Ref, Paper by C. B. Talk and A. Sekarajasekaran
Public Works Department and Ministry of Health, KUALA LUMPUR

A. GEHERAL

1. Population Total

1970 census - 10.39 million of whom 8*7 million were In Peninsular

Malaysia, 0.6? million In Sabah and O.97 million In

Sarawak.

1990 (projected) - 17.98 million

2. Population Distribution

1970 census - Urban (more than 10,000 population) Is 27.7$ of total,

I.e. 2.75 million assuming growth at 3-9# per annum.

Rural Is 72.3#, i.e. 7.65 million

1990 projected - Urban 36* (i.e. 6.W5 million)

Rural 6h+ (i.e. 11.4 million) "

5. Public Health and Economic Aspects

- The present discharge of sullage water and refuse into open channels

is becoming a health hazards especially that cholera and typhoid are

endemic.

- No information on Economic aspects ae related to ability to sustain

sector development and raise revenues.

h. Water Resources

- No information provided

5. General Planning Policy

- High priority Is given to water supply sub-sector in current third

national development plan (i.e. I976-I98I). Priority to sewerage is

considerably lower but this maybe increasing. Water supply and sewerage

are treated as sub-sector of Public Utility Sector.

- State authorities submit plans with estimates to the Federal Authorities

(EPU - not clear?). It is also not clear how priorities are established

within the sub-sectors.
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B. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

1. Institutional Responsibility

- Basic responsibility lie within the State Governments.

- In all but two states, Public Works Departments are In charge of planning,

design, implementation, operation and maintenance*

- In the remaining two states (Penang and Malacca) water is under "State

Water Authorities".

- The Water Supply Branch of the Federal Public Works Department is

responsible for programme co-ordination, aB well as back-up consultative

support to state authorities. It also serves as a clearing house for data

collection, research and development of design standards. It Is not clear

under what Ministry the PWD is.

- The Ministry of Health through its Environmental Health and Engineering

Unit supplement input by PWD in the rural sub-sector.

?. Coverage and Quality of Service

In 197O>.83»2# of the urban population had access to public water supply

and in 1980 this is expected to rise to 90$. In Western Malaysia almost

all urban areas are covered, however, the rural supply in these areas is not

well covered due to pupolation dispersion.

In 1970, rural coverage with piped water supply was 33.8$.

No figures were given for 1975.

Over-all piped water coverage In 1975 was 63$.

No Information on quality of service.

Future

- 1980 over-all coverage with piped water is expected to rise to 6jf> of

the total population. No further breakdown was given.

3. Level of Service

1975 - Urban - 81.2$ of urban population supplied with own house

connections.

9o2# supplied with reasonable access to standplpes.
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- Rural - No figures given for 1975> however, for 1970, 21.6£

owned house connection while 12.2$ relied on stand-

pipes. Also in 1970, ̂ 3.2^ relied on wells both

sanitary and unsanitary.

Future

- No breakdown was given

U. Per Capita Consumption

- Urban (20-50) g p d

5. Quality Standards and Surveillance

- Surveillance is the responsibility of the Ministry of Health with

International Standards in use*

• Quality control It reasonable through Ministry of Health and JWD.

6. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

• No information provided although it appears likely that such standards

nay exist*

7« Metering

Urban - All connections are metered.

Rural - Not clear

8. Costs per capita

Urban piped supplies - U.S.$32.Oo/capita

Rural supplies - U.S.$8.Co/capita

It is not clear whether the latter is for piped system with or without

connections, presumably these figures are averages for ground and surface waters«

9. Water Tariff

Tariff components Include area assessments rates, connection fees, and

direct consumption charges.

Tariff policy provide for generating self-supporting revenues (i.e. interest,

debt service, operation and maintenance, administrative costs, depreciation

and surplus for expansion).

- Billing is done every two months from meter reading
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- Charges are collected by vater departments or by municipalities or

local authorities on behalf of water departments.

- In developed states, separate accounting for vater supply is maintained*

- It is not clear if the above apply to rural areas*

10. Development Financing

Internal

- From state governments, sometimes through loans or subsidies by Federal

Governments especially for rural vater supply which is heavily subsidised

by the Federal Government, Private developers provide for their own

development* Consumer connection charges are also utilized as veil as

contribution from housing estates and Industrial and commercial

complexes. It is not clear how.

External

- From International Bank loans

Total - In third development plan (1976-1981) investment oh water supply

will be M$536 million rising from M$33U in previous plan

11* Manpower and Training

- Adequate manpower for design and construction which make use of local

consulting firms in collaboration with foreign firms.

- Adequate senior managerial staff

• Inadequate senior technical staff - not clear why?

- Less serious shortage of sub-professional staff.

- Training institutions are adequate

Some of the above is inconsistent with statement In 3(f) page 15

12. Data Availability

A lot of information Is gathered but remains not in a readily usable form*

Compilation and up-dating is not regular. Staff employed for this purpose

not well trained.

There is a big room for improvement.
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13. Legislation

- Existing legislation places matter In the hands of the state authorities*

lU. Principal Constraints

- Need for an Improved Information system.

- Some Improvement In manpower development may be needed.

Otherwise, this sub-sector seem to be In pretty good shape.

C. COMMUNITY SEWERAGE

l. Institutional Responsibility

At the local level, there Is no organization to deal with leverage except at

K.L., Penang and Kota Klnabalu.

At the Federal Level, the Ministry of Local Government la technically res-

ponsible but owing to lack of technical staff, this Ministry relies on

engineers in the Environmental Health and Engineering Unit of the Ministry

of Health.

Existing statute empowers local authorities for the provision of service while

the State assists by providing loans and technical assistance for Implementation,

operation and maintenance, nils contradicts above statement regarding the role

of the Ministry of Health.

In the rural sub-sector, the Ministry of Health, through Its Environmental

Health and Engineering Unit, Is Involved In sanitations.

Institutional responsibility is not clear.

?., Coverage and Quality of Service

1973 - Urban - 10$ were connected to public sewer system with house connections.

- 57% were using individual septic tanks, etc.

- 25Jt relied on conservancy (i.e. bucket latrines)

SuJ.lage is discharged Into open drains.

Rural - No public sewer systems

- 53.0$ utilized individual septic tanks, etc.

• 37.0$ utilized conservancy

(item C in Annex III is incorrect. Also there is some inconsistency between this
Annex and Text).
Future

1990 project - Urban - 13*0$ to be connected to public severs

Rural - 20.0$ to be connected to public severs - this

does not ••«• to be right.
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- No information on quality of service*

.% Level of Service

- See item 2 above

h. Per Capita Sewerage Production

No information

5. Water Pollution Control

There 16 heavy pollution from lack of sewerage system and discharge of

untreated wastes. A newly created Department of the Environment plant

to monitor major rivers* There is a need for strong legislation*.

6. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

None existent

7« Metering

See item 7*B for water supply

8. Costs per Capita

U.S.$l*8/capita for public sewerage?

U.S.$5O/capita for septic tanks

U.S.$O,9O/capita for rural sanitation

The first figure appears on the low side. Also it is not clear whether
this Includes treatment.

9. Tariff

"Local authorities are not authorized to impose tariffs other than general

rates, the sewerage improvement rate and the urban drainage rate." The

latter are limited to 55& of "the net annual property value".

The Federal Government is bound to make an annual grant through the State

Government.

It Is not clear how the new system for K.L. will set up charges.

10. Development Financing

Internal - At present, limited contribution from national budget in form

of loans or grants to State Governments.
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External - International Banks leans (i.e. IBRD financing K.L. 8everage).

Total In third plan rising to M$1^.6 million from M$22.5*

mainly to cover M$13^.5 million for K.L. Sewerage*

11* Manpower and Training

Serious shortage at present

12. Data Availability

Mist be extremely limited because of United developments In this sub-sector«

13. Legislation

- The 1976 Local Government Act empowers local authorities to construct and

maintain sewers.

- "There Is need for review of existing legllatlon making It mandatory for

all new communities to be covered."

lU. Principal Constraints

- Insufficient priority

- Inadequacy of manpower and training

- Financial burden upon state authorities

- Need strong legislation to control pollution

• Need to streamline Institutional responsibility and to Improve

co-ordination

- Need to develop data base and Information system.
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D. GENERAL .REMARKS

A very informative paper with substantial Information. It -generally follow

the WPRO outline/ however, the financial part of Annex I seem to be missing

as veil as a few other information. Also, there are some inconsistencies

in figures shown in Annex II. The above points are summarized as follows:

- No information on the economic aspects as related to ability to

. sustain sector development and to raise revenues.

- No information on use of water resources, yield, and allocation.

- It is not clear how priorities are established within the sub-sectort.

- No breakdown was provided on future coverage and service levels for

urban and rural sub-sectors.

- No information on availability of design criteria and construction

standard8 for water supply (both urban and rural).

- No information on how revenues are collected from the rural sub-sector.

- The percentages of population served under item C.a of Annex II are

inconsistent with those shown in item A.a and B.a. Also, it is unlikely

that 2O# of the rural population, item B.a, will be connected to

public sewers by 1990 while only 1% of the urban population will be

connected by that year! May be some typographical errors.

- It would have been very helpful if an indication was made as to progress

attained since the WHO/lBRD Sector Study was carried out and which of

the recommendations have been implemented.
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3 October 1977

HEPAL

Ref. Paper prepared by Mr P.M.8* Pradhan
Water Supply and Sewerage Development,

Katmandu

A. OEHBRAL

1. Population Total

1975 - approximately 12.6 million

1980 - projected to 1^.3 million

2. Population Distribution

1975 - Urban -Approximately 0.7 million, i.e. 5.560 In 16 urban

communities growing at 6$ per year.

Rural . Approximately 11.9 million, i.e. 9^.^* In 28000

rillagea and settlements growing at 2.9)1 par year.

- Elsewhere in the report the urban population if

mentioned in 19 towns plus 8 communities all with

population over 10,000.

3. labile Health and Economic Aspects

High incidence of water-borne diseases (limited statistical data)*

Xo information on economic aspects and ability to contribute by local

Inhabitants.

h. Water Resources

Ho Information was provided.

5* Oeneral Planning Policy

. A five-year national development plan. (Fifth Plan 1979-1980) spells cut

population coverage, number of additional communities to be served and

those whose schemes to be augmented.

. No information Is provided on Priority Setting within the Sub-sectors

although Increased emphasis Is being placed on rural water supply

particularly in the hilly and remote areas.

- Target set for fifth plan is to raise supply by piped water to 8jt of

rural areas, (i.e. doubling existing supplies)
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B. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

1. Institutional Responsibility

- Ministry of Water and Power - Department of Water Supply and Sewerage

looks after urban communities, zonal and district headquarters and

rural communities over 3000 population. Water Supply and Sewerage Board

(WESB) looks after certain urban areas.

- Ministry of Home and Panchayat through Local Development Department (LDD)

looks after rural communities under 3000 population. In addition,

provincial administrations also constructs some rural water supplies.

- Operation and maintenance, is supposed to be local responsibility but

this has not always succeeded. DWSS operates and maintains some 50

schemes with HMG subsidy.

P. Coverage and Quality of Service

Present (1977) - 7.25$ of total population

Urban - 53o,000 In l6 urban centers, i.e. l&f> of urban

population. Elsewhere 85$ are noted to.be served.

These are higher than shown in Annex 1.

Rural - Only 2-U$ have access to safe water through 200 systems.
urban and

All/rural systems operate intermittently. High amounts

of unaccountable water up to 75$•

Projected

- Total to increase to 12.25$ by I98O.

- Percentages given in Annex 1 are lower and need to be checked.

- Elsewhere in the report a figure of k<yf> of total population is mentioned

to be served by 1990.

3. Level of Service

Present

Urban - All served, use piped system.

25$ with direct house connection and remainder with

standpipes.
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Rural - (110) piped systems? Apparently all through standplpes.
200 systems are mentioned elsewhere.

Projected

- No Information Is given

h. Per Capita Consumption

Urban - 90-120 l.e.d.

Rural - 20-90 l.c.d.

1+5 l.c.d Is generally adopted

5. Quality Standards and Surveillance

- Surveillance le Inadequate due to Inadequacy of laboratory facilities

especially for remote areas.

- Water Supply and Sewerage Board (WSSB) In process of setting up a fully

equipped laboratory*

- WHO International Standards generally adopted.

6. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

- No Information is provided

7. Metering

- No Information Is provided

''• Cost6 per capita

- No information le provided. The information can not be extracted from

Annex 1.

'•' Water Tariff

- No information is given

10. Development Financing

DWWE - Projects are completely financed by Central Government

Funds with limited bl-lateral grants.

LDD - Projects are jointly financed by Central Government and

local contribution. UNICEP assists in materials.

WESB - The* receive international loans and credits (i.e.

IBRD/IDA)
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11. Manpower and Training

- There is a shortage of manpower especially in the sub-professional

categories. There is also lack of adequate number of senior engineers

with managerial experience. There is heavy reliance on foreign

consultants.

- No local engineering schools.

12. Data Availability

- There is need for improved data collection, analysis and information.

13. Legislation

- A 1966 Water Act governing rate and method of calculation of charges.

- A 1962 Act defining power and responsibility of provincial administrative

bodies for water supply.

- Other miscellaneous Acts.

Ik. Principal Constraints

- Lack of adequate number of trained manpower and training facilities.

- Inaccessibility to many of the rural areas.

- Until recently heavy reliance on imported materials and procurement

delays (being land locked country).

- Institutional responsibility requires streamlining

- Heavy dependence on Central Government financing and needs for large

investment funds. Apparently revenue generation is inadequate.

C. COMMUNITY SEWERAGE

1. Institutional Responsibility

As for water supply - In addition, Ministry of Health, is concerned with

urban sanitation.

2. Coverage and Quality of Service

Present

Urban - No piped sewerage exists except for a small combined

system serving a limited area of Kathmandu.

Rural - No information provided
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Projected

- To eerve core areas of Katmandu and Lalitpur by 1980,

3. Level of Service

Present

- See 2 above

Projected

• No Information Is provided

k. Per Capita Production

- No information is provided

5. Water Pollution Control

- No legislation or any action is implemented in this regard. Pollution

is uncontrolled and it is on the increase from all sources.

6. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

- No information is provided

7. Metering

- As for water supply

8. Costs per Capita

- No Information is provided

9. Tariff

- No information

10. Development Financing

- No information

11. Manpower and Training

- Same problems as for water supply but more serious.

12. Data Availability

• Apparently none available

15. Legislation

- No information given. Apparently non existent.

14. Principal constraints

- Lack of priority in addition to constraints shown for water supply
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D. GENERAL REMARKS

An informative paper which generally follows the WPRO outline. However,

there seem to be some inconsistencies in some data and absences of other

Information as illustrated below:

- Some inconsistency in the number of urban communities.

- Some inconsistency in Service Coverage and projected investments shown

in Annex 1.

- No information on economic situations and ability to contribute to the

Sector Development and to the generation of revenues*

- No information on vater resources assessments and control of use*

- No information on Policy for sewerage development.

- Insufficient information on standards for design and construction.

- No information on metering and on tariffs and tariff policies.

- Further clarifications needed for Annex 1 concerning sewerage and

units quoted.

- No reference to WHO/IBRD sector study.
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PAKISTAN

ftof. P«ptr prepared by Mr AijM Afctetr *
Ministry of Finance, Islamabad

A* GENERAL •

1. Population total

1973 census 65 million ) . . . . . . _ .„ .
in four major provinces and four territories

1977 estimate 73.43 million )
2. Population distribution * . ;

Urban - 407 communities including seven major cities (1972)

- 20.13 million, i.e. 27.4X (1977)

Rural - 40,000 villages (1972)

- 53.30 million

It is not clear what is rural-and what is urban?

3. Public health and economic aspects

High degree of water contamination,

30% of all reported diseases art waterborne and 40% of mortalities

are due to the latter.

No information provided on economic aspects and income.

4. Water Resources

No information provided on surveys, uses and regulations.

5. Ceneral Planning and Policy

Government assigns a very high priority to this sector.

Strategies and guidelines to the provinces are spelt out in a "National

Medium Term Plan".

Development Departments Coordinate Provincial Plans and determine

priorites within the various sectors*

Basis of classification of rural and urban communities is not clear.
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I',. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

1. Institutional Responsibility

Primary responsibility Provincial authorities through Public Health

Engineering Departments (PHED), or Peoples*

Works Programme (PWP) and Individual

Municipalities and Development Authorities

in the bigger cities. The role of

the PWP is not clear.

Engineering Presumably by PHED and.others mentioned above.

Construction Presumably by PHED and others mentioned above.

Operation and "Arrangements are not satisfactory",
maintenance pHEJJ handg Qver workg tQ local a u t h o r i t i e 8 2 year

after construction. Most local authorities.-can-

not manage and turn back operation to PHED.

Apparently rural water supplies are operated and
maintained by PHED.

2. Coverage and quality of service

1977 60.II of urban population is covered ) These are somewhat higher than

16.6% of rural population is covered ) the figures indicated in the

25.5% of total population is covered ) 1976 WHO/IBRD Sector Study Report

All water supplies are intermittent and therefore services are not

adequate. Concern is voiced over excessive wastage, should supply

become non-intermittent.

Projected

84% of urban population by 1983

37% rural population by 1983

Apparently intermittent supplies will continue.

3. Level of service

Presently 30X of urban and 15% of rural populations served are provided

with house connexions. The .remainders are served with public standposts,

or hand pipes in the rural areas.

Future situation not indicated.

4. ver capita consumption

Average urban - 30 g.p.c.d.

Average rural - 10-15 g.p.c.d.
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5. Quality standards and surveillance;

There is a serious quality problem as water is supplied intermittently

in most cities. No information is provided on surveillance and whether

International WHO Standards are applied.

6* Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

According to para* 34, there is a water supply design criteria developed

by'teneral Advisory Service? but this has to be updated. Thin is not clear.
* • • *

7. Metering

No information provided.

8. Cost per capita •

According to Annexture III

Piped - urban Rs 150 * $15 :

- rural Rs 100 • $10

Standposts

' - u r b a n R s 2 5 '-•-' ••«•--

- rural R& \Z

Higher figures are reported in Annexture V for ongoing and new

projects. In metropolitan areas, the cost is reported to be Rs 592 per

capita and in other urban areas it is Rs 254 for systems with house

connexions* It is not clear whether the figures reported in Annex III are for

piped or non-piped systems, but because of the big cost differential

shown they are probably not piped. Also why is there such a big

difference in cost between metropolitan and other urban areas?

9. Water Tariff

No information on policy, according to paragraph 23, the water rates

range from Rs 1/1000 gal. to Rs 3/1000 gal. These revenues are too

low to recover much of the costs even for operation and maintenance.

It is not clear how the revenues are collected.
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10, Development Financing
* . . . - - . . , , ' • . r- .

Internal (Urban) one third grant from Central Government through annual
budgetary allocations.

" one third loan from Provincial Government. (No information
on interest rates-and payments).

" one third contribution from individual local authority, but
local authorities often cannot raise the
money let alone servicing the loan.

Rural 100Z in grant by Central Government

External - No specific information given but Annex V mentioned that
"large projects are picked up by various
International and Bilateral Agencies".

il# Manpower Training .

There is no organized training available for operating staff.

12. Data Availability

Information system is inadequate. Data on costs of development, operation

and maintenance are not reliable.

13* Legislation

Information not provided.

14, Principal Constraints

Financial constraints (i.e. low allocation in the National budget

despite high priority given).

•• Capabilities of operation and maintenance of local authorities not

adequate*

C. SEWERACE

1, Institutional Responsibility

As for water*

2. Coverage and quality of service

1977 7.7% of total population covered by vaterborne sewerage

comprising 23% in ufban areas and 2% in rural areas.

Projected 61* pf urban population by 1983 )
,._ ., , , .. . ,„„_ . water borne sewerage
10Z of rural,population by 1983 ), ,
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3. Level of service ;̂ J .'.. ,-J«.L .:- -•

Very limited service is provided and no information on public facilities

versus house connexions ..... etc. : • '••'• ' ; • •'•'•

4. Per capita sewage production

Not mentioned. Information probably not available.

5. Water pollution contro 1 ...........

No information.

6. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

See water supply. •

7. Metering •

See water supply. -

8. Cost per capita

According to Annex V, vaterborne sewerage cost is Rs 400 for metropolitan

ar£a and RS 256 fbr other urban, areas.

9. Tariff •,,,..

No information provided. : .

10. Development financing

See water supply.

11. Manpower and Training

See water supply.

12. Data Availability

See water supply.

13. Legislation

See water supply.

14. Principal constraints

See water supply. Apparently sewerage is given a much lower priority.
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D, GENERAL REMARKS

The report is fairly informative, however it does not follow the suggested

WPRO outline• A number of important information has not been presented as

illustrated in the following:

1. General economic data and income which could be related

to sector allocation,ability to pay and tariffs.

2. Information on water resource surveys and water allocation.

3. Co-ordination of activities of agencies active in the sector

(i.e. PHEU, PWP, Municipalities etc.)

4. National policies on service level, quality of service, design

criteria, standards of quality, surveillance, metering, water

tariffs and sewerage charges.

5* Legislation concerning water collection control.

6, Information on borrowing and bank interest rates.

7, Data presented on cost per capita appear to be unreliable.

8, No reference'to the sector study of 1976 carried out by WHO/IBRD.

It would have been very helpful if the author tried to up-date

that report or to indicate which items of the recommendations have

been implemented. Evidently not much has happened since the

sector study was completed.
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:T l.-.u-Lcilii r 1 •»77

PAPl \ NEW GUINEA

Bef. P« per prepared by Mr Colin Brett
National Waterworks Authority, Konedobu

A. GENERAL

1. Population (total)

Present - 3 million

1971 - censi s taken
1986 - projtction given for urban centre only

2. Population distribution

Not given, except that in 9 urban centres ranging from 120,000 in the
capital of Port Moresby to 3,500 in Rabaut. The total population for
these 9 centres = 296,'. 00 estimated in 1977. This roughly makes up
about 10/! of the total population and accordingly rural population
would make up 90%.

3. Public Health and Ecom mic Aspect

Waterburne diseases art endemic with high incidence of dysentry and gastro-
enteritis.

Tvo information on economic aspects and income.

4. Water Resources

No information,except i.hat many rural communities use rain wator.

5. General planning polic •

None. Work is done on an ad hoc basis.

H. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

1. Institutional Responsibility . ......

- Financial organization controlled by Finance Department
- Promotion.of project by field officers
- Operation responsibility local councils

(Insufficient information)

2. Cover.-ij'.o and quality of service

- There are nc accurate statistics
- The estimated coverage for urban centres is between 100% for the capital

to 1% for Kavieng
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- The quality of service varies from "very good to fair" owing to poor
maintenance and power fluctuation

- There is no information on projected coverage or targets

3. Level of service •

- No information provided

4. Per capita consumption

700 - 250,l.c.d. The higher figure is in the capital.

5. Quality standards and surveillance

- Reasonable quality - WHO standards are attempted.

- Water quality is monitored by Health Department - generally on weekly
sampling basis.

6* Standards for design/criteria and construction

- No information but apparently non-existant

• D<!*t«n practices are largely based on Australian practice

7. Metering

It is implied that some metering is practiced but no further information

8. Costs per capita

No accurate figures are available,however following figures mentioned

- Urban from K235 to K 180 per capita (i.e. US$ 294-225)
- Rural as low as K 10 per capita (i.e. US$ 12.5)

9. Tariff

No information provided, except system for Port Moresby is run on business
lines and some local Government Councils act as revenue collectors

• *

No information on rural supplies

10. Development financing

Urban - funds are mainly provided from Central Government up to 50% in
grant

- local Council provides the remainder. It is not known from what
source

Rural - no information
11. Manpower and training

Inadequate - most professional and technical staff are on short-tern
contracts
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12. Data availability

Not organized

13. Legislation ' .

Minimal, with only water ordinance for Port Moresby

14. Principal constraints- .

1. Lack of a planning policy
2. Lack of information on water resources? ,
3. Lack of appropriate institutional responsibility ,
4. Lack of fund generating capacity
5. Lack of basic information and planning data
6. Lack of appropriate legislation.
7. Difficulties in communication and accees to outlying areas

C. SEWERAGE

1. Institutional Responsibility

Same as for water supply.

2. Coverage and quality of service

- There arc no accurate statistics
- Piped sewerage is available between 60% of the people to OX in the

urban areas. Piped sewerage is non-existant in rural areas.
- There is no information on quality of service
- All waste water systems are overloaded

3. Level of service

No information provided.

4. Per capita sewage production

Not provided.

5. Water pollution

No information on the magnitude of the problem, except that pollution
from sanitary wastes and some mining reach the streams.

6. Standards for design/criteria and construction

As for water supply.

7 . Metering .. ......

As for water supply.
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8. Cost per capita

No accurate figures are available.

Urban sewerage - about K 120/capita (!••• US$ 150)
Rural sanitation - as low as K 10/capita

9. Tariff

Generally about K2.7O per month. It is not known how much of the costs
are recovered.

10. Development financing

Presumably as for water supply.

11. Manpower and training

As for water supply

12. Data availability

Not organised.

13. Legislation

Minimal,except Public Health Ordinance concerning sewerage and septic
tank regulations

14. Principal constraints

As for water supply.

— 0 0 0
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D. OKNKHAL REMARKS

A fairly informative document which follows the WPRO outline, except
for the exclusion of annexes. There are also several important Information
which have not been presented. These may well be due to their non-availability.
Examples are:

1. General economic Information which could be related to ability
to pay and Income generation*

2. Information on water resources, surveys and allocations
3* Information on institutional responsibility
h. Information on general planning policies, priority setting,

levels of service, tariff setting*
5. Regulations on borrowings and Bank rates of Interest
6. Generally Insufficient Information on the rural sub-sector
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Rev. 14 October 1977

THE PHILIPPINES

Ref. Paper by Dr. Angel Alejandrlno and
Mr. Carlos C. Leano, Jr.

National Water Resources Council and
Local Water Utilities Administration

Manila

A, GENERAL

I. Population total

1970 - Census (probably taken there)
1975 - 41.8 million
1990 - 65.0 million t 2000 • 84 million (projection) growth

at 2.6 to 2.0%.

t» population distribution

1977* Urban 38%* (i.e. 16 Billion inclusive of ManlU in which
approximately there is a third of this population.)

•Rural 71X

MOTE I 701 RURAL AND 307. URBAN IS A MORE
ACCURATC KICURE, IN ROUND NUMBER

i. Public Health and Economic Aspects •

Vaterborne diseases Including cholera, and typhoid are endewie
in the Manila Metropolitan Area. No econoulc infornttion
provided.

4. Water Resource*

A National Water Resources Council (NWRC) Is la existence since
March 1974. It is the co-ordln?tir.£ body of all vater resources
development activities with "quasi-power of penalty Imposition",
It is not known what surveys have been carried out.

5. Ceneral Planning «nd Policy

Mot described.

NOTE I EACH ACENCY PERFOSMS ITS OWV CSNERAL
PLANMINC AND POLICY OF IMPLEMENTATION
BUT TO AVOID OVERLAPPING OF PROCRAMS
INTER-ACENCY CONFERENCES ARE KELD.

B. COMMUNITY KATER SUPPLY

1. Ing t l t u t l o i i a l Rcsponsibt) i tjf

There i s no s ingle nat ional agency in charge of overall
planning and programming.

KOTEl (THERE IS NOW A STUDY TO ENTRUST IN
ONE ACEJiCY THE OVERALL PLASriNC AND
POLICY FOSMULAnC::, SPKARtlEAUEti BY
KWRC.)

•Accoxdini to Sector Study Rrp-irt 1075 popul.it<on lt ieltded
297, urban and 71% rur.il for a to t ; ) population <-.r u'i,') i rUl lon
since the two fi; .vr?s shovit c-M up to i-.orc i.iian XOC'i tln-se cftn-
dot be Ciissidorcd .T.cura Co .
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At the Central Government level six agencies are Involved!

(i) Metropolitan Water and Sewerage System (HWSS)
(11) Local Water Utilities Administration (LWUA)
(111) Bureau of Public Works (M'W)
(Iv) Environmental Sanitation of the Department of Health (DOH)
(v) Department of Local Government and Community

Development (DLGCD)
(vi) The Mational Economic Development Authority (NEDA)

Rural Hater Supply is handled by the DLGCD.

NOTE! BPV IS ALSO INVOLVED IK RURAL WATER
SUPPLY AND SO ARE OTHER AGENCIES, BUT
TO A LESSER DEQREE.

2. Coverage and quality of service

Present (1973)

* 431 of the country's population benefit from potablt
water supply

** 511 of the urban population benefit from potablo
water supply
337. of the rural population benefit from potable
water supply
82% coverage in the metropolitan of Manila with
piped water
23% of the country's population has piped vater
(house connections!)

..'.**• 561 of the urban population has piped water
8.61 of the rural population has piped water

With the exception of Manila most urban and rural water
supplies are inadequate And unreliable. Two thirds of
water produced is not accounted for.

NOTES *38% SHOULD BE THE MORE CORRECT FIGURE

**THE BASE OF 51% INCLUDES PROVINCIAL
URBAN CENTERS OF POPULATION WHILE THE
BASE OF 567. IS NATIONAL URBAN POPULA-
TION IN CHARTERED CITIES ONLY,, INCLUDING
METRO MANILA, A SMALLER BUT MORE DEVELOPED
BASE.

Projected (Year 2000)

*** 75% of the country's population (I.e. 63 of 83.4 million)

No Information on a break-dovm of urban and rural coverage

JJOJfiJ 75% OF THE POPULATION IN THE SERVICE AREA
IS A TARCF.T SET. THE TARGET IS NOT DEEMED
HIGH AS DEVELOPMENT OK PROVINCIAL URBAN
CENTERS OF POPULATION ARE GIVEN PRIORITY.

3. Level of service

Not discussed.

* Another part of the paper (pe(>e 8)'u.entlones 38% 7
** These figures are obviously not rl(,iit.
*** The basis of these figures is not. known. Large funds will be

needed and the WOO/IBRD Sector Report questions whether suf-
ficient funds can be generated based on existing sanitation.
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MOVE I SERVICE IS GF.MKRALLY INADEQUATE, QUALITY
""""" AND QUANTITY WiSK. WATKR SERVICE, THKOUCH

PUMPING VARIES FROM 3 HOURS TO 12 HOUitS A
DAY IN MANY CASES.

4, ttx capita consumption

• Metropolitan Manila 233 l.c.d
• Other urban 113 l.c.d
• Rural 23 l.c.d

5. quality Standards and Surveillance

Control is exercised only in the Manila Metropolitan Area and
• few of the urban centres. It la not known whether the
Ministry of Health playi a role. A national quality standards

drafted in 1963,

i. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

There In a pressing need for developing national standards.

.WOTEl LWUA IS NOW DEVELOPING STANDARDS FOB
ALL WATERWORKS SYSTEM AFFILIATED WITH
IT. THESE STANDARDS ARE BEING PREPARED
IN CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION WITH
MWSS.

I.

Not mentioned.

NOTE; ON THE PART OF LWUA, IT PROPOSES 100%
METERING OF ALL WATER CONNECTIONS IN
ALL WATER DISTRICT AND PROVIDES FINAN-
CIAL ASSISTANCE TO ACCOMPLISH THIS.
WATER DISTRICTS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR
AND OWN THE METERS.

•a* Cost per capita

f 300 to P1.000 ( i . e . $40 to $135) for urban areas
Up to P 200 ( i . e . $27) for rural areas

t,. Water Tariff

Por urban areas tariff should cover "full cost recovery".
I t Is not known whether this i s i-spler.entoble and no
Information provided on the tariff range, method of
co l lec t ion , ab i l i ty to pay, e t c .

Subsidize by Government. Partial recovery of cost-thru
socialized pricing.

I©. Development Financing

• Central Government contribution through L'JUA, MWSS (bas i s
and pr ior i ty se t t ing not mentioned)

• Se l f -generat ion - not explained
• Local borrowing - basis not mentioned
- External f inancing, which amounts to 50% of t o t a l .

For urban areas "the current po l icy i s no government subsidy".
Zt i s not c lear how and who e s t a b l i s h e s such p o l i c i e s .

Jlfllfl UNDER THE WATER DISTRICT COKCKPT (J.WUA.SPUN'SOP.ED)
PROVINCIAL VAT/TRVGRKS VOVIQ BE 'JZVKIOI'ZO OH A
SKLF-SUPl'OKn-G BASIS. LWliA PPGV1DCS TECHNICAL
AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE (LOANS>. i.o«v.;s WILL UI
PAID BACK rr.c;; V:AVLK REVENUE, THIS roucY IS
ESTABLISH!'.!) IY LAW - I'D 198, MXlitKli BY I'D 7fC.
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Sector allocation Inclusive of sevrcrage amount to about
4% of the national development funds.

11. Manpower and Training

There is a definite shortage of trained manpower in all
respects. This has been virtually neglected in the past.

• ' • ' -

LWUA is promoting manpower development.

12. Data Availability

This is lacking and recently the National Water Resources
Council has been engaged in developing an appropriate data
system.

13. Legislation

Presidential Decrees established various agencies mentioned
under B.I.

14. Principal Constraints

1. Lack of sufficient number of trained manpower in all
areas of the sector.

2. Lack of sufficient financial resources.
3. Lack of adequate information system, including consump-

tion and other design factors, costing, etc.
4. Need to streamline institutional responsibility.
5. Need for co-ordination on the higher planning level,

in order to determine priorities.
6. Lack of quality controls and surveillance.
7. Lack of standards for design and construction.

C. SEWERACE

1, Institutional Responsibility

- As for water supply; there is no single national agency.

- It is not known who handles rural sanitation.

2. Coverage and quality of service

Present (1977)

101 of the country's population through piped systems. Only
minimal progress since 1909. This is primarily fox the
Manila Metropolitan Areas and Zamboanga City.*

101 of country's population have flush/water sealed toilets.
Does this mean they are served with piped water?
48T of the urban population has modern flush/water sealed
toilets.
7.9% of rurAl population had modern sanitation? Not defined.
This is certainly not a piped system.
Existing system totally inadequate.

Projected (2000)

** 50% oi the total country's population is to be provided
with public sewerage, and
707. cf the Manila Metropolitan population to be provided
with public scvorage.

*The WlfO/Il>KD Sector Report mentions six major cities and a IX
figure.

**The basis of these figures is not known.
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Ho information on a break-down of urban and rural coverage,
except that "assistance is being envisaged for the rural
communities up to the year 2000".

3, Level of service

Mot discussed.

NOTE: AT PRESENT ONLY METRO MANILA AND PARTLY IN ONE
OR TWO CITIES ARE ENJOING SEWERAGE SERVICE.

4. Per capita sewage production

No figures were reported.

5* Water pollution control

Hater pollution is on the increase at apparently no control
ha* been initiated.

t. Standards for Design/Criteria and Construction

As for water supply.

, 7. Metering

As for water supply.

8. Cost per capita

"Slightly higher" than for water supply?

9. Tariff

No information provided.

10. Development Financing

Presumably *a for water supply?

11. Manpower and Training

As for water supply.

12. Data Availability

As for water supply.

13. Legislation

As for water supply.

14. Principal constraints

As for water supply.

D. GENERAL REMARKS

An information document which follows the suggested outline,
except for the Annexes which have not been included.
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A number of important information hat not been presented at
illustrated in the following!

1. General economic information which could be related to
ability to pay and tariffs,

2* Information on water resources surveys and allocation.

3. Information on the general planning policies, priority
setting, levels of service requirements, metering,
tariff setting, and sewerage charges.

4. Information on borrowing and bank rates of interest.

5. Discrepancies in data presented on population coverage
•nd the basis for projected future coverage is not
given.

6. Generally insufficient information on sewerage and rural
sanitation, including institutional arrangements.

7. Mo reference to the 1977 WHO/IBRD Sector Study. Some
of the figures do not agree, particularly on service
coverage and sewerage.
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k October 1977

REPUBLIC OP KOREA

Ref• Paper by Mr Hae-Kyu Boh
Ministry of Construction

Seoul

A. GENERAL

1# Population Total

1975 - 35*281 million groving at l.,jt per annum

P« Population Dietribution

1975 - Urban - 20.00»f million, i.e. 56.7*

Rural - 15.277 million, i.e. 45.3*

3« Public Health and Economic Aspects

• High incidence of water-borne diseases

- No information on economic situation as might reflect ability to

raise revenues*

k. Water Resources

• Ho information is provided

5* General Planning Policy

- Mo information is provided especially on how to relate national

development to sectoral planning*

B. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

1. Institutional Responsibility

- Not clearly spelt out, although it Is noted that the "laws prescribe

that water supply and sewerage shall be constructed by the local

governments with approval of central government (Ministry of Construction)*11

It is also noted that "the central government will construct the

Integrated water supply system, and supply drinking water to cities

and towns." Thus, the division of responsibility is not clear* Also

it is not clear who plans the systems and who operates and maintains

them.
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2. .Coverage and Quality of Service

Present

Urban - 172 cities have water supply system, with Intermittent

service in some of these communities. These comprise

79J& of urban population; several communities hare no

piped water*

Rural - 10,317 villages have "simple piped" water supply

comprising 30£ of total rural population.Ko Information
on quality of services.

Future

- The goal for combined urban and rural piped water supply is to achieve

60* coverage by 1981.

- All rural areas with 20 households or more are to be supplied with

"simple piped" water by 1981.

It 1B not clear how these goals are set.

3. Level of Service

Present

Urban - It Is not clear what percentage is served with

direct house connections.

Rural - No information provided

Future

- No information

h. Per capita Consumption

Total Average - 188 l.c.d.

Urban - 220 l.c.d.

Rural - 8U l.c.d.

5. Quality Standards and Surveillance

Bacteriological, chemical and physical quality standards for raw and

drinking vater are listed.
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Quality examination is carried out by local government.

It is not clear how and what facilities are used.

Ministry of Health and Social Affairs establishes methods and testing

items. It ie not clear if they are empowerd in anyway.

6. Standards for Deeign/Criteri-a and Construction

- No information provided

7. Metering

- No information provided

8. Costs per capita

- No information on true costs except $6.00 per capita is allowed apparently

for planning purposes. This is too low for urban supplies if related only

to the served population.

o. Water Tariff

"All costs except system expansion are considered In setting water charges."

Different charges set for different uses.

No other specific information were provided.

It is not clear how revenues are collected but apparently these are still

mixed with general requirements.

10. Development Financing

For urban - (1977-81) - $1*33.228

$36^.868 million (i.e. 8k»22f>) from national resources

$ 68.360 million (i.e. 15.78$) is external resources

The total expenditure represent a 3.87 fold Increase over 1971-75

period. It is not clear how funds are allocated and what percentage

of the national expenditure do they make.

The mechanism of allocation is not clear, and government loans amount

to 6o# of total construction co6t^ if so what Interest rates?

For rural

Information were provided for 1972-76 amounting to $20.51*8 of which

$16,798 from national resources. No mention of WFP funds amounting to

over $2^ million. Government subsidizes 9<# of total construction

costs. This contradicts finding in WHO/lBRD Sector Study Report.
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11. Manpower and Training

"Manpower Is not sufficient". Central government is planning training.

12. Data Availability

Data on water supply systems and operation status from the cities are

collected by the Ministry of Construction and Integrated •very year.

It is not clear how effectively the system works and what sorts of data

is available.

13. Legislation

A 1961 promulgated water supply lav gives responsibility for construction

to local governments with the approval of central government, i.e.

(Ministry of Construction). It Is not clear whether the lav specify

responsibility of Health Ministry and whether it spells out government

subsidies, etc.

lU. Principal Constraints

-Financial constraints owing to heavy dependence on national resources

•Need to streamline institutional responsibility

-Inadequate information system

-Inadequate manpower development

-Inadequate surveillance

In addition the WHO/lBRD Sector Study Report of 197? mentions the following:

-Lateral communications at central government level is inadequate and

unwieldy

-Planning and execution of water supplies is carried out In isolation of

local authorities

-Ministry of Health input is Inadequate especially in assisting and

supervising and operating piped village water supplies.

C. COMMUNITY SEWERAGE

1. Institutional Responsibility

- See water eupply
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2. Coverage and Quality of Service

Present

Urban - No conventional sewerage system exists. Only li are

equipped with water flush toilets. 9% are served

by conservancy vaults and night soil,

"combined sewers" convey flushed water, sullage and

septic tank overflow affecting 68$ of urban

population. Apparently this is discharged without

treatment. However, night soil Is provided with sow

kind of treatment*

Rural - Utilise latrines, or privies of various designs*

Future

• Re Information provided except that a newly planned City of Banweol Is

to be provided with a separate sewerage system. A master plan for

vastewater treatment will be developed In 1978* It Is not clear whether

this will be on a national basis.

3. Level of 8ervlce

Present

• Absence of piped sewerage system with proper house connections

(insufficient information on nature of "combined system").

future

- Ho Information

U, Per capita sewerage production

- Mo Information

5. Water Pollution Control

- Ho Information except that sewage is presently discharged without

treatment. It is therefore conoluded that water pollution is a big

problem.

• See Item 2 above.
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6. Standards for Design/Criteria ana Construction

- No information is available

7. Metering

- See water supply

8. Costs per capita

- No information on true costs except $1.08 per capita Is allowed

apparently for planning purposes.This Is an extremely low figure If related
only to the served population.

9. Tariff

- No Information provided

10* Development Financing

For urban (197^-75)

- A total expenditure of $21,393 million la mentioned of vhloh $19*102

million is from national sources.

- See comments on water supply, item B-10»0orern—at subsidises 500 of

total construction costs.

For rural

- No information provided

11. Manpower and Training

- As for water supply

1?. Data Availability

- No Information is provided

13. Legislation

- A 1966 Promulgated Sewerage Lav - no details provided

Ik, Principal Constraints

- In addition to the water supply constraints, there is not sufficient

priority given to this sub-sector.

. Legislation on pollution control not fully enforced.
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D. GENERAL REMARKS

1. A fairly informative report which however could have been more

informative if it was related to the WHO/IBRD sector study. The

report generally follows the suggested outline, but the information

is somewhat too brief* In this connection not enough information was

provided on economic aspects, water resources, planning policy and

...:. goal setting, service levels, design criteria and other standards,

actual unit costs, tariff collection and legislation and sector

responsibility.

2. In some cases data is unverifiable as far as can be obtained from the

WHO Sector Study. For example:

(l) Section 2 C mentions that 6&f> of the urban population is served

with "combined sewer". The combined sever according to the Sector

Study Report are open ditches carrying storm drainage and sullage

water and in some cases septic tank overflows and hence may not

meet standards for safe collection of waste.

(ii) The per capita costs in Section 2 E "Investment11 are highly

questionable as these are very much on the low side. The Sector

Study Report gives a figure of $7/caplta for rural water supply only*

(iii) The "Government Subsidy" mentioned in Section 3 C is not in line

with the findings of the Sector Study Report. The latter mentions

that subsidies were stopped after 1965. It is also understood

from the Sector Study Report that a considerable amount of

contribution Is made directly by the people themselves.

5. It would have been far more useful if the author could have reported

on which items of the recommendations of the Sector Report have been

implemented over the past year.
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THAILAND
Reference Paper by Mr P. Phlsphunvldhl

Bangkok Metropolitan Waterworks Authority, Bangkok

A.

1. Total Population

Accordia^ to the National targets, the population target it

stated to be reduced from 3 > per annum in 1976te 2.1 > by the year

1981, This corresponds to an increase from the population el 44

• m i e n s in the year 1976 te 44.85 Millions in the year 1977. The

projected populations are provided in Annex 1*

2. Population Distribution

Urban - 25 $ of total population living in urban areas* Clese

to 40 % of the urban dwellers are concentrated in

Metropolitan Bangkok area. The remaining 60 % are

distributed among 118 municipalities and 291 Sanitary

Districts*

uural - 75 ^ of total population scattered in 45,120 villages,

k9 y of which with population less than 500 and 97 £ less

than 2,000 persons.

3. 1'ubic Health and Economic Aspects

Water-borne diseases are of high prevalence. These are

cousidered of first priority. 75 > of population is engaged in

Agriculture contributing approximately 28 jt of the GNP. Per capita

UNI* rising and in 1974 amounted to % 300 . Ineone disparities between
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rural and urban areas are substantial especially in the North ffftstern

regiou* •-...-

k. Hater Resources

iiirer sources are normally used for large water supplies

vhile ground water are used for providing water la snail coaaunities.

substantial information are available on these resources but not

enough on ground water exploration. Concerning with the legistration,

some actions hare been initiated through the Water Resource Planning

Sub-committee of the National bconoraic and Social bevelopaent Board*

It should bf noted that Ground Water Act has been promulgated tine*

July 28, 1977.

5. General Planning Policy

Water supply and sewerage are treated as sub-sector of

public utility sector, During the Fourth - 5 year national development

plan, it is estimated that 33 billion tfaht or 8 Jfc of the central

budget be provided for the sector of which 7 billion Baht is allocated

for water supply. In the urban sub-sector, goals are apparently set

on basis of population to be served. Priorities in the rural sub-

sector on basis of request from villages, willingness to contribute or

#
to share costs, water resource availability which is cost related.

li. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

1. Institutional Responsibility

uasic responsibility lie within the government.

Lrban - The Metropolitan Water Works Authority (MVWA) for Bangkok.
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- The Provincial Water Supply division (FVSD) of tho Public

Works 7)«rarta»nt la the Ministry of Interior with i t s 6 regional

office, , #

Apparently the KWVA la responsible for pitanIng, design

construction* operation o>nd aaiateaaaoe• PWSD has similar

responsibilities but Bay also graat eoneeasloao to

Municipalities and Sanitary Districts.

Uural - llural Water Supply Division of Ministry ofjiealth

responsible for pipod sebcaos servlag 19 )» of rural

population (!*•• pop* 1000 -5000).

- Five otbor govornaeat ageneies aro involved la iho non-piped

rural vator supply.

2. Coverage and quality of Service

(197b) - Urban - Metropolitan Bangkok, 63 % aro supplied with piped

water, and a largo expansion project is underway.

Other urban aroas, 25 % aro supplied with piped water

in 226 coaaranities. Total urbaa population served la

41 fb of urban*

The quality of services is generally adequate, i.e.

pressure is adequate and water is aootly available

oft 2k houre.

Rural - Pipod supplies cover 22 % of tbo rural population in

1194 villages with population 2000 - 5000. The quality

of services is not always satisfactory duo to varying
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quality, i.e. interaittency and inadequate

,. • maintenance*

The non-piped rural supplies cover 16 to 19 *? of the

rural population, quality of service is also not

adequate*

hany hand pumps are out of order.

Future

Urban by 198I - The target is to provide vater to 50 % of the total

. urban population (i.e. an increase of approx. 11 ^ of

curreut total coverage)» For the urban areas the

increase will be i'rom 25 J* to 31 J..

:ural by l'jbl - The target for the piped supply is to increase total

rural coverage to U5 J.

The target for the non-piped schemes is to out iace

the population increase of this .jroup by a ratio of

' 2.4 to 1.

.therefore more than the present 19 5» will be served.

3. level of Service

Population in 1976 approx. 44 Billion

- Urban population 25 J- . « 11.1 Billion

i7op. in Metropolitan area = 3*9 million

Outside Metropolitan are* = 7*2 million

- Rural population 75 jt . • 32.9 Billion

iiouse connections in Metropolitan area serve about 63 '/: of

total population which cover 2,k$ million, the remainings use water

lrom stand pipe and natural water* Piped water outside metropolitan
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area can serve only 25 /* of population, the remainders use vater frost

uon piped water supply and other sources*

b.3 million or 19 '< of rural population are supplied with

n . Per Capita Consumption

rrb.-ii) Mctropolitnn area J»5O - 500 litres/ cap ./day

Uuside metropolitan area

population 5,000 and under 120 "

population 5,000 . 25,000 100 "

population 25,000-50,000 200 "

population over 50,000 300 "

Uural

sanitary District 80 "

Other Communities 50 "

5. Quality Standards and SurTeillaoce

Metropolitan Water Uorks Authority produces water from

treatment plant according to WliQ water drinking standard| ground water

in some area hare problem with higu mineral contents* SurTeillance

i6 adequate for distribution system inrestegation* The other agencies

provide vater supply according to their own standards which differ

from each other. Now, National water drinking standards are under

preparation by Thai Industrial Standard Organization*
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6. Standards for Design Criteria and Construction

Urban

1. Design Period

Metropolitan Area

30 years

Outside Metropolitan

10 years

:. Consumption 450-500 litres/cap./day 120-300 litres/cap./day

3* Sedimentation 1.5 hours

4. Kilter Loading

present plant 120 a5/day/B
2

nev plant 300 s'/day/i2

5» Clear water reservoir

6, Distribution System:

residual pressure 10 m. Bin.

7» Distribution System capacity:

arerage to maximum

4 hours

120

25-30 $> plant eapaelty

15 •• ain*

daily flov

Rural

1. Design Period

1:1.2 1:1.5

2. Consupmtion

Plant 10 years

Distribution 15 years

80 litres/cap./day fsr Sanitary Districs

50 litres/cap./day for other cosnunities

3. Maxinum punping day 15 hours

4. Average pumping day 10 hours

5. Maxiaum daily deaaad 15 average day demand

6. Total storage 70 ft average day deaand

7. Elevated storage 20 % average day deaaad

8. Minimum pressure 15 m.
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7. hatering

Urban - House connection are generally metered but many are out

of order.

Rural - A few Tillages hare meters installed.

8. Costs per Capita

Average fer Urban

- Metropolitan area $ 57/eapita

- Outside aetro. % 14.8/eapita

Average fer rural $ 10/capita

«». Water Tariff

Urban - Peliey to develop self reliaaej.

In Metropolitan area, the progressive rates are used as

follows.

Consumptions per month rate/m (jj)

0 -

6 -

12 -

25 -

50 -

over

b

12

25

50

200

200

»3

»5

»5

»3

.5

-3

free

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

heter maintenance fee of )i 3*50/month for domestic

consumption will be added on top of water cost.

i'lat rate of / 2.00 per m is used outside metropolitan

area.
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Connection charges vary between )i 1000 - 2000 per household.

itural They are supposed to cover operation and maintenance. They

are determined by each Tillage. Flat rate are generally applied at

/I 5 - 10 per nonth per household.

Households using public taps pay no charge.

10, development Financing

Urban

Metropolitan area - financial for on - going projects during

1977 - 1980 consume J& 2,265 million from National resources and

jA 1,365 million from external resources. In 1977 - 1981 the new

project* need j4 2,238 million from National resources and jj 1,065

million from external resources. The external resources for on -

going projects are loan from World liank and Asian Development Bank

at interest rate of 7r J* and 7« £ respectively.

Fourth plan projects (1977 - 1981) for other water supply

agencies are provided about f> 3»900 million. No information

available for external resources portion.

11. Manpower and Training

For urban supplies - manpower is generally adequate with

exception of those needed for specialized work, i.e. leak detection,

surveillance and meter repairs.

For rural areas the problem is to improve management of

manpower utilisation. Some local training is needed for technical level

personnel.
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12. nata ATailability

Metropolitan Water Works Authority seen to hare adequate

data for future planning and design. They hare fairly good system of

uota record and collecting. They also hare surrey team for water used

studying.

The other agencies hare data available only for piped water,

it is seriously lacking in the rural area serred by the non piped

voter supply.

13' Legislation

The legislations which are already promulgated are

1. itaw Water Canal Act. (KVIWA)

2. Ground Water Act.

14. Principal Constraints

Urban - Planning has orer developed production capacities at the

expense of distribution particularly outside Metropolitan

Bangkok.

Need to improve survelillance

Need to gire further consideration to ground water

utilization

Need institutional streamlining and to improve management

in operation and maintenance

Need to review and optimize design criteria

Need to develop reliable information system

ttural - Need to improve planning and consider low cost solution.

Need to improve personnel utilization.
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Need to streamline institutional arrangements.

Need to improve Burreillance.

Need a good information system and a more adequate design

criteria.

C. COMMUNITY S

1• Institutional Uesponeibility

Urban - Bangkok hetropolis Authority

- Other areas, rests with the urban communities

ttural - The Sanitation Dirision of the Ministry of Health is •

responsible.

•"'• Coyera|e and Quality of Service

Present

Urban - There is no water-borne sewerage in the country. Bangkok

is the first community now planning a sewerage system*

Combined conveyance of storm drainage and sullage are

found in some communities and mostly rely on individual

waste disposal facilities (i.e. latrines, cesspits, septic

tanks, etc)

Uural - Mostly sanitary lartrine programme being persued by 1975,

30 % were served by water sealed latrines and 85 ;< of

these are in use.

Future

Urban - As a first stage, 25,000 in Bangkok will be getting a

water-borne sewerage system in the next five years... •
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Hural - By 1981, 69 % of the population is to be provided with

water sealed latrines.

3» Level of Service

j'resent - See item 2 C aboTe.

No information as to whether sanitary latrines to serve

individual hones or a group of houses in the rmral areas*

ifoture - No information.

4. Per Capita Sewage Production

- No information

5» Water Pollution Control

- It is a major problem in Tiew of the lack of sewerage

especially in metropolitan Bangkok.

6. Standards for Desiafl/Criteria and Construction

• No information

7. Metering

- See Water Supply

8. Costs Per Capita

- No information on piped sewers. Pit latrines, eost about

jl 200/unit.

9. Tariff

- None existent
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10. Uerelopaent Financing

- National Gorernaent allocates 0.2 % of total national

derelopntnt budget.

Villagers contribute labour and furnish superstructure for

latrines.

11. Manpower and Training

• General lack of experience in urban sewerage.

12. 1)>U Availability

- Net available

13. Legislation

- No information prorided

14* Principal Constraints

- Very lev priority giren and lack of funds.

- Need strong legislation and legislation enforceaent.

- Lack of strong institutional linkage with water supply.

- Need Manpower deyelopaent and data base.
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TH3 ORGANIZAQ'JOK AMD MANAGEMENT OF PEE-INVESTMENT
PLANNING FOR WATER AND SEWERAGE

Harold R. Shipraan

INTRODUCTION

The information presented in the'reports submitted for the

ADB/WHO Working Group Meeting on Pre-investment planning by the

countries in attendance are useful first steps in the process of

supplying water and waste disposal services to the peoples of

those countries. However, the plans which will finally emerge

from the approaches discussed in this paper will be of use only to

the extent that they finally result In facilities which provide safe

water to people, and collect and dispose of their waste in a sanitary

manner. Five or ten year plans showing goals and objectives, costs

and implications are very important to help national planners reach

decisions on budgetary requirements and to be able to assess impact

on national development. In mo6t cases such plans in themselves will

not provide a sufficient Justification for the release of funds. The

targete set and the funds allocated for each year's program have to

be translated into engineering plans for selected cities, towns and

villages, and the means by which the systems will be constructed and

operated spelled out before final decisions can be taken. Only then

ore funds likely to be released. This is the process known as pre-

lnvetstment planning.

This paper Is In two parts. Part I together with annexes will

dipcuss the natlonif water/sewerage development plan with emphasis

on some of the Important elements which enter Into the preparation

and analysis of such plans. Part II discusses the execution of the

plan, putting particular emphasis on project identification and

project development.
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PART I

The Preparation of Five to Ten Year Plans for Water Supply and Waste
fllsposa]

I. Pre-investment Planning Defined.

1.1 Pre-investment planning may be defined as all work

which has to be carried out prior to the decision to commit funds

for a project and which provides the information required to

reach a decision on whether the investment should be made. It

is apparent that if a donor agency is interested only in pro-

viding funds simply because the purpose for which the funds will

be expended is thought to be good, there is little compulsion for

pre-investment planning. Thorough project preparation with full

understanding of objectives, developmental contributions, and

feasibility will always be required by governmental agencies and

international investment institutions interested in knowing where

it is that a country is moving in each of its sectors and what

contribution the concerned investment will make to national

development.

1.2 Using the foregoing definition, pre-investment planning

can be interpreted to mean all the events which transpire from

the time a government decides it wishes to put together a development

plan for water and/or for waste disposal, until the last pipe is in

place on the penultimate project included in that plan. The inclusion

of the work of putting the last pipe in place a6 part of pre-

investment planning is best understood when it is seen first, that

investment is not fully committed until installation of the last pipe

has begun, and second, that planning is a continuing process which

takes account of everything done in the past, of where things are in the

present, and what effects these have on the future. These help the

country to predict obstacles and permits it to adjust its goals
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and approaches to accommodate these experiences in the plans to follow.

II. The Organization and Management of Plan Preparation

2.1 The preparation of National'plane and programs for the

provision of water and sewer facilities to meet specified goals

for the medium and long term must involve a number of separate

governmental agencies and departments each of which is essential

both to the framework of the plan and to its successful

execution. In the water and va8%sector, preparation is more

complicated than in most other sectors because there are

actually at least four sub-sectors which must be considered.

These are urban water, urban sewerage, rural water and rural

sevage (excreta disposal). In this report when using the terms

water and sanitation, it will be meant water, sewage and excreta

disposal.

2.2 Countries engaged In preparation of a plan for five or

ten years to cover each of the sub-sectors will commonly have to

call on not one but sometimes five, six, or more separate govern-

mental departments or agencies in order to reflect the resources

which the country Is presently using to administer its activities.

2.3 A national water and sewerage sector plan covering a

period of five or ten years requires action on at least two levels,

the sub-sector level and the composite sector level. The agency

or agencies responsible for a sub-sector will have to prepare

their plans, hopefully according to prescribed uniform criteria

and guidelines, and the national planning body will then have to

consolidate their Individual planB into a master plan.

2,k At the outset, government must designate one agency,

committee or Task Force to be responsible for producing the plan.
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It must also be given the authority and the resources to exer-

cise this responsibility. If it occurs in any country that either

for political or legal reasons it is not feasible to consolidate

all the sub-sector plans and all agency proposals into one master

plan, this should not be allowed to stand in the way of proceed-

ing separately as long as the central planning or coordinating

agency is convinced that the plans are compatible and do not re-

sult in unwarranted costs in money and manpower. The coordinating

agency should also Insure that uniform policies are followed where

separate agencies perform similar functions. For example, if

seven agencies working in rural water have seven seta of poli-

cies with regard to community contributions for water systems,

it becomes difficult to insure efficiency and good management.

At least some communities are likely to be discriminated against.

3. What period should the plan cover? It can be said

that with water and sewerage, five years into the future is the

present. Those who work with the planning, design and construc-

tion of such facilities well know that it is unusual to be able

to deliver water or to connect to a sewage system much earlier

than five years after planning was first started. More commonly,

it is seven or eight years. These is much to support 10 year

plane for water and sewerage. Some of the reasons for this will

be discussed later but one of the most obvious is that of man-

power development. Any action to build manpower will just be

getting well established by the end of five years from the time

initiated.
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III. The Planning Agency

5.1 At least three situations appear to exist with re-

spect to national planning responsibilities within the lU coun-

tries represented at this WHO/Bank meeting. The first is re-

flected in countries such as Indonesia, Burma and Afghanistan

where an established national planning agency exists and where

it appears that a means Is provided for consolidating and coordinating

each of the sector agencies in the preparation of the plan. The second

situation is that where there is no central planning agency, or

at least no agency which actively stimulates national planning,

and where each sub-sector agency has customarily done its own

planning to the extent that budgetary justification is provided.

An example of the latter is Fiji and Nepal* Other countries such

as Thailand, the.Philippines and Pakistan have National Develop-

ment Banks, Economic Development Authorities or central units

M c h appear to have' sector planning interests but where it is

difficult to know from the information provided to what extent

they can or desire to officially act in the formulation of med-

ium and longer range water and sewerage plans.

3.2 Lack of information on the remaining countries coupled

with some uncertainty on the framework for planning which they

employ prevents a further classification breakdown, but it is

believed they would broadly fall into one of the three categori-

ies mentioned above. In the following paragraph some proposals

are offered in connection with each of these three situations for

the stimulation of thought and possible activity of the working group.
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IV. Sector and Planning Agency Responsibilities

k,l The objective of all water and sanitation planning

agencies during the next year should be to establish a unified

plan for the sector which has the endorsement of government and

which, If Implemented, will lead to the greatest number of people

to be benefited by the end of the plan period. This objective

should be the same irrespective of whether the country has a

national planning agency or whether the planning is done by

local or national sub-sector agencies and consolidated by means

of a committee or task force.

k,2 For countries having Planning Agencies, Immediate

action should be taken following this meeting for preparation

of a five and ten-year consolidated plan for the sector* For

countries without a central planning agency, the representative

attending the Manila meeting should carry responsibility for ar-

ranging an Informal meeting upon return home. For countries where

the framework Is uncertain, the representative to the Manila meet-

Ing should calrlfy local views upon return and should help in

reaching a decision on who Is to carry responsibility for the

next actions. In all these cases, resources are available if

requested, from WHO, the international banks and others for assistance

in overcoming the initial problems of launching the planning effort.

U.3 The following actions reflect one approach which may

be suited to certain of the countries and which can be modified

to the extent necessary to reflect differences in authority to

take certain actions which vary between countries.

V. Specific Actions to be Taken

5.1 A high level committee (Planning Committee) needs to

be created on which the head of each of the sub-sector agencies
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involved in water and sanitation is represented. If there is a

planning agency,'it should act as the chairman and secretariat

of the Committee, and if there is no planning agency, a chairtna

should be selected and a secretariat created. In either event,

professional personnel knowledgeable in the water and sanitation

sector need to be permanently assigned to the secretariat and

the committee given the authority and resources necessary to carry

out the work.

VI. The Elements of a Water and Sanitation Plan.

The Planning Committee should Immediately begin work.

There are several ways that It can proceed, but In each of the place

where the first action occurs is In data collection and consoli-

dation of information. This is followed by analysis of future

needs, evaluation of alternative goals, and a determination of

the implication associated with each, Including the Institution-

al and policy issues. This process Is commonly referred to as a

Sector Study. Certain of the considerations involved In the work

on each of these items is discussed In Annex I.

6.1 The Sector Study - Prelude to the Plan. The Planning

Committee should immediately arrange for the completion of a sector

study, or for the updating of previous studies if they are more than

two years old. This can be done in several ways, but only two seem

suited to the Ik countries represented In this region. One Is through

the creation of several task forces and from the sub-sector agencies

concerned In the country, and the other is through use of specialized teams

brought in to work with each of the sub-sector agencies* The end result
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should be the same. Each of these two approaches is briefly

discussed as follows:

A. The Task Force Approach

The Planning Committee under this approach does

the Sector Study itself by creation of a number of Task Forces,

each with a specific term of reference and a firm timetable to

be met. Among the areas to be covered, at least the following

will require action:

1) A data collection and tabulation task force

with authority to work with the demographic agency, with gover-

nors, mayors, water department heads and others capable of pro-

viding information and data on past and present status of water

and sewerage services throughout the country. It should project

the numbers of people to be served each year of the plan and

should establish a series of alternate targets to be achieved

by the end of the plan period. It should work with the other

task forces in translating these alternate targets into financial

and manpower requirements.

2) A task force whose function it is to set forth

criteria for the costing of the program reflected in the plans.

Among the items to be covered by their criteria will be: levels

of service to be provided (house connections, public hydrants, dis-

tances); per capita costs or other basis for establishing cost es-

timates for facilities to be built; standards and design criteria.
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3) A task force to evaluate institutional im-

plications of the plan and to establish recommendations on changes

needed, if any, in the organizational structure to permit design

and construction schedules to be met and to permit proper operation,

maintenance and management of the facilities. This task force

should also establish the manpower requirements of each of the

alternates and evaluate the recruitment, development and train-

ing requirements of each. It should establish a cost estimate for

the manpower and training requirements demanded by each of the

alternate targets.

4) A task force to study financial policies and to

recommend the approach best suited to the financing of the plan,

year by year. This task force will also take account of national

financing constraints, consider possibilities for local and exter-

nal funding, and funds likely to be generated by operations of the

water utilities. It will present in its recommendations a sched-

ule of funds required per year and source*- from which it Is proposed to

supply them. The policies believed necessary to insure repayment

of all borrowed funds and to cover the costs of operation and main-

tenance should be presented.

5) The high level Committee should establish a

timetable for completion of the work of each task force and for

the sequence of actions required to implement the plan carrying

it through to completion.
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B. The Sector Study Team Appraoch

Experience gained from two countries that em-

ployed the Task Force approach explained above, has shown that

the timetables were not met and that problems were encountered

because of shortage of experienced personnel to carry out the work

required in addition to other duties from which they could not be

spared. Consequently, with all of the shortcomings associated

with bringing in an outside team to help do the Sector Study,

this seems to be the method of choice. Such teams can be ar-

ranged in several ways, one being through a request to WHO. The

country should make a substantial input to the study by attaching

as many staff from its sub-sector agencies as possible. The ex-

ternal team should be given as much guidance as possible in what

targets the government feels it wishes evaluated. The Planning

.Committee should be actively involved at all stages of the study

and should take the data and preliminary conclusions of the team

for use without waiting for a final report. It is believed that

the raw information provided may in many cases be adequate to per-

mit the Planning Committee to reach broad judgment and to proceed

on to the next action. Experience shows that to prepare and pre-

sent a final report by the best of Sector Study teams is time-

consuming and can extend to well beyond six months after completion

of the field work.

VII. Plan Adoption

7.1 Upon completion of the work of all task forces on the

Sector Study team, alternate targets should be presented to the

Planning Committee and a decision then taken on the one believed
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achievable and within the resources which can be made available.

The recommended goals together with the requirements for achieve-

ment should then be presented by the Committee to the national

policy making body for official approval and adoption.

7.2 It may be that further modification will be required

to the plan based on the policy body's comment. It should be

stressed that the final plan needs to be officially adopted and

in a form where any who are interested in providing support, either

internally or externally, can do so with full understanding of the

targets set and the means for achievement.

VTII. Mobilization

8.1 Following adoption of the Plan, mobilization should

begin and the process of project identification and development

are discussed in Part II of this report, initiated.

IX. The Timetable

9.1 A Critical Path diagram has been prepared and is at-

tached as an Annex. This shows a number of the key events in the

process of planning and implementation of a five-year program in

water and sanitation. It is necessarily over-simplified, but it

does underline a few of the key decisions and actions which every

county will confront if it decides to do something to improve

water and sewer services for its people in the next decade through

a unified and greatly expanded effort (see Annex II).
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PART II

EXECUTION OF TOE PIAN

This part of the paper covers those pre-investment activities which

occur after a country has prepared and adopted a 5 or 10 year development

plan. It will discuss the processes by which the figures shown In the

development plan are converted Into projects*

X. Pro.ject Identification and Project Development

10.1 The plan framework defines the approximate magnlture of work to

be done each year of the plan. By whatever means the goals are deflnied,

these have to be translated into numbers of systems to be constructed,

expanded, and extended. The cities, communities, and areas have to be

selected in which the facilities will be built; a preliminary Judgment

hae to be made about the type and extent of the facilities needed for

each, including a very rough cost estimate and a ranking by order of priority

established. This is the process commonly referred to as "project Identifica-

tion". In this sens.e a project refers to one particular city or community.

It is possible later to combined individual projects Into one large one

for financing and construction.

10.2 The carrying out of the engineering and feasibility studies,

of establishing the costs, of designing a financing plan, of determining

how the construction will be carried out, of who will manage the project

after construction, of what policies will be followed, and how the funds

borrowed will be repaid, all of these make up the process known as

"project development".

XI. Project Identification

11.1 Project identification is the first step of the project cycle.

It leads into preparation of the project and to its subsequent appraisal

and construction. Most design is flexible and costs are variable at

this early stage of the project cycle, and the investment planner has

thus maximun influence.

11.2 Project identification involves determining which investments

are sufficiently high priority to be taken up first. Four actions are to be
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taken. The first is to see whether the subsector into which the project falls,

and the project itself, are of high priority for development and are so recog-

nized in the development plans. The second is to ascertain that the project

is technically feasible end whether it appears that it can be undertaken

at a reasonable cost commensurate with the expected benefits. The third is to

determine whether the city or community is interested in having a project and

what steps It is willing to take to help itself. The fourth task is financial

and aims at exploring whether a viable financing plan is possible for the

investments considered.

H » 3 Subsector Priorities

There seems little doubt that differences exist in almost every

country between the priorities assigned to various subsectors. This is evident

in the country reports which without exception accord higher priority to urban

water than to rural; to urban water than urban sewerage; to urban sewerage than

to rural excreta disposal. This conclusion is drawn on the basis, first of

the number of people with and without service, and second of the amount of

money proposed in the plan for future works. Whether this pattern will be

accepted by many who are proposing patterns for development believed best for

the countries is outside the scope of this paper to debate. Nevertheless, the

pattern of priorities seems to have developed unknowingly within the countries

and probably reasonably reflects the importance with which both people and

their officials have viewed the needs. In preparing the plan, and in its

later execution, decision will be needed on the respective resources to be

committed to each subucctor.
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Vensibllitv

At the time of project identification it is common to find that

no engineering has been done on which to base judgments on feasibility and

cost. Experienced staff will be able, nevertheless, to decide after a brief

on-8ite visit, whether there may be unusually costly, and particularly com-

plex engineering problems* to L»c overcome. They tan ulbo k-iutc the risk

Involved where uncertainties exist. Finally, they will have to make judg-

mentfithat affect the selection and if it Is found after the detailed studies

are advanced, Lliut the judgments './ere wrong, it may be necessary to delete

the project or at least postpone it in the planned sequence.

11.5 Community Intr;rest_

The selection of communities, villages, and cities and the esta-

blishment t>£ priorities has frequently been attempted as a highly scientific

process. While the effort needs to be applauded, it is likely that the most

effective means of deciding which systems should be built first will be public

demand as measured by a town's or city's willingness to help itself. Of the

various criteria employed by the Inter-American Development Bank for priority

determination of villages in rural schemes of Latin America, the one which has

proved most successful has been the one of community interest demonstrated by

the communities' willingness to contribute funds and labor for construction,

and its agreement to pay all costs of operation and maintenance. Thete is

merit in selecting projects at the beginning of a large program which will

be simple and will likely encounter the fewest problems. This is desirable

because it gives experience to contractors and staff, it builds confidence,

and it keeps the workload at a lower level during the period when operations

are just beginning. Success realized on early projects is important to gain

official and public support. It makeo Inter projects easier.
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11.6 It has been argued that priorities established by expressions of

interest as demonstrated by a city's or village's willingness to help cover

-apital and operating costs may cause communities to be passed over who are

in great need but too poor to help themselves. While this weakness has to be

continually kept in mind, there do not appear to be too many examples of

where this has occurred. On the other hand, the number of systems built

which soon failed because of lack of community Interest and community atten-

tion are scattered everywhere*

XII. Economic Aspects of Priority Setting

Certain economic criteria may be used In the project selection

exercise. As with some of the other criteria, the usefulness of such Infor-

mation Is dependent on Its accuracy. One of the more common screening tests

for comparison of projects Is the use of per capita costs, defined as the

overall Investment cost per additional person served by the system. Whenever

such per capita Investment costs are calculated, they should If possible dis-

tinguish between the quantity and quality improvements and service levels to

existing consumers. This will prove difficult in many instances and If not

possible can be disregarded. However, the per capita investment costs criteria

may be quite useful for identifying some projects where overinvestment Is

clearly evident.

12.2 Another means for comparing the priority of different subprojects Is

to calculate the Investment cost required to supply an additional unit of

capacity. Under such a method one simply divides the present value Invest-

ments, or in cases withllar construction profiles the overall investment

costs, by the additional system capacity provided under each scheme. Such

comparisons are often made when comparing different bulk schemes to produce

more water.
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12.5 Still another method used to rank different production scheme* Is

to calculate a unit cost per volume of wntur produced.

12.J* Of the different numerical methods discussed above tho one where

the economic choice of the different alternatives is based on the cost per

unit of additional production capacity is the least satisfactory and should

generally not be used. This is because it docs not take into account the

rate ai which tin. additional product.ion capacity will be used up. A blind

application of this method would often favor the scheme that adds the largest

production capacity as there exists substantial economies of scale for water

Invest iKcntd.
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12.5 The other two measures, namely per capita investment costs, and

average incremental costs both have their strong and weak points. Both

focuss on the ultimate user and increased coverage but neither accounts

for the rate at which deman may catche up with the investments proposed.

This deficiency can be overcome to a fair extent by separating clearly

the investment costs per capita for say production, treatment, and

distribution. It is further corrected by using conservative projections

for people to be served and by judiciue staging to avoid too much excess

capacity at any time.

12.6 The third measure, the unit cost per volume of water produced

has the same shortcomings that cost per additional units of capacity has. ;

It is not possible to know what water volume will be produced at the time

project selection is made. Also number of people who will use the water

will not be known with more accuracy than for the per capita method.

12.7 In practice as data are usually scarce at the time of project

identification the measure most widely used will be the per capital

investment cost. It may be useful In certain circumstances to calculate

the additional Investment cost per new connection to be made in situations

where the supply will be based on individual service connections.
»

XIII. Practical Considerations for Project Identification

13.1 At times the administrative ineTtia of arranging financing and

administrative approval for projects may be such that it is preferable to

advance works that optimally should not be constructed until after some years

so as to be able to include them with the priority works. This aspect may be

particularly relevant when international financing Is Involved. By the same

token it may not be feasible with a continuous Investment program for construe-

tion reasons especially if investments are to take place in geographically
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isolated regions. There may also be savings associated with lower startup cost

for contractoi'3 which may Jiwtify including lower priority worko together with

high priority projects.

XIV. Financial Aspects of Project Identification

lU.l The rudimentary financial analyais neceasary at the time of project

identification focuseB on two aspects. One i3 to what degree the investments

proposed can be recovered throuah user charges from the beneficiaries, another

is to explore a viable plan to finance the investments during the construction

period.

lk»2 Tlie issue of cost recovery in closely tied to the consumers' income

levels and patterns of expenditure. In general it may help to undertake a

socio-economic study to see what the payments capacity of the beneficiaries is.

Unfortunately evidence to show the success of studies as accurate means of

predicting behavior when the water system is built, is not easily discovered.

The problem is that people do not readily tell strange interviewers, how much

money or othrr remuneration they receive. The average payments capacity has been

ascuned by soise to be around 3 or U% of gross income for water supply.
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XV. • General Comments'on Project Identification

15.1 In connection with all of the screening mechanisms discussed

above, it will likely huj;i:i:n in every selection process thut insufficient

information will be available to permit a ranking by priority of all

projects required to be built in the period of the plan to meet the goals

set. Decision on all the uncertain projects should be delayed until studies

are completed or sufficiently advanced to supply the information needed. In

effect, this will mean that all projects which cannot be classified for lack

of enough information will be given a low priority and only moved up when the

data obtained Justifies it.

I5.2 Projects having been identified for at least the first two or three

years of the plan, need to be placed immediately into the preparation phase.

The last chapter of this paper refers to this process.

XV*I. Project Preparation

16.1 Project preparation is the final activity in the pre-investment

process which leads to the point where someone commits funds and the decision

is"taken to proceed with construction.

16.2 Much has been written on project preparation and the various

elc-:!ivntt; which must be covered to ensure that the project is sound, is Justified,

is least cost, and will meet the many tests which financing agencies usually

apply. While it is true at the moment, that projects for which external funds

are to be requested, require more pre-investment work than those completely

financed locally, it is to be hoped and expected that as country sector organi-

zations become better staffed and arc able to develop projects at local level for

appraisal and funding by central agencies, the same type of data will be required

and essentially the same methods employed.

XVll.Criteria for Appraisal

17.1 Criteria and type of information commonly employed for appraisal of
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water and sewerage projects by many international and come bilateral agencies

can bo Grouped ao follows:

The Technical The Organizational

The Financial The Managerial

The Economic The Commercial

17*2 All pre-investment work should take account of each of these areas.

Some additional comments are offered on two of the area above because they are

commonly overlooked. One concerns the commercial ana the oUicr manpower

development and training which i3 ucually implied when evaluating management.

17,3 The Commercial - The prc-inveotment work should look particularly

into the strategy and the means for developing local consulting engineering

resources to reduce reliance on external services for simple works.

XT,k Mpnpowftr Development and Training - Because of its importance to

each of the Ik countries at the pre-investment meeting in Manila, and because it

is critical to every water and sewerage organization in every country, a training

plan should be a part of every project presentation. It should be covered in

all pre-investment planning. The project should show what actions will be

taken, when they will be taken, how they will be financed and administered,

who will tc trained, and how this training program will be made a continuing

operation.

17*5 Hopefully in the not distant future all international investment

institutions will make the manpower and training criteria a fundamental part

of project appraisal. Countries should include plan and solicit funds to

implement them on every project initiated hareafter.
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Annex 1

SOME ELEMENTS IN THE ANALYSIS OF
WATER AND SANITATION

PLANS

Planning Agencies, Planning Committees and Task Forces having

responsibility for preparation or evaluation of all or part of a five

or ten-year plan in water and sanitation may find the comments pre-

sented in the following paragraphs of some help in carrying out

this task. The items discussed are by no means comprehensive.

I. Targets and Goals

One of the important actions to take at the outset of

work on the plan is to define the objective and to dp so in a man-

ner which permits measurement and evaluation of performance at any

time. At first glance this seems simple - the objective being to

serve people with water, or to see that they have sewer service.

The problem stems from the terms "serve with water" and "to have

sewer service." A definition suited to an urban area will almost

never be the same for the rural. Some of the questions requiring

answers when the objectives are established, include the following:

a. Water - For urban and rural areas. What does water

service mean? Is it house connections, connection

to courtyards, or public hydrants? How far must

a house be from a standpost before it is considered

not served - 50, 100, 200, 500, 1,000, or more

meters? Will distance used for urban definitions

be the same for rural? Does a hand pump qualify as
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water 3ervice?

b. Sewerage - Urban. What constitutes sewer service?

Is it connection to a public system or does a water-

flushed private system also qualify? In a city if

part of the houses use vault latrines or -water

seal units, how are these classed? Will they be

made a part of the facilities included in the fi-

gure for setting and measuring goals? Does the

fact that most are privately financed make any dif-

ference? If the answer is no, does the same reason-

ing apply for water?

c. Rural Excreta Disposal - Since few countries will

install public sewer systems in rural areas, facil-

ities will consist either of houses with water flush

systems employing their own disposal arrangements

or houses with bore hole on vault latrines or mod-

ifications of them. Each country will have to de-

cide whether all units will be lumped for statistical

purposes and the basis established on which costs

will be estimated and assembled for the plan. Many

latrines are not constructed in a manner which meet

reasonable health requirements. Should these be in-

cluded in the figures showing the present situation?

How should goals be defined? The country reports received

from Korea, Pakistan, Fiji, Thailand and Burma show that goals have

been defined in terms of number of people to be served and then

converted to percentages. Each country will need to clarify its
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service objectives as noted above. Since the final objective

in the water and waste sector is to serve people, the means of

defining the goal used by these countries can be fully justified.

It has one serious shortcoming, however, which is that when num-

bers of people are converted into numbers of systems, total costs

may be quite different from those reached by multiplying gross

numbers of people by per capita costs.

Goals defined by volume of additional water to be sup-

plied, or by capacities of units for treatment ztorage, transmis-

sion, and distribution will permit much more accurate cost esti-

mates but the analyst will not know whether the facilities are

properly sized and what number of people will benefit. It is also

next to impossible at an early planning stage to know what cities,

and villages are to be selected, and what types of systems and what

sources will be involved.

It is likely that targets defined by number of people

to be served, and cost estimates reached by applying per capita

costs to these numbers will be the best approach available in sit-

uations where precise data are lacking.

For rural systems, where single wells, or standard systems

will be provided, the number might show communities and cost per

community rather than people. However, it would be desirable to

give some indication of numbers of people to be benefited as well.

Each sub-sector agency engaged in preparing development

plans should employ the same means for defining and measuring goals.
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A set of guidelines should be prepared and given to all on method-

ology, plan period, and other aspects of the planning process.

One of the results of the work which goes into plan

preparation is the development of a series of alternative goals from

which one can be selected best suited to the country's economy, its

political and social objectives, its ability to implement, its cul-

ture, and its manpower. It will likely be true in nearly every

country that one set of goals tested and found suitable for one

sub-sector will not prove feasible for another. This should be

considered normal. See for example the difference between urban

and rural percentages of people to serve in 1987 in the Thai and

Burma reports. The goal proposed at the World W&ter Conference

in Argentina in 1977, is that by 1990 all people should have ac-

cess to a safe and convenient supply of water. It will be useful

as part of each country's planning process to use this goal as one

of 'the alternatives even though it will be unrealistic for many to

achieve. It should give some interesting figures for government

officials to consider.

II. The Evaluation of Alternate Goals

The objective of an analysis of several sets of alter-

native goals is to identify all of the problems and factors which

will be encountered and which must be known in advance to permit

a well considered decision to be taken. One of the problems fre-

quently confronting the decision maker is demonstrated by a review

of the country reports presented at this meeting. The following
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comments should not be taken as criticism of the reports since they

contain the information asked for. The point which come out, how-

ever, is that if certain of the reports are selected by one not

familiar with that country and he is asked whether the goals are

seneible, the answer has to be that you don't know. To reach a

judgment and to then take a decision requires information consider-

ably beyong the financial costs and the number of people that it

is proposed to serve. Some of the questions which need to be answered

in any plan if decision makers are to have the information required,

include the following:

a. Is the plan tailored to the capacity of the water

and sewerage agencies to implement, or is it vir-

tually impossible, even if the funds are made avail-

able, to carry the work load required. Is the fi-

nancial commitment implied by the plan so large

that it represents many times the LeVftltf Approp-

riated up to now. If so, can the planners defend

the large increase?. If so, how? Does the plan offer

any proposals on how a change in financial policies will

reduce the demand on central budgeted funds?

b. Are the facilities even if built on time and of good

quality going to be operated, maintained and managed

properly and can it be expected that the investments

made will continue over the years to benefit the

localities affected.
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c. Is the scheduling of work per year optimum for

recruitment and training of manpower and for proper

utilization of the existing staff of the respon-

sible organizations?

d. What are the policies which will be followed vis

a vis community participation, tariffs, personnel

•and management responsibilities, and on project selec-

tion?

Does the plan have an adverse effect on other sectors and

will it make a sufficient contribution to the country's development
i

to justify the cost?

Additional elements of the various alternate plans which

have to be analyzed, and which should be fully explained in the

proposal include the technical and design factors to be employed,

the organizational and managerial considerations, and the commercial,

legal, and political aspects. None of these are sufficiently ex-

plained in the country reports, that a decision can be reached on

the soundness of the proposals. It would also be useful to indicate

the general means for establishing priorities and making selections

of towns and cities where construction will take place.

III. The Commercial Factor

The technical, financial and certain economic elements

of Che five or ten-year plan while touched on here are presented

in separate papers for this meeting. The commercial factor needs

to be mentioned to the extent that it should take account of avail-

ability, or potential availability, of locally produced supplies
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and equipment for water and sewer systems. Another concern needing

attending is that of engineering services. " Can they be developed

locally to minimize use of foreign consultants on the small and

medium sized cities and on the straightforward engineering of large

cities, or must developing countries rely on imported service for

the life of the plan?

IV. The Political Factor

The political factors vill not be discussed in this paper

since this is the province of national officials and those with a

knowledge of government, public reaction, and public relations.

It is of great importance to understand the political implications

when considering policies which are sensitive and which may create

undue public reaction. The best of technical and economic practices

is of little use if poticially unacceptable approaches are proposed.

V. The Organizational and Management Factor

However good the plan, if the organization and management
sub-sector

of the- v / ' ?agencie6 are not good, project identification and

development will be delayed, construction will not take place on schedule

and within cost estimates, and systems will not be effectively operated

and maintained. Looking at the various organizational arrangements

prevailing in the lk countries represented in the Working Group, it is

apparent that no two have the same structure.

It is inevitable that organizations will not and cannot

be the same where geography and size of countries differ, where
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governmental philosophy and structures are not the same, and where

the resources of qualified personnel for planning, designing, con-

tracting operating, maintaining and managing sanitary facilities

are present in differing amounts. It is also unlikely that an or-

ganization to serve a municipality will be the same as one for a

national urban program; or that one suited for urban operations will

be good for the rural. For urban management there are some char-

acteristics which good organizations seem to have in common and

which if not present will probably cause problems in the achieve-

ment of goals. Many of these characteristics are dependent on the

autonomy and authority vested in the organization. For example,

every organization should be able:

a. To maintain separate accounts.

b. To hire, promote, discharge, and compensate per-

sonnel according to merit and performance.

c. To adopt regulations andrules covering operational

matters concerned with maintaining the systems in a

safe and sanitary manner, functioning in a sound

manner, and insuring good service to all customers

under arrangement which are in the public interest.

d. To permit the manager to make decisions and carry

out policies free from interference in all day to

day operational matters.

e. To retain earnings for reinvestment in the system.

f. T* raise rates according to prescribed criteria when-

ever changes in salary scales, chemical and power

costs change.

g. To own and dispose of property.
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h. To enter into contracts for the purchase or sale of

property; to engage professional service; and to

purchase supplies and equipment.

i. Have the power of eminent domain (the power to ex-

propriate land and obtain right of way when in the

public interest).

The evaluation of whether the existing organization or

organizations working in the water and sewerage sectors have the

authority and the managerial ability to carry out the plan, is one

of the important judgments which must be made before making the

decision on whether to accept the plan. Changes to the legal sta-

tutes and charters may be required to insure that authority is

clearly defined.

VT. Manpower

7.1 A good organization will permit good management if the

staff are experienced and competent. This is one of the problems

which most water and sewer organizations face, particularly if the

country is moving into a five or ten-year development program for

water and sewerage which will require ever increasing numbers of

staff to handle an increasing workload.

7.2 As part of the planning process, a manpower table should

be established which presents year by year the number and types of

personnel needed. The output from this table should go to those

responsible for the financial details of the plan to permit in-
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cluilon of the costs of such staff In the plan.

7*3 A study should be Initiated as part of the pre-invest-

ment activities to determine how beet to train the needed personnel,

and how to provide a continuing mechanism for upgrading existing

staff* The means by which this training plan will be financed and

how it will be adttlnlstered should become a permanent part of the

plan.

VIII. All of the foregoing Information Is considered essential

for decision makers and ought to be Included In any pre-lnvestment

study. To the extent that certain ietalls will be lacking or

available to only a limited extent, judgment will have to be

reached or the voice of experience and common sense* The degree

to which facts can be replaced by Judgment will have to rest with

those who commit funds or who have to stand responsible to the

problem.
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.Introduction

1.01 In introducing thia pnper I do not think I can da bettor than quota

aelectlvely from paragr«phe in a World Bank publication*

•Many Ie6sona have been'loarned ainca tho firat loan In 1961. The moat

Important leeeon ia that landing in. this aactor la more difficult than

had boen expected* Although there ip nothing lntrlnalcally difficult

about the sector, moat borrowers haw* baon poorly organized and

elementary principlaa of public utility management have not been

observed. Local and national gov«r/iperit officlala had flrat to ba

perauedad of the nead for the fundamentals of good project planning auch

aa thorough study of tochnipal eltarnativea, deaign criteria •••«•

financial planning etc. Than the atudiee had to ba organized and carried

out before the project could be appraiaed. Thua delays have been common,

both beforo and after loan* were wignnd ••••• Inetitutional improvement

la much Rore difficult to achieve than engineering improvement*

"Experience sugrjasta that, w^th so>ie important exceptions, local officlala

end water managers ere leoe eccuatomed to using modern economic, financial

end menagor.vjfit notheda and era more exposed to direct political preaeure

than In hiy.'ur levels of governments and in other public utility sectors.
MTo corr&ct the negative bias towards the acctora in many countries, which

reflects in ler$o degrao inadequate appreciation of the importance of

water supply end r>euore:ei8, the Bank is exploring how beet to initiate

studies to help illuminate public health benefits, price and income

elasticity end othtir characteristics of demand for water and sewerage

services in monbor countries,

"Research, Tho most ptaoalng problem la to develop criteria for allocating

acerce fund* among competing projects in thia sector. Progreea touard thia

goal depends on developing bettor meoauros of economic benefits, which

largely riopend in turn on developing bettor data ••••• Other rosearch

objectives era to improve water dentr.nri analysis and forecasting and to

identify pricing policy options far water and for ecwerege."

1 World Punk Dpwrationo: Sectoral Programoiea & Policioa. 1972 pp 247-8.
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1*02 Thoto paraijrcphs wtrn written In about 1972. fluch progresa has been

ma da In tho -loctur cince thon, stimulated by louna from thn World Bank,

1.0*0., the Asian Oovolopment Dank and other agancles. Ooapite thio

progrraa tho diegnosia rnr.ioino subotontially true today and, indeed,

ie likely to retrain so for eome yeara to coma.

1*03 It i» understood that thnre ie a conaidereble back log of applicatione

for ooaiatanca affecting the water aupply and eawerage aector and funda

•uallablo to eetiefy a significant part of them, year by year. The

problems of pre-inveotmont planning remain despite the development of

improved tochniques, particularly ea affecting the financial and

lnatltuticn/tl oBpecta.

1.04 In this pepor I ahall refer to the moro Important etagea end the more

Important tochniquaa in pra-investment planning and appralaal and ahall

proffer *omo auggoetlone for debate by tha Working Group.

Tho Initiation of Propcnala

2.01 It appears thot opeciflc propoeals for echem.ia in the aoctor reach

proopocliuu lording agonciaa in two waya. In aoma caaoa the lending

agency may to involved ir, a non-committod way at an early atage. Where

thin happor.t it can follcu tha prcgreaa of the lnv«8tigationa end use

lte influence to oneure that a project will be prepared In o way likely

to assist whan lntar a financing decision haa to ba taken.

In othsr enjos the invoatlQatlon of a project bill have been undart-jken

with little or no contact with a proepactiv/w landing agency, on the

inatructinp.s of the Gcuarr.msnt concerned or undar tho aponaorehip of

other organizations. In due course the lending agency will find Itself

confronted wltn an application lor financing a particular scheme.

2.02 In cithor event U.o lending body muat apply lta own criteria to tha

project proeontod to il. It must aetlafy ltnolf aa to tha anglnooring

foaojhiliti(i3 and cannot affoirf to neglect possible alternatives. It

mu9t t-30833 tha ochemo in tho light of tha finance available, not only

for lunuing but alco no to tho avnilobility of national funda. It myi

hove rnjeci lo n.any acpGct<-, porhops not fully examined by its oponrora

of thu project or by tho con&ultenis they have employed.
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2.03 Experience doen untobliah thrtt, all too often, the propooala of

consultant; aro not acceptable to a landing agency. Thai might stem

from their terms of refurance or it may be duo to the propensity of

conoultentn to propose the "best" scheme from an engineering point of

view but ti> thu disregard of financial constraints about which they

night not have beon adequately briefed.

2.04 In these circumstance* the lending agency finds itself obliged to

question basic elements in the proposals and explore the possibilities

of cutting OJC parts and of examining alternatives. Frequently the

demand e^timateo are queationod. Inherently demand estimates are very

difficult to formulate and therefore thoy are vulnerable to criticism!

one suspects that they are often overotated.

2.05 The financial exposition In coneultanta* reporte le often elaborately

presented but has had littlo regard to the eooentiel criterion of the

financial resources HWaly to be available. This may not be the fault

of the consultants but may be due to inadequate briefing or inadequate

Consultation. If a ochemo has to bo curtailed the financial appraisal

has to be undertaken again of course. But frequently there ere other

seasons for a lending sgancy to revise the entire financial analysis.

2.06 Reports on thu institutional and management aspects aro not always well

thought out. This ago in may be duo to luck of guidance or because there

has been inaar.quate liaison with the authorities in tha country concerned.

Tha elaborate management reports by aeperato consultants that sometimes

accompany the proposals are of limited use at the pre-.Investment stoge.

Usually tnyy could bo deferrnd until a lending decision has been taken

and as a condition of it.

2«Q7 The forogjlng remarks may eppsar to be critical but the sole purpoeo in

making thin is to tmtor « plei for a closer liaison with a proopactive

lending agency in tNo early stages, a liaieon which can nover imply the

promise oT a con-mi tm-int but which et least should ensure that tha

preparation of reports will, as for ae possible, be on linos that will

facilitate tl\o lending agency's appraisal of a project. It is believed

that thie would nuikt a worth while contribution to more expeditious

progress end avoid nor:,a Disunderetondin.js and disappointments.
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The Oomanrt for Wntor k Sowcriino Services

3.01 Tfc© eotlmatee for future demand for piped water supplies (which in turn

determino the eewage flows) le the k«y factor in any engineering echeme

and • vital factor in both economic and financial approiaala of it.

Unfortunately it la one of tha meat difficult elemonte to formulate

except where the projoct la for an exteneion of a well established and

comprehensive system of public water supply, for which reliable data

should be available. In other caaea it la the lack of reliable information

that presents the major problem*

3.02 At tha root of it lies the difficulty in forecasting population growth.

T M a is common to dovoloped end developing countries but particularly

difficult fur the latter bocouse of thair high rataa of population Increase

and rapidly improving mortality rateo. The population projactiona will ba

tha key to the demond assessments but are a factor, too, In tha foraeaat

of aarnlnga and thurcby in tha assessment of ability to pay*

3.03 Tha simple r.ethomatlcal projection of past trends in population growth csn

ba wholly unrollablfl and must always be suspect. Indeed, they should bs

rejected.

A groat dacl of work is being undertaken in moat developing countriee on

tho eubjoct of population projections and also by international organizations.

Inharontly spoculativn, thlo work providoa the beet poeelble source of data

on uhich to rely.

3.04 It is aoniotimes suggested that donand ocfclmatse may not be vital because if

en natlmatad demand iioea not materialise in yoar "x" it will assuredly

develop by a latar year "y". In justification of a particular echr,nie of

works this in plauoibla. But the effoct on nconomlo ond financial

appraiuols cbn be dramatic.

3.05 This is no solution to this problo.n but in relation to sector schemes

It la vital that the fullest i:ae should bo made, by consultants and othere,

of tho beat data av/iilablo from govcrnmont and other eourcea. One

eunpecte thet in tho past this has not always baen the cnae.
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Econonlc Approval of iii/i»or ft Sewerage fir.hnmea

4.01 I dlatinguish bet*?en economic apprale.,1 and financial appraisal,

attributing to tho former a consideration of those factors that affact

tha aconomy of a country in its broodcct aenes. On the ono hand it

lmporto "co6t" us involving a use of limited resources though not

necessarily in conventional financial terms (e.g. where commodity

prices are affected by the Inclusion of taxes, duties or subsidies

or whero the value of labour le sffocted by chronic unemployment).

On the othor hand, It imports economic benefits. Those may be direct

benoflto when ths availability of services directly contributes to

production (e.g. uotor for industrial processes) or indirect where

tholr availoblllty may tin expected to improv/H health standards and

thereby productivity. In aesence an economic approlsal is a cost

benefit oxorcian but if the b&nofits ore largely of a kind that

ftanlfeot thunselvos in human satisfaction, health end happiness on*

tnteii into a miaty nroa :n which there ere few guidelines. A "social

eost-bonoflt axorcioe" that purports to Incorporate these consideration*

can never bo a scientific approach but le not entirely worthleae on that

account.

4.02 Sector ochemea are entirely in this lust category and any economic

appraical of thum muat be treated with all the implied reservations.

Ncverthulabs, to a point where Judgement must take over from analyeis,

they are U6oful and particularly 6O on the "co3tn aide of the equation.

The primary 6lomant on the cost side le olways tho coat of a acheme

expressed in its demand on resources that would otherwise bo omployod

in alternative waye. But other cost elements come into the balance,

too. People cannot live without water and must find various waya of

obtaining it, end nojiaqc has to be disposed of, by one means or another*

If a public pipod watar cupply is not available then water will be

obtained, in limited quantities, by other means - by private bore-holes,

wolls and springs, by roof tanks end by transportation ond purchese from

vencfore. Thoao elements arc capable of boincj costod within acceptable

limits cf accuracy, to era the costs of ecu/age disposal by cesa pit,

night noil collection and disposal and the like.

4.03 Some cf the bonofits can ba ovuluuted but only thu direct benefits

(a) tt<n value of water to industry, agriculture and domestic huebandry,

(b) its valuu in firo prevention and fire fighting and, ratheir more

apeculativ6ly, (c) tha reduction in hoopitil and medical costs involvod

in the treatn.unt of water ticrno and eowags bcrno diseaaos. It might
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even bo poubiblo In some CASDS to moke a fair gueos of the Impact

of improved hualth on productivity of labour, based on empirical

•vperiencn rilsouhere - but thie in h^zerdoua. At thia point tho

analytical exercise should etcp, but it can bo useful up to this

point.

4.04 It can be claimed with reasonable juetirication that tt.ere la

•ubstltuto or proxy for any attempt at meaouring the benefits of

human satisfaction and that this la expressed in a peoples'

willingness to pay for the bonafits they will enjoy. Willingness

to pay and ability to pay may not be synonymous but in the abaenca of

compulsion they should be a fair reflection each of the othor, when

applied to a whole community though not, of course, to individuals.

Ability to Pay

6.01 It'is not to be supported that it is an easy matter to assess ability

to pay. This is usually approached by meaauring the coat to consumer*

as a porcent&Qo of their earnings in Income categories, because of

their wide range and because water tarlffo cannot be adjusted to

incomes, in Individual caeca. A Judgment view is taken of what may

seem to bs a rr&conable percor.tage though assistance ia provided, in

thie respect, by the experience In othor similar communities wherein

the services have been provided for sons time.

5*02 The meat common impediment to completing satisfactory exercises of

this kind is tho all too frequent lack of reliable up-to-date information.

Taw countrlu3 will not h&vo undertaken eurveyo of household budgets on

a uomolu basis at some time, in selected communities. • Indices of average

earnings aro likely to bb available, usually spanning a range of

occupations. One finds, however, that tho houeehold budget surveys are

often out of do to and their up-dating, in inflationary tinea, can involve

statistical eiroro. Indices of occupational earnings can be helpful to a

point. Th« trim oarningu of the urban poor are difficult to eoseea though

eaaler for the very poor who livo «t subeistenco level. Aa the contribution

' of the poor ,ir..J thn vary poor towards tho cost of public water supplies

muet noceseui-lly bo vary limited, in ony event, this is not a fatal uufect

in tho statintic&l date available.
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5t03 The nssesEmrnt of tho ability to pay for water supply and eeworega

schemes 1B, I uubir.it, a vital link in tho eppralsnl exercises and

orifl which oriflmo to have bean treatod too superficially in many studies.

Oeeplte the shortcomings in basis data there isno good reason why the

best use should not bo made of what ia available. The same basic data

can be of great assistance as a guideline in formulating tariffs.

5*04 The ratio of payments to earnings (for water supplies) of the order of

1% - 4$ la uouolly regarded as a eatiofactory indication of ability to

pay and hlghor pnrcentagos aa tolorable In some caeca. Necessarily

the ratio can vary very norkodly with the levela of Income and crude

average figures must ba treatad with the utmost care. For those in

th« uppor limits of earnings the ratio may appear low yet it is precieoly

to this group that the advantages of the services appear to be the most

attractive. The critical group are the middle income earnors to whom

the benefits neceauarily have to ba off set by other sacrifices in the

deployment of their limited spending resources. A project that fails

to sell itanlf to this group is likely to be a financial failure and

certainly it will be a social failure. Likowieo for the poor and the

very poors for theoa groups it has to be accepted that their financial

contribution to the coats of a scheme has to be severely limited aa

Indeed their enjoyment of its benefits will be determined as it le by

their housing conditions. An acsured supply of safe wetor, if only

providod by standplpoa, can be a great boon to them but their ability

to pey for it may bo minimul. A strictly "Hconomic" approach to thia

aepoct would be inappropriate.

These considerations emphasise the importenco of well based tariff

studios.

Tariffs

6.01 I UCH tha leim "tariffe" to covur charges for eorvices in its wldeitt

extent, embracing untar end taworiigo rates btaeud on ths values of

property, supplied (if tntj uihero a syotem of national, provincial or

local ta/btiun io b:iaod on pxciporty vulunu) nnd, llkowlun, chargvo

baaed on n.obr.urod ^uarititioa, Thi> J.fipocttincy of thlo aubjuc.t cannot

be ouhrs'-Tc&bod for heroin may lio tho finer.ciol pflrformnnce of many

preijoctc. Tho isoue of metoring for domentlc supplies is doalt with

later.
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6*02 Tariff «tuc'i.u3 need to bo undertaken In dnpth at eomo stags before

• prujuct in cmU.irUcC upon. A truly comprehensive atudy should be

undartnkon l.y tho executing authority rind ne a condition of loan

approval. Pro-invustmont studies cannot bo oxpocied to covor this

ground in all reepocte but thoy certainly ohould embrucu realistic

axarciooe in thlo tcigarri. Too frequently thoy do not, and In many

reports of consultants tho matter la dealt with superficially.

6*03 The main objective of a tariff atudy shpuld be to enaura that the

•axlmum bunofit of a project matttriallees. Puroly economic approaches

in a llmlttid eonae, ehould give way to economic and financial

considerations in tho widest tones and to eocial conoidaratlone aa

t»all. Thtiy, too* affect the overall assessment.

6*04 The availability of a water eupply or a sewerage service doeo not have

an intrinsic value, simply related to its coat, measured quantitatively.

Ita value to thoso that onjoy Its benefits Is conditioned by their

ability to pay end imjct differ from hagsohold to houaehold. Tariff

formulation must acknowledge this fact, though obviously regard cannot

ba had to the circumstances of individual households:they can only be

dealt with so groups.

This consideration prompts those issues, amongst othara.

(a) Uhoro unlvor6al motoring of domestic supplies dooa not apply, the

caou for aaloctivx metoring of potentially largo conaumera ought

certainly to bo

(b) A ruloted incuo ic that of lncromental prices for quantities

8uppliud in excor>s of on asseuaed quantity. There la rarely, if

over, o financial justification for ciecremantal prices for additional

quantities beyond un asoaasod lln.it.

(c) liihrra uupplies are meLorod iriinimum chargas ehould bo baaed on a

low aoseosnorit of probbMo usage to avoid the encouragement to extiovagent

consumption.

(d) Whore supplies avn not mct.nrud minimum charges should usually be

sufficient to couor the- coats of mekJng a oupply available but

should ha tomperej there thoir impaeition eaema likely to Inhibit

conrioxior.o.
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(o) Connexion charger, if louiod at all, otiould bo modest and

at a level that inhibits many people from applying for cnnnoxiona

• to thn public supply, Lxporience shows that the lmpoaitlun of

high connexion cturgeu is a major inhibition to the succeHsful

fulfilnont of a project, simply baceusR many potontial consumers

cannot moot theeo Initial coot6. flinimum annual charges are a

prsferable method for recovering basic coste.

05OS Within the dumostic sector croas-subsldleation la often inevitable especially for

sewerage and not undesirable. The issue usually arises as to whether supplies for

non-domaatic purposes - that is to sny, for industrial and commercial

purpioae - should pey at higher rates. This la essentially a pragmatic

or maybe a pulltical i6Bue. There nay be no financial or economic

Justification for this form of discrimination but other conaidoriitiona

cannot bo disregarded.

6.06 The' aoat troublesome lsauo in tariff formulation la unquestionably that

of metering, and It 13 likely to ho a hotly dabatod issue for many years

into the futurn.

Watering

7.01 Tho writer h.m mixod views on thin subject and would certainly not uish

to be emphatic. Metering of industrial and commercial supplies ia

•aannticl and for all special or potentially large consumers in any

category. Out tha metering of ordinary domestic supplies ia another

subject. Hiotovical developments cannot be disregarded in exercises in

pr«-investment planning. In many ex-colonial countrlea of tha format

Brltioh Oplre universal mstoring doos not apply, the Oritioh practices

hewing bnt.n adopted. In others, motoring ia of long standing, with

various diagroor. cf effHCtivonssa.

7.02 The cose fur muttiring on puroly economic grounds will ba generally

eccEptGd. Tho wfcnkncis of the ce3B, on thi* other hand, arises from

the Imperfections in its practice and of tha cotto involved. Domeetic

euppJy (tititore arc cuotly to inotal and costly to maintain. They frequently

go wrong tnd they nrt? easily damaged or put out of action. Meter reeding

and billing is expensive. Survoyo show that in aome large urban areas

of t'.ie totdl dor.iontic supply 39 littlo as 25% Lo effectively covered by

accurst* metering. The objective of metering ia to control and contain

waste but whether it makoo a worthwhile contribution, in comparison with

the cost inviilvsiJ, is an open laeuo and must depond on tho clrcunstancss

of oach cet,o.
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7*03 The ralevenco of this ie6u» at the pro-inufrotmant etago ie because

it affects othoc vitol aspects in particular, costs, tariff formulation,

tha billing end collection procedures and the uicior issue of ability to

pay* For theaa reasona it cannot be diaregarded at thu pro-investment

stage though there ie much to bo eaid for luevlng the optione open and

for the early financial eppraiealo to be undertaken covering the

alternatives of motoring and non-metering.

7*04 float people would agroo that if efficient metering can be maintained

It provides thfl fairest method of charging for water and is alao a

powerful inutrumsnt in tho control of waste thoreby contributing to

financial economies in both tha short and long term* Inefficient

Metering is an encumbrance.

?*05 Clearly it la o most important issue that haede to be considered In

depth for a new undortaklng or when e new large project ie imposed on

• email existing undertaking. Where this is a long eetabllshed history

of non-metering it con be difficult to change and more frequently than

not, this lo not attompted. When it Ie to be introduced the eervlcea

of experienced experts not necessarily consultante, can be of great

help. The costing noods to be carefully done and the choice of meter

madw after the fullest enquiries and test*. A multiplicity of

different typoa and manufactures is to be avoided. The routlnee and

procedures noocl to be v/ery thoroughly worked out, Including those for

routine maintenance which involves the setting up of workuhope. fietero

should be tl-.o property of tho undertaking not of the consumer end where

tha (catering is to bo extonaiva tho lovy of oeparate meter runt charges,

except perh;>pE for meters above a certain aizo, la boat avoided.

Clostily minted is the subject of billing end collecting.

Billing & r

8.01 Thiu, too, io a subject which must bo thoroughly explored in the

pre-invebtrunt utageo though necessarily it will evolve and give way to

changes from the oxpf.rionco of actual practice

It preejr.tR problems in developing countries that hardly exist at all

in developed cour.tri.-ia. In Lnglond, for insUnco, the half-yearly

collection of water reins, in advance (metering la confined to non*

dorcatic suppliou), ptesarxtu no difficulty, nxcopt as to tho volumo of

trtfiBsctlons but this is ttdoquatbly catered for by computer billing:

collection Is simple and effected largely by cheque or bank transfer:
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bad debts urn virtual I, non-o»latent, though rocovery proceodlngo

have to bo Invoked to on incrrmslng extant. Tho threat of cut-off

for non-peymont is en effective eenction but rarely hao to be ueed.

8*02 The condition** in a Inrge urban comaunity In a developing country

•re to very different. Monthly or two-monthly billing and collection

it likely to be aoeentiei if collection performance is to be anything

llko satisfactory. This involves almost the perfection of procedures

and routines and it la neceaearlly coetly - but not so costly aa

the lose of revenue can be through default and bad debtn. The keynote

of good procedurce io aoundnoas, not sophistication. Simple alda for

calculation etc. should bo employed but nevar entruet the work to a

computer until a manually operated system has boen firmly established

and operated. And even then do not Ju3t scrap the menuol eyetem.

Given the right amount of instruction, clear procedures and duties tho

ordinary clerU can bu quite on efficient operator.

••OS It' la no ptrt of thlo papor to diacuos various billing systems though

there Is otopo for dabate on this oubject. There is always much to bo

learned from lhn experience of other undertakings and where theeo can

help in tho training of operatives, advantage should be taken of it.

6*04 Billing and collection porformance, In practice, needs to be carefully

Monitored enu froquontly. A realistic approach to bad debta should be

adopted. An lncrnaen in debtors soon becomes en increase in

"irrecoverablea". Horain lieB the key to a satisfactory cash flow and

theruby to tho financial success of a project. The most perfect tarlffa

ere ueelcos if the money does not cons in.

.r; for c.tu.or'iju aorvlcr.3

9.01 The on*ph«sls in tho foregoing paragraphs la on water supplies. Whan

eeunrngfi 6»>ruiccfl aru BIBO providod end to ba made the subject of a

charge on ucore, other problems arias but their solution is not unduly

difficult. Thorn mill, of couroe, bo properties with public uator

euppllue but not using the soweraQo oorvice hut that poaes no great

difficulty if tho b&uic records aco occuratoly maintained and frequent

incpectiun undnrtaUnn. Illegal connexions are all too cotivon. Uhnre

uater fuf^lica die mt-lc-rod ch&rgu6 for aeuersgo services, ba6ed on the

incoming quunlitied of uatnr, will usually bo eppropriate with provleion

for minliiijM chzrgcs. Where mot6ring does not apply thu charges for the
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oewereg* fiervicj, aa for wcter supply, will usually bo based on

property vftlutitirjr.s u.tud fcr local taxation. Where property

valuations oro not used for local taxation other methods haw* to be

resorted to, fj.g. size of property, and these may, of course, be

•cbltrary tut, none tho less, acceptable.

Charging for stenr.'plpc 9ticp)lou (wotar)

10.01 Stendpipo suppllos may bo of two kindu. Some auch supplies may be

available for a group of properties within a dofined aroa and not

generally available to the public at large. These can afford a

•lnlmum supply for the requlrunonts of tho occupants of thooe properties

end can, Justifiably, be chorgod for but only on the basis of a moduut

flat charyn. Uhnthuir this is worth doing must be a pragmatic or a

political doclsion.

10.02 Public atondpipe euppliue available to the public at large must necessarily

be rogardod BS A social eorvico and cannot bo effectively charged to their

ueors. A financial contribution from tho local authority may be appropriate

whore thl6 can be arranged. Otherwise, the coet of these eupplles can only

bo absorbed in tho general costs, to be mot by tnriff consumers.

Tho rin.incl.il approtr^l of projects

11.01 Tho financial appraisal of projects, in tho pre-inveetrr.ent otage, will

usually in̂ ulv/o the preparation of a aeries of financial projections -

in particular,

(i) of outlays in tdupKCt of tho project and of capital expenditure

in respect of extensions of the exiuting syatom.

(li) eutimates of incomu for a aslectud number of yeara on the

Laaes of tho tariffs fav/ouiod, opei'atlr.g end administrative

expenditure, the eorvlco of foroign and local Joans (interest

and rcpay.Tunt) and the proviaion of surpluses for further

ment.

(Ill) pro foima "baler.co sheut6w, tho purpose of which is to tost tho

viiibility oi* a project over a poriod of yeara by bringing into

comparison the liabilities incurred, on the one hand, and tho

ausots acquired, on tha othor.
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(iv) caoh f.low projections, ao to outgoings and incomingo

which probably prowiriu tho moat useful test of all for

thoy ehould demonatrate the anticipations as to further

investment.

11*02 These cxercieos are complementary and may indeed be regarded ao

•aparato parts of a single whole. Usually the projections ahould

•pan the whoIn period of Initial construction and seven to ten

yatrs thereafter but if tho works are to be phased over a longer

period the projections may need to be extended.

11.03 Nesdloss to say, they involve several difficulties and decisions

have to bo token as to basic assumptions to be used and which should

always be clearly eet out. Sensitivity exercises allowing for

•wdificatlcns In the assumption should always ba undertaken. , The

•ort common problems are thesei

(i) the effect of pri.cn inflation affecting Capitol costs

(during the poriod of construction), opsrating costs and

income. (See below)

(li) the allowance for water produced at source but not

dulivered to consumers (Uastego in the system).

(lii) the allowance for unrecovered water etc. charges,

(iv) the valuation h^Be for existing assets.

11.04 Idoally the oxercisuu ahould identify the projoct Itself, isolating

it from tho cxintiiiQ syetem. Thio is not always poc&iblo and would

often be unrealistic to attempt: separata exorcises can BSQSSS the

affect of the project in rulution to tha existing syatum and its

Impact thereon.

11.05 Tho problonu pecod ty prico and uage inflation (oocalation) have >

engaged I ho <ittcnitit>n of many practitiunars. Certain kinds of

oconott.ic rxurclats cun bo prooentod in stablo prices but financial

•xarcisf-B of the kln.j iloucribed cannot. Prico Inflation muet be

tbken Into account for resossing a landing agoncy'tj commitmant and

fcr K.easuring tho impact on consumers. On the other hand oasumptions

as to thci continuance of inflation at particular rates or at variable
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retee can reduco the exercise to noneenao. For moat projucte the

beet precept Is to allow as realistically ee poaaible for inflation

up to the end of tho period or construction of the initial uorke

•nd probably a year beyond, from that point "stable" prices are

employed reflecting the price level eatlmatod to obtain in that

year* Ae to the revenue earninge a more cautious approach may be

needed for it le not to be supposed thet ability to pay will enhance

commensurately with price levels.

11*06 Nona of tho finonclol exercises - or of economic oxorclees in

which benefita are substituted for revenuee and into which othor "coat"

ttaaa will eleo be introduced - can be conclusive In themeelvos*

(Thar* ie no magic in a particular rate of return*) They provid* no

•lngla key to tho tost of viability: but they are vary uaaful toola

In tho selection of priorities and, generally, in a comparative e«nee*

In tho final review judgment based on experience must alwaya be applied*
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HOTS3 OM
WATER SUPPLY AND SEI^BAGE SECTOR PLANNING

I Q H K
COOTEXT OF AREA DEVELOWIEHT FP.QGBAMS

1. The urgency of providing adequate potable

water at appropriate standards in developing countries

has been recognized by the UK Conference on Human

Settlements (May 1976) and the UN Conference in Argentina

(March 1977). According to the World Health Statistics

Report (1976) rural water supply sanitation is considered

to be particularly poor* The importance of adopting

joint programs of water resources development, and

community vrater supply has been clearly recognized in

the related UN Expert Working Group Meeting held in

Geneva (December 1976) preparatory to the Argentina

Conference.

2. Also, at the Expert Group Msetiug on Integrated

Rural Development convened by ESCAF in Tokyo (February 1977),

the operational guidelines endorsed by the Expert Group

recognize the importance of, among others, Eaxi&uta

participation of the people at local level, decentraliza-

tion of the decision-making process, promotion oi; self"
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reliance and self-supporting institutions and environ-

mental considerations* These areas arc also those where

the coordination of sector development and Integrated

rural development would be beneficial,

3* In recent years, increasing attention has also

been given to the application of "appropriate11 technology

In devising construction methods which balance the

utilization of man and machine. This approach is also

one of the fundamental requirements to reduce the invest-

ment costs for'vater and sanitation development on a

nationwide scale.

4. Area development (AD) projects may have several

socio-economic objectives that vary widely from project

to project, e.g.; eradication of rural poverty, increase

of agricultural production and improvement of productivity,

Improvement of living conditions in rural ar*;ss,

improvement in the quality of rural life and incoiaa

distribution, rectification of regional Imbalance, etc.

In taore physical terms, AD projects frequently provide

for land development, irrigation facilities, agricultural

modernization, road construction and provision of social

infrastructure and services, although the6& activities
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may have received relatively lesser attention. Land

reform has played an important: role in scroe nr̂ .a

development projects.

5. With few exceptions, institutional arrange-

ments are established for a specific project enlisting

also the existing government agencies for implementing

some of the project components. A coordinating authority

is set up at the national and local levels to administer

specific projects. Quite often, there seems to be no

organization, however, specifically created to undertake

long-range area development planning at the national

level. The multiplicity of institutions involved in

project implementation which is often witnessed in this

context may be attributed p&rtly to the conveniences of

using the existing administrative structure with minimal

changes. Rut, then, the absence, of a st irons co5.r?.itnv2nt

to long-range planning might have itself discouraged

the establishment of more permanent arrangements. In

the absence of a regional development plan, the

functional hierarchical relationships among the popula-

tion centers and their economic Influence areas cannot

be fully appreciated and their roles cannot be projected

realistically.
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6. The financing plan for such projects draws

on resources frora not only the national government but

also the provincial (or state) gevcrrn-snts; sometimes,

local resources or contributions frora beneficiaries are

also taken into account. The multiplicity of financing

channels tends to mask the scale of the problem end

hinder the application of a sound finaneiul discipline

in area development. As massive resource transfer

needed in area development is far greater than what most

countries can mobilize, it would appear that sound

financial discipline nust ba introduced to help generate

necessary funds through cost recovery measures and to

exert a moderating influence on investiner.t costs, and

also to help spread the benefits as V7idely as possible.

From past experience, the promotion of self-reliance

and self-supporing institutions has been found to be

indispensable for the development of the vater supply

and sanitation.

7. In the absence of a permanent and broad-based

arrangement, the responsibility for implementation,

operation and maintenance and monitoring of projects
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tends to be fragmented making it difficult to link

authority with responsibility and accountability.

To cite one example, project components constructed

by one agfcncy may be turned over to another for

operation and maintenance while a third agency may be

held responsible for monitoring; or facilities completed

by ones agency may not in fact become operational simply

because complementary facilities which fall within the

responsibility of some other agencies are not completed

in time or on the scale required.

9. The lack of qualified staff is cmothsr

constraint. External assistance in the form of

consultant services has played e useful role in the

planning and implementation stages but only in the

short run. A long-range solution would call for a

perspective manpower development program.

10. If more emphasis is to be placed — cs it-

ought to be -•» on village development and on improving

the living conditions of the rural poor, adequate

provision of community water supply and adequate

waste: disposal facilities would be indispensable.
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In certain cases, land-use and Irrigation practices

would indeed call for close coordination of the water

supply and sewerage sector development and area

development programs. For example, land development

involving deforestation may affect the traditional

sources of village water supply; or irrigation practices

as they affect either the levels of groundvater or its

contamination may need special attention; or, the spread

of water-associated diseases such as schistoniasis

generally associated vith certain irrigation practices

would need to be controlled; or, the disposal of effluents

arising from the processing of agricultural produce nay

require regulation; or conjunctive use for irrigation

and community water supply may be feasible. However,

such measures prove to be effective only if they are

expressly built into the planning process at as early

a stage as possible. Similarly, the re-use of sewage

effluent to augment the supply of water for crop

irrigation may prove feasible; a trado-off exercise

between withdraŵ ll of natural runoff for connrunity

water supply and the rcturci of sewage effluent for crop

irrigation may be worth consideration.
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11, Similarly, if regionwise planning is adopted,

the pooling of administration and cannon facilities for

operation and maintenance would have distinct advantages,

such as those arising from standardization of design and

construction methods for both water supply and sewerage

(or sanitary) facilities, and would make possible the

realisation of cost-effective techniques.

12. Opinion is strongly in favor of popular parti-

cipation in the decision-making processes for the formula-

tion of area or regional development programs. Popular

participation is an important element in area development

planning as it would enable people to appreciate better

the value of services provided and would encourage them

to support area development projects by contributing

self-help efforts in project implementation and cooperation

in the operation, maintenance, and monitoring of projects.

It would also promote the use of technology which is most

appropriate to the local situation such as the use of

local resources and traditional practices, wherever

applicable. It would also, facilitate, through an

adequate forutn, the choice of levels of services acceptable

to the local beneficiaries.
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13. Also it may be noted that the Improvement

of public health frequently calls for regionwide

cooperation. For example, water pollution control and

raartfcement would require in fact a strict control and

surveillance of wastewater discharge over an entire

catchment* Another important aspect is the provision

of adequate and safe water as part of the public health

delivery system. Thus, an adequate forum created for

area development can also provide an excellent sounding

board for determining the design criteria, levels of

service, financial policies, ami for public health

education programs to be fornulated.

14, It has been generally recognized that decentra-

lization of planning and implementation of area develop-

ment projects is more effective in providing needed

impetus for socio-economic development in the rural area.

It is therefore reasonable to believe that decentralized

regional development planning and the attendant transfer

of power to regional bodies would eventually gain wider

acceptance. In formulating a long-term sector develop-

ment program, it would be well to take this trend
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Into account while planning for specific projects*

By bringing the planning body closer to the people,

wider public participation in the decision-making

process is to be expected. Wider use of regional

development approach would, among others, promote the

integration of the water supply and sewerage sector

development with area development as regional bodies

are likely to be more responsive to the local needs

end aspirations.
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Purpose

The Service
Concent

The Pl.mninp,
Concent

I INTRODUCTION

This paper is intended to throw some light on a vital element of nre-

investment planning for water supply and wastewater disposal, namely

"design criteria and service levels". In writing this paper, the author

appreciates the very brond nature of the subject and the extensive space

it occupies in every textbook written in the field of water supply and

wastewater engineer. With this in mind efforts were made to avoid, as

much as possible, treading into material well covered in these textbooks

and instead to focus on concepts and issues which the planners must deal

with in the selection of the appropriate criteria. Through this exercise

it is hoped to stimulate discussions which would lead to a better under-

standing amongst those engaged in the planning and decision making in the

sector.

1. Water is a saleable commodity supplied in most countries through

public enterprises. Similarly, the collection, removal and disposal of

spent water (i.e., sewage or community liquid wastes) is a saleable

service provided also through public enterprises which in many cases

perform the dual function of providing water and removing wastewater.

The success of these enterprises depends highly on their ability to

operate in accordance with sound business practice. This makes it

imperative to be cost conscious, quality conscious and reliability

conscious, i.e. in making the services continuously available under a

growing demand situation.

2. To fulfil these basic requirements for success, engineered works

must be based on proper planning and feasibility studies which must rely

on sound demand forecasts.

3. Planning for Water Supply and Sewerage Services is a process for

identifying a "least cost" way of providing the required services with

built-in health safeguards while at the same time overcoming social,

economic, financial, institutional and environmental constraints. As a

result of such planning, "feasible" projects which must fit within the

overall plan are implemented in stages. A feasible project must be based
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on established needs and priorities, ability to pay for the services,

ability to manage and operate such services, and of course on convincing

technical studies and convincing financial recovery plans,

A. There are often different solutions with their inherent elements of

uncertainties and thus the planning process becomes a process' of rational-

ization and differentiation between the different alternatives, selection

of the most suitable alternative and elimination or at best reduction of

uncertainties. Such a rationalization requires an examination and analysis

of past trends which are likely to influence future prediction. Planning

is thus a dynamic process which must be related to a continually changing

economic and social behaviour and to a changing technology. Within thr~e

constraints the planner must at the earliest stage possible identify ant

set values or limits to all the relevant factors, characteristics and

assumptions which are likely to influence the outcome. The values or *

limits thus established are what the planners refer to as design criteria

or more appropriately planning criteria.— As a basis for service evalua-

tion reference to these "criteria" continues well after the services have

been installed.

Definitions 5. The terras "criteria" or "criterion" are often applied to mean a

variety of things. According to the Oxford dictionary, it may explain

"a means for judging, a test, principle, rule, canon, or standard by which

anything is judged or estimated". The Webster dictionary defines

"criterion" as "a characterizing mark or trait, a standard on which a

decision or judgement may be based, and a basis for discrimination".

6. To the planner who has become accustomed to using the term "design

criteria", the above definitions are closely linked but do not fully

reflect the complex and broad nature of the many complementary or opposing

factors which shape up the final product, be it a long-term plan, or a

— "Planning criteria" is the more correct term to use because of the
inherently broad and flexible factors involved in pre-investment planning
as viewed in this paper. The term "design criteria" on the other hand
implies more rigid rules and standards, as applied in the preparation of
final engineering designs. Not withstanding the above, the term "design
criteria" has been used throughout this paper as a matter of convenience
in view of the accustomed uses of the latter term by most planners.
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short-term investment proposal. When a planner speaks of "design criteria"

a more communicative definition of the broad intended message is that

which represents "a combination of technical, health, social, economic,

financial, institutional and environmental factors which shape uo the

characteristic, mnrcniture and cost of a planned system to serve the needs

of the community or communities".

7. With "design criteria", the terms "service level", "standards of

service", "service magnitude", "degree of service" and "programme mix"

are often associated. There is no uniformity of thought as to what these

terms precisely express or imply. For some planners, "service levels"

imply quantitative dimensions (i.e., number of people served and

quantities delivered). For others, it implies in addition to the above,

some qualitative characteristics and levels of technology employed

(e.g., piped water supplied through standpipes or house connections,

water supplied at the source of production through handpump installations

versus mechanized pumping, wastewater collection through water-borne

sewerage systems versus local public toilets with septic tanks or

leaching pits, etc.). Other planners apply qualitative and quantitative

characteristics more liberally to include physical, chemical and bacter-

iological qualities of water served, as well as continuity of service

(i.e., intermittent versus continuous service).

8. Most of these definitions are arbitrary and indeed some are in con-

tradiction with the basic sanitary engineering canon of providing safe

public water supply. This is particularly true when one speaks of

providing intermittent water supply or non-filtered surface water as an

acceptable service level. Accordingly for the purpose of this paper, the

author refers to "service level" as "a degree of convenience and accessib-

ility of the water supply and wastewater collection and disposal services

provided under minimum safety requirements". Under this definition,

service levels .would include quantifiable dimensions such as proportions

of the population relying on direct house connections versus those rely-

ing on public facilities, however irrespective of the level of technology

employed as long as the minimum safety requirements are observed. Similarly,:

qualitative aspects of esthetic and industrial economic values can be a

basis for altering service levels as long as these have no public health

significance.
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Design Criteria 9.
Objectives

Design criteria "are subject to wide variations from region to

region, from country to country and often even from one community to

another in the same country. The selection of the most suitable design

criteria must aim at ensuring the acceptance and implementation of the

construction programme conceived under the project. Accordingly, the

adopted solution must: (a) satisfy the community needs, while being

compatible with the socio-economic and institutional needs and"con-

straints, and (b) be technically sound and least costly amongst the

various possible alternatives. To be sure, selection of the most

suitable "design criteria" would not necessarily guarantee the

accomplishment of the intended objective, i.e. the preparation of a

"bankable project", however failure to select proper criteria will

surely risk a rejection of the proposals and the loss of essential

support.

Service Level
versus Design
Criteria

Conditions of
Service

II APPROACH TO DESIGN CRITERIA SELECTION

10. As an entry to this subject, it would be helpful to arrive at an

understanding as to whether "service level" should be viewed as a

factor or element of design criteria or vice versa. Undoubtedly, this

can be argued either way. If the service level is chosen at the begin-

ning, then appropriate design criteria must be established for that

particular service level, or mixes of service levels. When service

levels cannot be chosen in advance, the planner would have to include

in his studies several alternative levels of service to be presented to

the decision makers. To do so, the planner must adopt specific criteria

for each level of service considered. Therefore, irrespective of the

approach, design criteria can be considered a function of service level

and hence the discussion which follows should be viewed in that context.

11. In accordance with the above, the approach to design criteria

selection is governed by the "level of service" desired against that

being provided at the present. In this connexion, one of the following

four conditions might be encountered:

(1) Existing services (i.e. level of service and service coverage)

~~* nlanning is required to meet anticipated

•"""oi of service.
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(2) Existing service level and quality of service are inadequate

(e.g. demand in excess of supply). Therefore, planning is

required to eliminate present deficiencies and to provide

for anticipated future needs, while maintaining an acceptable

level of service.

(3) Existing service level, quality of service and service coverage

are inadequate. Therefore, planning is required to expand

service, to improve the level of service, to eliminate deficien-

cies in the areas presently covered and to provide for anticipated

future needs.

(A) Community services are non-existant, and planning is required to

determine levels of service to be provided, as well as service

coverage during a phased development plan.

12. The first two conditions are normally encountered in the developed

countries, however in the developing countries it is the latter two

conditions which are more frequently the norm. The problem becomes

somewhat simpler under the first two conditions, particularly where an

information system has been developed and where a record is kept of pre-

vious plans and design criteria with historial data on past and current

service performance. This helps greatly in reducing elements of

uncertainty and in strengthening the rationalization process. Under

these circumstances,' the planner would begin by describing existing

facilities, evaluating existing data and deriving conclusions which

reflect past trends, as well as adequacy of past design and planning

criteria. The latter is then re-examined for applicability in the next

planning stage in the light of predicted future technological, demographic

and socio-economic changes.

13. In contrast planners working under the third and fourth conditions

face a greater challenge and more uncertainty owing to the inadequacy

of the existing information system or its total absence. In the

extreme case (i.e. condition (4) above), planners must rely a great deal

on judgement and on planning experience in areas or regions of similar

background or closely related cultural, social and climatic conditions.

1/ Examples of uncertainties include those due to natural events such
as variations in the hydrologic cycle, reliability and adequacy of planning
data, unanticipated changes in economic events, changes in priorities and
of course new developments in technology.
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Identification 14. Irrespective of the general conditions described above, design

~ *ct;or3 an criteria and level of service selection must be related to the following
Constraints

factors or constraints:

(1) Economic and financial constraints.

(2) Material resource constraints.

(3)' Public health and hygienic standards.

(4) Skill availability within the country.

(5) Local customs and needs (i.e. social and cultural constraints).

(6) Legal and political constraints.

(7) Climatic conditions.

(8) Environmental and esthetic values.

(9) Soil, geological, hydrological and hydrogeological conditions.

(10) Maximization of benefits for the resources consumed.

(11) Technical constraints.

15. For a further rationalization of approach, design criteria can be

grouped into five aspects which are subject to the influence of the above-

mentioned factors. These aspects and the factors influencing them are as

follows:

Design Criteria Aspects Influencing Factors or Constraints

- Engineering or technical All factors mentioned above
aspects

- Public health aspects Public health and hygienic stand a- '-<

- Environmental aspects Environmental and esthetic values,
climatic conditions, public health
standards, financial and material
resource constraints

- Economic and financial Economic, financial and material
aspects constraints and maximization of

benefits

- Institutional aspects Economic and financial constraints,
skill availability, social and
cultural constraints, legal and
political constraints

A discussion of the above follows in section III.
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Consultation
with Authorities
concerned and
Prospective
Financing Agency

Objectives

Elements of
Works and
Related
Criteria

16. After having collected and analysed available data on the factors

and constraints mentioned above, the planner must discuss his initial

findings with authorities concerned, obtain their views, preferences

and priorities, before arriving at conclusions which can be used as

justifications in support of design criteria and service level

selection. In countries where there is a national authority entrusted

with the overall responsibility for sector development, there may be

some established policies on priority setting regarding service level,

and service coverage. These authorities, therefore, should be consulted

by the planner at the earliest stage possible and conflicts (if any)

between their views and those of the community directly effected must

be settled as soon as possible. It is equally important also to

initiate an early consultation with the prospective financing agency ,

be it national or external, to take into consideration their conditions.

Failure to conduct the above consultations will undoubtedly risk plan

rejection, costly revision and long and costly delays in implementation

cf badly needed services.

Ill ENGINEERING OR TECHNICAL ASPECTS

17. The objective of these is to design uninterrruped systems which can

be constructed and operated at minimum costs while meeting (a) quality

and accessibility requirements (ji.e. service level), and (b) the minimum

standards for safety and reliability during the life expectancy of the

constructed works.

18. A most convenient way to consider this aspect of design criteria,

is to view it in terms of the Various elements of works involved, i.e.

Elements for Water Supply

(1) Source

(2) Collection works

(3) Transmission

(4) Treatment works

(5) Distribution and storage

(6) Pumping works for elements
2, 3, 4 and 5

Elements for Wastewater Disposal

House or property connexions

Collectors (i.e. lateral and sub-
main sewers)

Transporters (main and trunk sewers)

Treatment works

Disposal work

Pumping works for elements 2, 3,
4 and 5
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19. Water supply design criteria factors include average demand or

consumption rates and quality of water for the various uses (i.e. domestic,

industrial, commercial, public and fire fighting), fluctuation factors (i.e.

peak hourly, daily, monthly and seasonally), allowances for leakage and un-

accounted for water, maximum and minimum pressure requirements, minimum

storage requirements, hydraulic formulae, type of conduits as relevant to .

hydraulic, and structural performances/working and stand-by capacities of

pumping facilities and treatment works, and loadings on the various units

of treatment.

20. For wastewater collection and disposal works, the design criteria

factors include the water consumption rates and characteristics of waste-

water to be collected from the various sources and uses, the fluctuation in

discharge rates, type of conduits as relevant to hydraulic and structure'

performances, minimum and maximum velocities, minimum size of conduits anc

minimum requirements for appurtenances (such as manholes) which affect per-

formance of the system, working and stand-by capacities of pumping facilitie:

and treatment works, and loadings on the various units of treatment. In

addition to hydraulic loading, the latter include such characteristics as

BOD and suspended solids.

21. Apart from the quality factors which are directly governed by the

users of the service or utility, the overriding technical consideration in

establishing the abov« criteria for the Selection of works needed are:

- capacity versus needs;
- reliability, durability and structural resistance and safety;
- hydraulic performance and energy needs;
- operation and maintenance requirements;
- availability of material in the local market and heed

for imports.

1/ Water quality requirements for a particular water-supply system
depend on the planned uses of the system. For example* if the foreseen
uses are primarily for domestic purposes, a certain set of values might
be adopted to satisfy the turbidity, colour, taste and odour, and hardness
requirements without causing heavy financial or economic penalities to the
other users (see Section IV, Public Health Aspectsi below). On the other
hand, if industrial uses are substantial, especially for a likely predomin-
ant industry such as steam generating plittt, a lower turbidity and hardness
might be justified. Such decisions often require cost-benefit evaluations
of the need to provide the additional treatment for the industry by compar-
ing the costs and benefits of providing a watet softening process for the
entire community system with the alternative of leaving the burden of
additional treatment to industrial users themselves, for wastewater collect-
ion and disposal systems, the variation in the source and characteristics of
the wastes to be collected requires an early evaluation of the cost-benefits
of using a separate versus a combined system and whether to allow industries
to discharge their wastes into the system without a certain degree of pre-
treatment.
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Capacity versus
Meeds and Time
Factor

22. The expertise J)f highly experienced engineers and planners is

required to assess the complex issues affecting all the elements of work.

In this connexion, one of the main factors to be considered is the period

for which designs are to be made. To do so, the planner must consider

the expected life of the structure, the advantage of economy of scale

versus the economy of a smaller capacity at a time of higher interest
*

rates, the accessibility to financial resources and financial burdens

created, the time required to plan and construct the next stage of

expansion and of course the likelihood of significant technological

advances during the design period.

23. Another highly critical factor which requires a careful evaluation

at the earliest stage in the planning process is the unit water con-

sumption rate for the various components of uses (i.e. domestic,

industrial, commercial, institutional, etc). This may differ sub-

stantially from one community to another and hence, apart from the

needed information on past and current service records, a knowledge of

the local conditions, as reflected in the factors and constraints

mentioned under paragraph 14 above, is essential in arriving at the

appropriate values.

1/ Following the system analysis approach, a number of scientific
papers have been written on the subject of design period and expansion
capacity. This has been done in an effort to derive a scientific solution
to this roultifaceted problem (see item 19 of bibliography). Such studies
are of interest, however they leave the door open to many questions as
they contain elements of uncertainty and rely on a number of questionable
assumptions, e.g. a uniform demand increase. Indeed this raises the
question of whether the degree of reliability obtained justified such an
approach in lieu of the time seasoned rules and rational approach adopted
from past experience.

In recent years economists involved in project appraisal for financing-
have introduced a new approach to rationalizing the selection of design
periods and expansion capacity. Recognizing the difficulties in approach-
ing the problem through cost-benefit analysis these economists advocate
the application of "marginal cost pricing" as a sensitivity method for
determining when to add the next increment of expansion. This approach
has not gained much in practical application for water supply and sewerage
projects because of the inherent problems due to: (a) "lumpiness" or
"capital indivisibility" features associated with such utility projects;
and (b) the impracticability of having to change tariffs as frequently
as required by marginal cost pricing (see items 17 and 18 of the
bibiliography).
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Realiability,
Durability and
Structural
Resistance

Hydraulic
freformance
and Energy
Needs

Operation and
Maintenance
Requirements

Availability
of Material
and Skill in
the Local
Market

24. These are related to the risks involved and probability of pccurence

of structural or other failures in the various elements of works. In

many of these cases, international standards are applied. These are

based on laboratory testing and field performance of machinery and

resistance of built-up structures under different conditions and uses.

In arriving at the proper criteria values, experience elsewhere must be

related'to the conditions and needs in the area concerned.

25. These are considerations affecting the selection of the proper

material and shape of the various conduits involved in the water supply

and sewerage systems. These conduits often require the major part of the

cost of the system where adverse selection of material and layout (i.e.

roughness, slope and velocity) may not affect the cost of the conduits,

but also the number of pumping stations and energy requirements. In th.

developing countries, a balance must be struck in the selection of costlier

and more hydraulically superior imported conduits against lower quality

locally built conduits (i.e. higher friction losses) which may result in .*

larger number of pumping stations and higher energy requirements.

Hydraulic and energy considerations also affect the selection of combined

(i.e. domestic and storm sewers) versus separate sewers.

26. These influence material selection for conduits and structures,

equipment selection, degree of sophistication of treatment processes and

pumping installations. Careful considerations are necessary in light of

manpower requirements and skill needed for operation and maintenance.

27. The need for imports, especially where this requires large expend-

itures in scarce currencies will highly influence the selection of conduit

material and structural elements, and would also influence the selection

of the treatment processes. Under such circumstances, trade-offs and

adjustment of values given to other factors might be warranted.

1/ This consideration might well favour the use of slow sand
filters instead of rapid sand filters for water treatment, and
oxidation ponds_or trickling filters instead of the activated sludge
prccess for wastewater treatment.
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Objectives

Standards
/ ' Effects

IV PUBLIC HEALTH ASPECTS

28. The primary objective of public health oriented criteria is to

maximize the safety of the users in the community. This is accomplished

(a) by means which would ensure the removal of contaminants from drinking

water supply and its subsequent protection against entry of organisms and

other substances which may be harmful to human health; and (b) by means

which ensure the removal and disposal of community liquid wastes without

exposure to nuisance, risks of disease or any harmful effects resulting

from contamination of drinking water supply or from pollution of water

resources.

29. For community water supply, planners often are guided by the WHO

recommended International Standards, as well as other national standards.

Such standards generally aim at serving water which is clear, pleasant

to taste, of reasonable temperature, neither corrosive nor scale-forming,

and free from chemical substances and organisms which are likely to cause**

harmful physiological effects. In these standards, upper limits of

bacterial indicators (e.g. coliform bacteria ) and toxic or harmful

substances are set out together with a range of values for other

indicators. Further reference to these standards is provided in

Section IX below.

30. Adherence to public health standards might require a change in the

method of water distribution and treatment, the selection of piping materiai

as well as the method of wastewater collection, treatment and disposal.

When such changes cannot be attained within the economic, financial and

institutional constraints, the planners are faced with the alternative

of modifying the service level. For example, if a planned system cannot

from the start maintain a continuous supply of drinking water (i.e. non-

intermittent), there will be a risk of contamination with polluted ground-

water sucked into the system due to the high probability of encountering

vacuums in the distribution pipes. Rather than allowing such risks, it

would be justifiable to initially limit the extent of service through a

piped water distribution with house connexions to fewer people while

serving a larger proportion of the population through public standposts.

Notwithstanding the above,it must be recognized that the attainment of

the objectives of public health criteria cannot be assured without

proper operational controls, monitoring and surveillance systems.

1/ Contaminants include toxic materials, bacteria or other harmful
substances which make the water unfit for domestic use.
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Objectives
and Effects

Application

Indicators

31. In the planning for wastewater collection and disposal systems* ;.

the setting of standards beforehand is more difficult because these

would depend to a large extent on the nature and function of the

receiving waters as well as on their quality before and after waste

disposal. Therefore, the adoption of standards requires a considerable

amount of preparatory study and collection of baseline information.

Earlier emphasis had been focussed on BOD and bacterial indicators but in

addition in recent years more and more attention has been given to the limi

of toxic wastes and heavy metals as the health effects of these substances

began to emerge in this decade. These factors may significantly affect

the selecton of treatment processes and methods of collection and disposal.

V ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

32. The objective of these is to ensure against environmental degradation

and disturbance of the living habitats as a result of the construction and

operation of the planned system. Environmental factors greatly influence

water source selection, sites for waste treatment and disposal, treatment

processes, location and design of pumping stations and location and method

of sewer laying.

33. In the past, planners were not permitted the "luxury" of devoting

sufficient attention to environmental considerations which were mostly

treated as esthetic aspects. It should be recognized, however that

water supply and wastewater disposal planners were amongst the first

to appreciate the problem of water pollution. The decade of the seventies

has seen the greatest upsurge of attention to this important aspect as a

result of which new legislations in the developed countries were enacted,

setting up new limits to pollution and establishing targets for achieving

these limits. The 1972 UN Conference on the Human Environment also did

a great deal to draw world attention to this aspect of planning. Despite

these efforts a large number of communities, particularly in the developing

countries, have not been able to devote sufficient attention to this matter.

34. Standards for environmental aspects are very difficult to establish

as these depend a great deal on judgements in evaluating tolerance and

acceptability of new environmental interventions. Final decisions must

be guided by values and trade-offs set by the communities themselves.
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Objectives and
Conseauences

Means of

Influence

VI SOCIAL ASPECTS

35. The objective of these is to ensure that the planned system will be

socially acceptable. For example, the planning of public latrines as a

part of community waste collection _and disposal services may be accent-

able by certain communiticn or a segment thereof, but not by others.

Similarly, public standposts as a means of water distribution might be

rejected by one segment of the community but accepted by others. There-

fore, social factors, such as status, culture and even religious beliefs,

become very important in determining methods of distribution, waste

collection and water and wastewater treatment in the larger context of

the service level selection. Failure to take these factors into consider-

ation has resulted in total failure of tht services. This is partic-

ularly true in the developing countries who rely on expatriate planners

who do not possess sufficient knowledge of the local conditions.

36. Social acceptance is a matter which can be effected through appropriae

involvement and communication with the community concerned from the very

beginning. Many of the obstacles and suspicions can be diminished through

health education and other means of inculcation.

Objectives and
Consequences

VII ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ASPECTS

37. The objective of these is to ensure both economic and financial

viability of the planned services.— To this end the criteria chosen in

selecting different discount rates and in applying shadow pricing where

possible should pave the way for the appraiser to appreciate that the

proposed system is likely to contribute effectively to the improvement of

the economic well-being of those affected (i.e. a surplus of benefits over

costs). If the objectives of the economic and financial aspects cannot

be met on the basis of acceptable criteria, the planners may be forced to

reassess and revise the level of service proposed.

— Economic viability and financial viability are usually appraised
individually by the financing agencies. It is conceivable that a water
supply and sewerage project might be viable economically but not ;
financially because of inability to generate sufficient revenues. For
further discussion on the subject see item 5 of the bibliography).
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Indicators 38. When dealing with economic benefits and costs, scientific rational-

ization becomes very complex because one must deal with a large number of

intangibles as well as secondary benefits or effects which the economists

call "externalities", therefore, a greater reliance is placed on the

qualitative indicators of this aspect.

39. On the financial aspects, the emphasis is on quantitative indicators

which must establish that the plannod system is self-supporting. The

indicators in thia caie are the ability to pay for the service in monetary

terms and the prevailing and projected interest rates. These would

influence the total amount of the overall investment, including any

subsidies (if economically and socially justified) and hence the capacity

of the individual elements of works proposed•

Objectives and
Consequences

Indicators

VIII INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS

40. The objective of these is to ensure safety, reliability and economy

in the operation and maintenance of the planned system. This requires a

thorough knowledge of the availability of local manpower and their level

of training, the legal and organizational constraints, and managerial

capabilities. In most developing countries a large proportion of failures

of water supply and sewerage or sanitation services have resulted from

inadequate attention paid to this aspect. Constraints often require that

the planned system is designed for the simplest possible method of opera-

tion and maintenance where only unsophisticated processes and equipment

can be utilized. For instance, a decision on whether to use metering for

a water distribution system will depend on the magnitude of the problem

created as a result of the need for meter repair and maintenance.

Institutional changes are often a necessary ingredient in planning for

water supply and waste disposal services. The planner must realize

however that the criteria adopted are realistic in anticipating the pace

of improvements—possible under the local situation.

41. Institutional indicators are very difficult to establish as much

depends on the judgement of the planner who has to relate the above

objectives to the local conditions. In terms of number of personnel needed

some planners might attempt to establish a relation between these and the

number of people served. This can be very misleading because of the
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variations of the level of training of personnel, their attitudies and

incentives, as well as the variations in the service levels.

IX STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

Applicability 42. The preceding discussions should lead to the conclusion that it is

impracticable and indeed risky to adopt a so-called "standard design

criteria" in the manner of applying cookbook recipes. Unfortunately,

often this is just what happens when the purposes of published guide-

lines and standards proposed for conditions in developed countries are

misunderstood with th« result that sound engineering and planning is

exchanged for expediency and false economy.

43. In contrast with the above, much can be said, especially in the

developing countries, in favour of design, specification and construction

standardization, provided these are based on sound engineering and

planning principles as discussad in the preceding sections of this paper.

Such standardization could be viable tools in accellerating sector develop-

ment and in effecting a much needed economy, in order to achieve the

Drinking Water Supply Decade goal• recently adopted by the UN Water

Conference and the World Health Assembly. The author draws the con-

clusion from his experience in observing the substantive wastages and

failures of systems which could have been avoided, had it not been for

the proliferation and indiscriminate usage of a variety of designs,

specifications and construction material imported from the developed

countries.

1/ The United Nations Conference held at Mar del Plata, Argentina,
in March 1977 adopted recommendation! by an earlier UN Conference
on Human Settlement (i.e. HABITAT) emphasising importance and
priorities that should be accorded to Community Water Supply and
Sanitation. It urged that maximum efforts should be mounted so
that water supply and sanitation services can be made available
to all people by 1990. To mobilize support the Conference resolved
that the years 1980-1990 be designated as the International Drinking
Water Supply Decade. The World Health Assembly in its thirtieth sessio
held in May-1977, adopted a similar resolution and requested its
Secretariat to collaborate with Member States to achieve their goals.
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Existing
Standards and
Guidelines

44. Two types of standards and guidelines are in general usage, namely

those which deal with health related water and effluent quality standards,

and those dealing with the engineering and technical matters. As

mentioned under paragraph 29 above, a frequently referred to set of

health standards are those developed by the World Health Organization,

i.e. "WHO International Standards for Drinking Water", and the US Public

Health Standards published in the "Standard Methods for Examination of

Water and Wastewater11. Although the primary consideration of the above-

mentioned standards is the safeguarding of public health, these standards

also deal with non-health related physical, chemical and esthetic matters,

where a wide range of difference in tolerance may be expected. Examples

of these are standards dealing with hardness, corrosion, turbidity, colour,

taste, odour, etc.

45. Engineering "design standards", "design guidelines" and "manuals"

have been developed by various state and national agencies in a number

of the developed countries. The authors of these publications derive

their conclusions and recommendations from their review of plans and

designs submitted for approval by the responsible local authorities,

from evaluation reports on systems in operation, and from personal

observations. Amongst the well-known publications of this kind are the

manuals prepared by the American Society of Civil Engineers in collabora-

tion with other US professional societies as well as the US Ten States

Standards (see Section XI, Bibliography, items 3, 11, 12, 14 and 23).

46. Published data in the World Health Statistics Report, Vol. 26, No 1'

of 1973 provide some interesting figures on daily water consumption for

urban communities (with house connections and with public stand posts)

and for rural communities in 29 African countries, 22 countries in the

Americas, 22 countries in the Eastern Mediterranean, 8 countries in South-*

East Asia and 10 countries in the Western Pacific. These show wide

differences not only between the various regions, but also between some

countries within the same region. The relevant information contained in

Table 16 of the WHO document is attached as Annex I.

1/ See attached Annex IV showing "drinking water standards comparison"
compiled by Harold Shipman of the World Bank.
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47. USAID, in collaboration with the US Public Health Service, has

published a document under the title "Guidelines and Criteria for Community

Water Supplies in the Developing Countries". This is based on a 1968 study

conducted by consultants who visited 12 countries in the American, South-

East Asian and Western Pacific regions. The guidelines indicated are of

necessity general in nature while presenting for consideration important

issues such as policies, institutions, financing, manpower, training, etc.

The technical standards mentioned in this document provide a range of

values of "design standards most frequently used by engineers in the

developing countries for water supply". Information extracted from this

document is attached as Annex II.

48. Some data are being gathered by WHO and efforts are continuing to

enhance the establishment of appropirate information gathering and record-

ing systems in the developing member countries of WHO. An example of the

useful but unpublished data available to WHO is the different criteria

adoptedin planning reports prepared by consulting firms on behalf on the

Organization in its capacity as executing agency for pre-investment

planning projects, A tabulation of planning criteria derived from some

of these studies is attached as Annex III.

49. In the majority of the developing countries, the use of specific

engineering design criteria varies widely. Several countries rely on

design criteria established in the developed countries with little or no

questioning, thus frequently resulting in impractical and non-feasible

systems. In referring to the above-mentioned statistical information,

guidelines and data, it is strongly advised that extreme care must be

exercised in relating the information to local conditions and needs.

In the final analysis, the need for a careful survey and investigation

for each individual case roust not be overlooked.

The Role of.

International 50. It would be well worthwhile for developing countries in regions

gencic3 which share many common characteristics to collaborate in the development

of guidelines on design and planning which would be more applicable in

their regions. International Organizations such as WHO and International

Banking Institutions roust collaborate in such an undertaking as they have

a clear mandate, especially in the recent resolution of the United Nations

Habitat and Water Conferences as well as the 30th Assembly of the World

Health Organization. In this connexion, WHO and IBRD have already



embarked on a crash effort to collaborate with member countries in

carrying out a "Rapid Assessment" of the Water Supply and Sanitation

Sector with the aim of facilitating an accellerated sector development,

where the maximum possible number of people can be served by 1990.

Undoubtedly such an assessment must examine existing policies, standards

and guides, and must explore the various levels of service under which

the national sector goals can be met. This, of course, will have to be

followed up with pre-investment studies for individual projects.

X SUMMARY

51. Design criteria are key elements in the planning process with the

objective of identifying a least-cost way of providing the required

services with built-in health safeguards. In order to ensure the feasib-

ility, acceptability and success of the planned water supply and sewerage

services, the adopted criteria must be responsive to the needs and

constraints imposed by the existing and forecasted conditions of the

communities concerned. Thus, design criteria comprise technical, health,

social, economic, financial, institutional and environmental factors which

determine the characteristics, magnitude and cost of the planned system.

52.- Design criteria-are also a function of the desired service level

which has been defined here as "the degree of convenience and accessib-

ility of the water supply and wastewater collection and disposal services

provided under minimum safety requirements". Accordingly, the approach

to the setting of design criteria is governed by the level of service

desired against that in existence. This approach must also be viewed

from its engineering and technical aspects, public health aspects,

environmental aspects, economic and financial aspects and institutional

aspects. When the objectives of the planned works cannot be met due to

the inability to overcome the local constraints identified under the

various aspects mentioned above, the planner must reassess and revise

the level of service initially proposed.
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53. In view of the wide differences in the conditions, needs and con-

straints of the various communities, design criteria, other than those

related to the minimum public health requirements, cannot be standardized

and applied indiscriminately. Technical criteria which have been developed

in the advanced countries should be utilized merely as guides and not as

substitutes for rational planning and sound engineering judgement. The

developing countries would benefit more from design criteria guidelines

if these are derived from conditions and experiences similar to those in

their regions. Collaboration of international agencies concerned with

this sector (i.e. WHO and the international lending agencies) could be of

help in developing such guidelines.

54. Despite the cautious and rational approach for design criteria

selection stressed in this paper, the path of the planner cannot be fully

cleared from uncertainties due to unpredictable events and insufficient

and unreliable data. The longer the duration of the planning horizon is,

the greater will be the uncertainty.
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Annex 1

DATA ON' COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY CONSUMPTION FROM THE WORLD HEALTH

STATISTICS RtiPORT, TABLE 16, VOL. 26 , NO. 1 1 . 1973

TABLE 16. COMMUNITY WATEK SUPPLY - DAILY WATER CONSUMPTION IN LITRES PER CAPUT

TABLEAU 16. APPROVISIONNEMENT PUBLIC EN EAU — CONSOMMATION O'EAU JOURNALIERE
EN LITRES PAR HABITANT

Koflion a.itJ country

Ri>^io.i ct p.lys

Africa — AfriQuo ' . . .
Ar rcca^ — An vriques '
Eastern Mediterranean '
Meditcrranea ori<-Ma'c'

South-East A * a ' . . .
Ati« du Sud-Est'
W e s t e r n P a c i f i c ' . . .
Pacif.quo o c c i d e n t a l '

Avoraqc — VOYO:H\C ' .

average

moyenne

resent consumption —

Uibnn —

With house
connections

Avrc
rnccoiclonicnl

an & i

W,,

65
100
P5

65
75

65

90

mmcublrs

j Ma..

290
360
245

210
165

365

2S0

U'bainc

With

Consommation actucllo

sub'ic
(tanciposU

Par ditt'lbuteurt
public*

MIn.

20
25
30

25
25

30

25

Mat.

45
50
60

40
50

95

55

Rural -

MIn.

15
70
40

20
30
• '

To
33

Ruralo

Ma*.

35
190
85 '

. .65
70

95

90

Future consumption -

Urban —

With houso
connections .

Avee
raeeoi dement
nu»

Mil).

90
195
160

90
125

230

150

mmeubtct

Ma>.

275
375
310

250
225

375

300

Uib.iino

With

Consomn

nubile
stnndposts

Pa' dltrribulcurs
publics

Mix.

30
30
55

35
45

50

40

| M . . .

60
55
95

45
85

35

70

Mlicn luiure

Rural -

Um.

20
120
70

35
40

70

60

RUM

I •

53
195
115

70
85

K5.

11C

AFRICA — AFRIQUE

Botswana . . . 90 1820 ... ... 10 45 50
Burundi 10C 350 10 40 ... ... 150
Cameroon — Cnir.crcun 100 180 18 34 10 20 120
Central Afr ican Rep 50 300 ... 20 ... ... 75
Rep. centralricaino
Chad — Tchad 60 400 8 25 5 15 150
Congo 75 100 50 75 10 30 75

D.-.homcy 10 125 10 30 10 20 80
Garrcia - Gambic CO 2 2 0 50 150 22 50 9J
Ghana 3f) 120 22 36 22 100 115
Guinea — •Guint'e 100 150 40 60 ... ... 100
Ivory Coast — Coic-d'lvoiro . . . 20 130 20 40 10 20 40
Konya 20 200 5 15 10 20 50
Lesotho 50 270 ... ... 27 54 55
Liberia — Liberia 05 190 20 40 20 40 115
Madagascar 40 250 10 24 4 10 B0
Mali 10 25 ... ... . . . . . . 40
Mauritania — Mauntanie 20 200 20 .50 10 50 1C0
Niger 1C0 300 1 2 3 10
Nigeria — Nigeria . , 45 230 45 70 45 45 90
Scncsol — Sent gal 70 96 18 22 ... ... 100
Togo 60 100
Uganda — Ougandn 50 500 5 15 5 10 70
U R . of Tanzania — R-U. ( I fcTanianie E0 110 40 80 25 50 100
Upper Volta — Haute-Volta . . . 50 250 5 50 5 20 75
Zaire —Zaire 30 250 10 30 20 40 100
Zambia — Znmbic 200 700 50 90 10 50 130

320
550
203
220

400
100
150
310
180
150
150
300
270
285
250
160.
300

230
125

700
150
300
300
700

40
33
15

25
50
25

20
40
20
20
35
40

30
50

45
20

20
55
10
20
50

50
20

70
50

55
CO
40
30
70
80
25
50

100

00

30
100

75
50
00

20
20
20

20

20

20

20
15
35
40
10

30

45

10
20
10

5
40

4-3

33

4C

45

40
70
70
91
40

10C

7C

15
4C
50
10

AMERICAS — AMERIQUES

Argent ina - • - A r g e n t i n e . . .
Barbados — OeiUadc . . . .
Bolivia — Belr.ic
BtaiH — BrOsii
Chile — Chili
Colombia —
Cos;i

300
230
00
fO
180
113
175

600
1 730
150
000
400
275
275

23
10
10
10

C3
25
50
20

100
23
60
20
100
40
120

200
910
100
75
100
200
150

200
13'i

too
100
250
115
2C0

350
.570
250
503
500
300
300

23

5)

cz

50
...

103
135
60
2*

1C0
uo

2?.
5' . ' • ' •

ICO
7J

103
15*-

150
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Annex 1 (cont'd.)

TABLE 16. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY — DAILY Y/ATER CONSUMPTION IN LITRES PErt CAPUT

TABLEAU 16. APPROVISIONNEMGNT PUBLIC EM EAU — CONSOMMATION D'EAU JOUKNAUERE
EN LITRES PAR HABITANT

Roflior. onu country

Region et poyt

Present consumption — Contommalion actuello

Uibon -

W'th house
connections

Avne
raccoruomcnl

aui innnoubk'S

Mln. Max.

Urb.iine

Wilh public
standposU

Par dislriliutcurt
public*

Mm. Max.

Rural — Ruralc

Mln. Mai.

Future consumption — Consomma'.iorWuturo

Urban —

With houso
connections

Avne
roccorcJomcnt

AUX immoublos

Mln. Mai.

Urbalnu

With r.uin.c
stanUDOJlt

Par ijistributcurs
publics

_Mln. Ma«.

Rural — Rjralo

Min. Mai.

A M E R I C A S - A M E R I Q U E S

uominicanRen.— Rup. Dominicaino 320 375 55 95 95 130 130 340 55 95 95 130
ticuador — Equalour 140 200 ... ... 70 140
El Salvador 17 295 40 40 60 100 130 400 40 40 60 100
Suolomale 150 150 ... ... 25 25 200 200 ... ... 60 60
Guyana —Guyana 270 360 ... ... 135 270 450 550 ... ... 360 550
Haili —Hait i 150 200 20 40 ... ... 175 225 20 40 20 40
Honduras 20 270 ... ... 45 140 160 270 ... ... 90 135
Jamaica — Janmiquo 320 390 45 ' * 70 20 320 340 570 45 90 45 450
M t » i c o — Moniquo 100 350 20 50 50 250 100 350 20 SO 50 250
Nicaragua 130 220 40 60 75 150 240 300 ' 40 60 95 150
Panama 190 300 ... ... 40 80 210 340 ... ... 60 90
Paraguay ICO 350 10 30 100 200 160 350 10 30 100 200
Peru — PtfOU 90 400 25 30 80 100 150 300 30 50 COO 100
Uruguay 120 250 ... ... 100 180 126 262 ... ... 105 190
Venoiuola 200 300 ... ... 150 300 400 600 ... ... 150 203

EASTERN M E D I T E R R A N E A N
MEDITERRANEE O R I E N T A L E

Afghanistan CO 70 20 30 15 20 CO 100 30 50 30 50
Bahrain — Bahrein 220 .'.20 23 140 110 340 230 300 ... ... 140 23*
" p r u l — Chypro 145 275 ... ... 90 145 185 320 ... ... 145 16;,

mocratic Yemen 50 1C0 10 23 10 18 140 230 IS 36 30 70
Yomofl dcniocratique
Fgypt — Egypte 100 260 30 40 30 40 250 350 150 250 40 60
Ethiopia — EtMiopio 20 100 5 10 5 10 40 100 10 20 5 15
Iran 75 150 ... 25 40 75 150 130 ... ... 110 150
Iraq |r<ik 90 200 ... ... 65 130 1C0 3C0 ... ... 00 145
Jordan —Jordanio CO 120 ... ... 30 60 80 150 ... ... 40 80
Kuwait — Kowoit 150 220 70 220 ... ... 180 410 150 223
Lebanon — Liban 150 200 ... ... 80 125 200 250 ... ... 100 150
Pakittsn 70 180 20 CO 20 100 150 220 20 70 53 100
Oaiar 150 300 80 110 40 80 230 300 80 150 60 150
Saudi Arabia - Arabic Saoudito . 50 400 25 50 25 SO 150 230 25 50 100 200
Somalia—Somalie — 250 20 50 ... ... 250 ... CO
Sudan —Soudan. 45 900 23 32 14 42 110 '1140 ... ... 10 45
Syrian Arab Rep 150 200 ... ... 50 ... ... 250 ... ... ... 75
Rep. arauc syrienne
Tunitia —Tunisie 100 150 5 10 ... ... 150 ... 5 10
Yemen — Yemen" 50 80 30 50 20 40 ... ... ... ... 30 60

EUROPE

Algoria —
Morocco — Moioc
Turkey — Turqui*

20
60

120

200
200
170

10
10
CO

30
20
70

10

50

60
70

- 60

80
100

200
300 20

f t

GO
30

50
23
...

CO
80

2 See notes on page 3 of Annex I
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Annex 1 (cont'd.)

TABLE 16. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY - DAILY WATER CONSUMPTION IN LITRES PER CAPUT

TABLEAU 16. APPROVISIONNEMENT PUBLIC EN EAU — CONSOMMATION O'EAU JOURNALISE
EN LITRES PAR HABITANT

Region .ini:

Pfl' tuni eontumnllofl — Ceniemrnalien actutlio

Urban -

With lioutn
icii-.noctioni

Avre
rnecordpii'nnl

nun Iminoubloi

Mm. M A I .

Urbaln*

With nubile
tUnUpottt

Par dlsiributoura
publics

MIn, Mm.

Rural — Ruralo

Min. Mai.

Future cOMu.mpili!" — Co'i^c-n-^'jo" Ijlgio

Urban —

Wllh houio
cenn«etlons

Avoe
raeeordomenl

au> immcubies

MIn, Mitf. '

UrBnlno

WilU public
niii"(Jpo»ti

Par dutrlbuteurt
rublica

MIn. Moi.

Rural — RIIM'I '

i i
Mm, i Mm.

i 1

O U T H - C A S T A S I A
ASIC OU S U D - E S T

Bmglaciosh
Burma — Birniemc .
India — indo
Indonesia — Intiontcio
Mcngolia — Mon^ofic . . . . . .
Nepal — N^pal
Sn lanha '•

— Tbo:'.ir.de

45
100
50
50
24
CO

170
120

70
160
270
150
ISO
100
220
180

16
45
M l

5
5

40 .
30
...

85
100

20
60
60
50
..,

10
22
25
*•*
• •*
40
20
50-

20
60

100
• ••
• i*

60
70

100

70
150
M

. 66
187
100
170
150

135
220
270
150
420
200
220
200 '

25
70
• t»

• ••

65
30
...

45
120

• ••
1C0

...
100
50
...

25
50
4$
30

63
20
SO

45
too
130
60

100
70
80

WESTERN P A C I F I C
PACIFIOUE O C C I D E N T A L

Fi;i - Fidj
Khmer f<cp. — R<?p. khini-rc . .
Keren, Hdp. o' — Conic, Ri>p. do
Laos
Malaysia — Mnl.iir.ie
Philippics
Singapore — SinQ.ipour . . . .
Vict-N.nr. Rep. ol — Rep, du . .
Wes(cn Samoa

moa-Occidoni.ii

140
40

150
50
18

110
...
...

260
400
250
300
410
540
220
150
770

15

40

• ••
140

80

...

...
60

...

...
40
20
14
40
...

...
15
80
40

230
110

i t )

. . .

200
100
250
360

» • .

. . .

270

350
200
2S0

1 100
315
300
220

50 ISO

90

SO

60
50

£0
SO
23

180

120
100
110
3G0

100

A.C',l()fr. lOui't.'Cd I

NOTES:
nearest 5 lilprs.

NOTES:

' La inoyenre a *'* a'rco.c » la <lcmi-<!.j«iiH'.
' Estimation y eompns r.irros.n.' dr5 iirdrv,.
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Annex II

WATER SUPPLY DESIGN STANDARDS FREQUENTLY USED IN DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES - (EXTRACTED FROM "GUIDELINES AND CRITERIA FOR COMMUNITY WATER

SUPPLY IN THE DEVELOP-INC COUNTRIES ; APPENDIX IV'.'»,-. SEE SECTION XI» •

BIBLIOGRAPHY, ITEM 8)

The design standards most frequently used by engineers in the develop-
ing countries are listed as follows:

Item

Design Period

Domestic Consumption (liters
per capita per day)

Range of Values

10-25 years or 100*
growth whichever is
greater

Small
Larger
Public

systems
urban systems
taps

50-200
150-300
5-40

Maximum Daily Use (times
average) 1.2-1.5

Maximum Hourly Use (times
average) 1.5-4.0

Distribution Storage (7. daily
consumption) :

Large systems 30-70
Small systems 100

Most Frequent Values

20 years or 100% U
growth whichever is
greater

115-150
180-250
10-15

1.2-1.5

1.5-2.5

40-50
100

Fire flow provided, for only in large communities having fire departments:

Hours of Operation

Minimum Static Pressure in
meters of water height

Maximum Static Pressure in
meters of water height

Maximum Dynamic Pressure
in meters of water height

Provision for Unaccounted-
for Water (Z total.flow)

Rapid Sand Filtration Rate
(gallons per minute per
square foot)

Slow Sand Filtration Rate
(gallons per day per acre)

Sedimentation Period

12-24

7-23

46-50

100

20-40

2-3

12-24

10

50

25-35

2-2^

250,000 with ifon removal

2 hours with iron removal
4 hours for surface water

1/ In the larger cities the author frequently finds 1003 growth coverage to
"* be unobtainable over a twenty-five year planning period



ELEMENTS OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR SEKERACF fROJIXTS - COMPILED FROM KHO/UKDP PRE-INVESTMENT PROJECT REPORTS

1
a.

§
o

•a'
3w
•**
**

•o

V

r

Istanbul
(Turkey)

1970

Kabul

(Afghanis-

tan)

1974

Greater

Kathmandu
ftBnaktapur

(KspaU

1973

Design criteria factors

Projected
populatior

& planning
licrizon

!. coverage

9.0 mil-
lion by
year 2020

1.99 ail-
lion by
year 2OO4
80Z
coverage

482,500
by year
2000
Full
coverage

Water

consump—
tior.
(lpod)

120 - 430

380 inclu-
sive of
industrial

and
commercial

83 - 147

Average
domestic
SCWJfC
Ilovs

i.e. DWF

Oped)

1002 of

gross
domestic

demand

300

inclusive
of

indus-
trial and

commer-
cial

74 - 133
i.e. 90Z
of water
usage

Infil-
traticn

O.I litre/
sec/ha at
popula-

tion
density of

200 p.ha

7 cu.m/
ha/d
(0.174

1/s/ba)

Low areas

10Z
domestic

flow
Other
areas SZ
domestic

flow

Separate

or

combined
systfc

Existing
system
combined
New
system
separate

Separate

Existing
systems
combined

Mew
systems
separate

Sever

design

Manning

n
0.014

Manning
n -

0.013

Manning

n
0.012 -

O.018

I • •

Sever

loading
(Z full)

1O0Z at
peak
flows

100Z at
peak
flows

Separate:
100Z at
peak

flows
Combined;

lOOZ at
..wet
.'weather.

(30 mm/fcr
intensity)

Peaking

factors

Babbitt

Peak^ 5

Avg. "poTI
Kax-S.Ox

avg. flow

Babbitt

Avg. ™p0.2

«ax-S.0x

avg. flow
Hin>2.0x

avg. flow

QMs»- _
Q *rg.

t

wV.
Where
K - 6.0
f - P o p -

ulation

in thous-
ands

Velo-
cities

and mini-

mal size
(diameter)

Max 5 mps
Min 0.65

Collect-
ion 200 ma

Min 0.77
mps (fall
flow)

Mas 3.0

•*•
Collec-
tion
200 ma

100 mm

tin 0.75

{* fall)
Collec-
tion
200 am
Boose
100 SB

Manhole

spac ing

200-600
am dia.

Max 100
meters
650-1200
am dia.
Max 125
aeters
1300 ft
over dia
H n ISO
meters

900 mm
dia. or
less 100

•seers,
900 mm
dia. or

•ore ISO
•eters

200-500
m»dia.
55 meters
SOi -1000
••dia.
•0 meters
Orar 1000

•a dia.
100 meters

Sever

Materials

Reinf.
concrete
Prestres-

sed con-
crete
Asbestos
cement
Cast iron
Mortar
lined
steel
•iae

Concrete

Stoneware

Span

TuT.pirg

equip-

ment
cpacity

Wet veil:
45 min.
storage

At least
2 pumps

cap. at
peak
flows
Standby:
1 pump
SAVM CAD*

SOX

Wet well:
30 min
storage

2 puaps
at peak
flows
Standby:

SOX

Wet well:
40 sin.
storage
2 pomps
at peak
flows
Standby:

90E of
installed

capacity

X

SCVJJU-

5 day BOD

at 20°C

Not
quoted

50 gnu/

c/d

SO gras/
c/d

procosi

ar.il
disp.^.il

Comninu-

tion with
submarine

outfall

Screening
Grit
removal

Stabili-
zation

ponds

Stabilis-
ation
ponds:
Mechanic-
ally
aerated

in

a



ELEMENTS OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR SEWERAGE PROJECTS - COMPILED FROM WIIO/UNDP PRE-INVESTHENT PROJECT REPORTS

Design criteria factors

Jakarta

(Indonesia)

1977

Manama,

Muharraq

and Issa

Town

(Bahrain)

1975

TchcrAn

(Iran)

1976

Projected

populntior

i. 1'1 .iiiiiinr
!.i rizoh

• covcrajc

8.3 mil-

lion by

year 2000

with 40Z

d^rect^Vy'
coverage

0.58 mil-
lion by
year 2008
Full

coverage

8.0 nil-

lion by

year 2000

Planning

horizon

year 2015

8OZ cover-

age by

year 2000

consur.p-

ticr.

(lpci)

60 - 260

197 - 245

Avg. 200

in 1971

Avg. 300

in 2000

Avcrtgt-
demos t i<*
stwagc
£lou<

i.e. Hi.'l

55 - 220

90Z of

water

usage

227

130 - 326

lr.fi 1-
tration

S cu.m/

ha/d

45 1/c/d

2.75-5.5

cu.m/ha/d

Separate

or

combined

syslvr:

Primarily

separate

Separate

Separate

Sower

design

Manning

n
0.013

Colebrook

-White

Colebrook

-White

K - 0.6

Sever

load ire

(Z full)

1O0Z full

at peak

flow

100Z full

at peak

flow

100Z full

at peak

flow

Peaking•

factors

F m
—n i ̂ A

4.02<f°'15*
f\ « HUT i •«
If m UWr in

\nnc\
cu.tn/d

Min. F -

1.35

2.25D.W.F

popula-

tion over

150,000 ft

3.0:1 for

lesser

popula-

tion

Laterals

over 4.5

D.W.F.

Inter-

ceptors

3.2-6.4

D.W.F.

Trunk
2.4-4.4

D.W.F.

Vc 1 p-
cities

and rini-

nsutr. size

(diameter)

0.6mps at

full flow

for VCP

40.75 mps

at full

flow for

RCP
200 mn for

laterals
150 ran for

house con-

nections

0.9 mps at
full flow

200 mm for

laterals

150 mm for

house con-

nections

1.0 mps at

full flow

100 ran for

house con-

nections

200 mm for

laterals

Manhole

spacing

80 meters

for up to

60 en. dia.

50 meters

for up to

30 ca. dia.

Max. 200

meters

100 meters

up to 600

mm dia. &

180 meters

up to 1800

mn dia.

100 meters

up to 1000

mm dia.
200 meters

above 1000

mm dia.

Sever

Materials

PVC or VCP

for up to

50 cm. dia.

RCP for

over 60

cm. dia.

& up to

200 cm.

dia.

VCP up to

450 mm &

AC with

liner for

larger

sewers

VCP or AC

for
100-300
mm.dia.

RC for

over 400

mm dia.

Pu-piri;

equip-

ment.
capacity

Centri-

fugal non-

clog,, peak

daily

flow plus

25Z - 50Z

extra-

capacity

Small
pumps up

to 250

litres/

sec. are

submers-

ible.1

Large -

pumps

screw

type

Max. 10

pump

cycles/

hour

Min. 3

pumps in-

cluding

one
standby

Nctn-clog

centrif-

fugal or

mixed

flow. Gen-

erator

standby

Scv.i(:c

li'.n."int>
r. i!.iy I w p

at 20° C

50 grms/

c/d

30 grms/

c/d

40 grms/

c/d

i rcstr:c::t

prt-cc S K

and

d i * r .i!

Screening

Comminu-
tion with

submarine

outfall

Primary

treatment
sediment-

ation

Secondary

treatment

(16 MCAD)

Standard

rate

trickling

filters

Capacity

at peak

flow.

Activated

sludge

with pol-

ishing ft

disinfec-

tion to

allow re-
use

p

iH
H

H



OF DESIGS CRITERIA FOR SEWERAGE PROJECTS - COMPILF.l) FROM UHO/UNDP PRF.-tNVESTHENT PROJECT REPORTS

•3

'J

p.,

g

(A

2
-3

1

U

V

•1

(rhilip-
pines)

1969

Kampala—
Jinga
(Uganda)

1971

^ccra—Tema
(Chana)

1966

Design criteria factors

!'r. .icc'.c.
pCf.dl.it inr

I pl.-u::iinr

!• r ::•,•••

10 - 15
million
by year
2010
Full

coverage

670,000 by
1980 for
Kampala
Planning
horizon tc

year 2000

1.5 mil-
lion by
year 1980
Planning
horizon
to year
2000

consu—r>-
t : i ;•

( • : • • • • )

335

250
average

42.5-163

/ < • • > . : . , • «

l»* • * ^ I • I

ilow.s
i.e. 1;'.:.'

• O P C < ! >

268
80Z of
water use

190 - 220
avg. 205
80Z of
water use

34 - 130
80Z of
water use

In!i 1-
tr.it i on

5.6 cu.m/
ha/d

lxD.W.F.

Wet areas
1600 gal/
acre/d
Dry areas
100 gal/
acre/d

•

S e t •••r.-'.i'

r r

co." \JI nod

• v t i -

Separate

Separate

Separate

Si-.-cr

dvfign

Manning

n
0.013

Charts
produced

by
Hydraulic
Research

Station,
WaiIing-
ford, U.K

Manning
n

0.013 -
0.015

•

S.'vvr

ln.uh'rr-
( ' ! L. I I )

100Z full

at peak
flow

80Z for
18" dia.
& larger

50Z for
18" dia.
& smaller

i.ictcrs

1.3:1 for

over
700,000
pop.
2.5:1 for

unJer
30,000
pop.

4 to 6.5
x D.W.F.

From 6

D.W.F.
down to
1.5xD.W.F

Vc lo-
ci t ics

:r.ii r.ir.i-

-..-.:- s i zr
•ili.Trotrr)

0.6 ir.ps at

full flow
200 m
for
laterals

Min. 0.9

mps
Max. 2.5

mps
Collectiot

7"

Jlax. 10.0

fps
Hin. 2.5
fps
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Annex IV
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I. IHTRDBUCTION

1. In every planning endeavour, one must work from an adequate information

base upon which decisions can be made and a plan can be built. Under-

standably, a large number of developing countries are anxious to rapidly

prepare and implement development plane and in this process they are making

hasty decieions based on limited information which may be of extremely

doubtful accuracy and of varying consistency. Even in countries where

considerable data of a statistical nature exist, such data is not in a usable
o

fora as they are not adaptable to the needs of the decision-makers. The

•altt reason for this situation Is the lack of a carefully conceived Information

system, tailored for the specific sector needs or easily adaptable thereto.

2. WHO experience in assisting countries In pre-lnvestment planning for water

supply and sanitation projects over the past 15 years is full of examples of

the many difficulties and delays encountered in project planning and execution

resulting in frustrating search for suitable and reliable information which

can be utilized as a concrete base for arriving at conclusions and decisions.

Por example, a large number of communities do not yet regularly carry

out population census at appropriate Intervals and even those which do,

the statistical data presented does not provide such basic Information as to

what constitute "urban" and "rural" population, let alone densities, classific-

ations based on Income and other socio-economic indicators. The most frustrating

exercise for a conscientious planner is to prepare a Master Plan for a

community water supply needs for the next 15 to 20 years without information

on physical planning and national or local policies on settlement and

land use.' Unfortunately, this Is quite common In the developing countries

and the beet one can do Is to make an intelligent guess and to record

all the assumptions and. consultations carried out with local officials
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in this respect. Under these circumstances, such assumptions must serve as

the "base line information" which obviously may prove to be a very shallow

foundation for some costly decisions. The high risks involved may force a

financing agency to decline a request for assistance or to seek additional

information which could cause serious difficulties, resulting from the

delays in project implementation.

3. Realizing the Importance of a good data base and information system,

Member States of the World Health Organization have called upon the WHO

Secretariat through resolutions of its governing bodies, to assist countries

In the development of systematic information systems Including those for

water supply and basic sanitation as an integral part of an overall health

and socio-economic development. In this connection, a "Guide on Information

Systems for Planning and Evaluation of Community Water Supply and Community

Wastewater Disposal Programme" is currently under preparation by WHO. A first

draft was prepared by a WHO consultant in 1975 and this has been subjected

to field test applications in developing countries before its flnallzation.

Further guides have been evolving as a result of WHO experience with

numerous sector studies carried out under the WHO/IBRD cooperative programme.

h. The starting point for an appropriate information system is to begin

immediately the process of compiling, classifying and analyzing relevant

data which can serve as a basis for sector planning, as well as evaluation

of achieved progress, impact and performance. Inherently, this is a

continuous undertaking which must involve various planners, operators, and

managers working in the sector. It is also a demanding and maybe a costly

process but if carefully planned and executed the benefits will far exceed

costs. Therefore, it must be carried out in an organized fashion where
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Initially emphasis must be made on the most Important data which would lead

toward! optimization of design criteria, reliability of systems operations,

utilisation of water resources and allocation of financial resources.

)FMATI0N CATEGORIES AHD OUTPUT IN WATER SUPPLY

5, At proposed In the draft WHO guideline on information system referred to

paragraph 3 above, It is suggested that the needed information may be

Classified according to the following major categories:

A* General Information

a. Demographic and Geographical Information

b. Health, 8ocial, Historical and Cultural Information

B* Economic and Financial Information

C. Technological Information

a* Information on current and future CWS/CWD* Technology as it

relates to the country

P. Institutional and Administrative Information

a* Institutional Organization Information

b. Institutional Lav and Policy Information

c. Information on the Planning Machinery of the Country

d. CWS/CWD Manpower Information

e. Information on the Current Status of CWS/CWD Development from

the Community to the Country level

f. Information on Local, Regional and Country Objectives

6* As illustrated in Annex 1, an attempt has been made to relate the

above categories to the kind of information output specifically needed In

the water supply and sanitation sector. The listing of output mentioned Is by

no means exhaustive and it should therefore be adjusted or supplemented

according to the local situation.

• CWS is Community Water Supply
CWD Is Community Waste Disposal
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III. SUGGESTED APPROACH TO INFORMATION SYSTEM BEVELOPMENT

7. The following is intended as a general guidance and for stimulating

discussion and therefore must not be construed as a rigid rule.

8. Identify institutional responsibility at the local and national levels,

make an inventory of existing data and data sources and carry out a survey

of collected data and observe collection, retrieval, and utilization of

such data. This Is by no means an easy task in view of the fact that In

most developing countries many agencies are Involved in the sector directly

or Indirectly. Among these are the municipal bodies, rural councils and

provincial bodies, public works and public health and environmental

pollution control departments or ministries, water resources or Irrigation

and agricultural departments, census bureau, social and economic departments,

central planning authorities and perhaps a score of others. The persons to

whom this task is assigned should be well familiar with the data requirements

of the sector. This undertaking therefore may be assigned to an interegency

task force under the guidance of an experienced Information system planner.

9. Identify shortcomings of the collected information and present proposals

for necessary revision In format and procedures with the objective of simplifyin

the process and maximizing utility. Frequently, the following shortcomings

are encountered:

(a) lack of consistency owing to a lack of a common interpretation

of terminology, or lack of sufficient training of personnel involved.

Examples of this is the different interpretation of what is considered to

be "safe water", what is called "service level", and what is considered

to be "urban" or"rural."

(b)ai aimless collection of data without a common understanding of

purpose. Thue, much of the data may not be in a readily usuable form. An

example of thie is the availability of bulk water production figures without
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being able to distinguish who the users are and what amounts are -used by

each'. The availability of per capita cost data without a knowledge of the

level of service, and technology employed is another example.

(c) lack of data accessibility and retrieval difficulties. In many

cases, data collected at the operating level may not be kept there but

forwarded to a central department where it gets lost amongst the numerous

other information.

10. Improvement proposals mentioned above and additional data requirements

should be reviewed individually by each agency involved in the sector and

collectively under the leadership of a central planning agency if applicable,

fhls should be carried in the light of proposals planned for sector

development over the next five to ten years period, the yardstick used for

evaluation and the kind of decisions that have to be taken. It should be

kept In mind that sufficient flexibility be maintained in the adopted

Information system, allowing each of the various agencies involved to

Incorporate essential data required for their operations. The system

devised should clearly indicate the flow of information, and identify

responsibilities for certain data. In this connection, due regard should be

made of the trend of decentralization of governmental functions and decision-

making and therefore the data should be readily available at all levels

when it is needed.

11. Because of the magnitude of the task involved in setting up a data

gathering and processing system, particularly when making a new start, priority

for the most essential data should be identified so that such data are

collected first while the process of data collection and information system

development ie being gradually expanded. In this connection, consideration

should be given to whether it is practical to immediately implement the

proposed system on a broad national scale or to begin the trials in a pilot

Implementation programme for selected regional areas.
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12. Data collection forms must be simple. To generate the basic data,

clear responsibility has to be assigned at national, regional and local

levels. Standard fonts and frequency of reporting will have to be pre-

determined* Although data processing methods using computers has been

resorted to in some advanced countries, it is felt that a simpler system

by long-hand compilation is in most instances sufficient to facilitate

information system administration. Channels of communication should be

clearly established and the responsibility for and the nature of analysis

and aggregation to be carried out at different levels should be clearly

assigned.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The data base and information system should not be developed in isolation,

but should be developed in tune with the planning decisions to be made and

the issues to be analyzed, and should facilitate the proceee of evaluation

of progress achieved, the impact on health on socio-economic development as

well as quality of performance and reliability. Only in this way can

governments avoid costly and wasteful efforts and develop simple but useful

information systems.



ANNEX 1 - AN OUTLINE OF INFORMATION CATEGORIES AND
RELATED OUTPUT

INFORMATION CATEGORIES BASED ON (SECTION IV) OF WHO

"DRAFT GUIDE ON INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR PLANNING AND

EVALUATION OF COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND COMMUNITY

WASTEWATER DISPOSAL PROGRAMMES -WHO/CWS, JUNE 1975

EXAMPLES OF INFORMATION OUTPUT

(These are by no means considered to be exhaustive)

A. General Information

a. Population and location

b. Health, Social and Cultural

Total Population

Present and Projected growth

Population Dlatrlbution

Present and Projected growth for:

- Urban: ) Definitions

- Rural: ) Number of communities

- Nomadic (if applicable) ) Trends in population

movementB

Densities

Classifications as to

income level

Health

Water-borne diseases:

Water-related diseases:

I



Historical

Frequency

Distribution effects

Social and Cultural

Social custooB and ethnic Influence

, Levels of literacy and education

Current Situation

Population coverage ;

level of service far various coverage, e.g.

bouse connections

yard connections

public connections

piped sewerage

Individual waste disposal facilities

• e t c . •: , .;. • ••• ,..

Quality of service

Water Production (monthly) for various uses

Vastevater generation (monthly) from various sources

I

M
00

I

VJ1
I



B. Economic and Financial Information

__m_mtK and objectives:

Population

Service level

fine borlsons

Urban against rural

Water against sewerage

Geographic target groups

Other Information :

Physical planning for development

Housing conditions

Rational economic development plan and its priorities

Economic

GUP and Income Stratification

Sources of Income including industrial trends

Finance

Development funds

Recurrent funds

Revenue sources and methods of collection

00
ON



C. Technological Information

a. Current and future technology

b. Design criteria and units costs

c. Water Resources utilization

d. Other Resources

External assistance:

Past

Present

Future-

Sources

Material against labour

Foreign exchange

Customs and taxes

Tendering procedures

Comparison with total public expenditure

and with other sectors

Urban Water Supply with Inf. on Design criteria and

Units Costs for:

Gravity surface:

Pumped surface:

Pumped borehole:

With treatment:

Without treatment:

continuous:

Intermittent:

house connections

00
—J

x

standplpes



Rural Water Supply With Inf. on De6ign Criteria and
Unit Coats for:

Gravity Surface

Pusped Surface

Pimped borehole

Shallow veil:

Dug veil:

Drilled veil:

With bandptusp

Without handpump

Rock catchments

Roof catchnents '

Dans and Haflrs without distribution

Springs

Irrigation channels

Urban sewerage and sanitation with inf. on Design criteria
and Unit costs for:

00
00

Water-borne sewerage:

Combined system:

Separate system:

Piped:

Open:

With treataent

Without treatment



D. Institutional and Administrative Information

a. Institutional-Organization Information

b. Institutional-Law and Policy Information

c. Information on Planning Machinery

d. Manpower Information

e. Objectives

Septic tanks

Cesspools

Bucket latrl

Pit latrines

Wet:

Private

Institutions

, codes and decrees regulating water quality

sources, allocation and the organization of

the water supply and sewerage services

Water resources management

quantity

quality

Water resource Investigation

Surface Water

Ground Water

Urban water supply

Urban sewerage and sanitation

Rural water supply

Rural sanitation

Domestic water quality surveillance

Water pollution discharge standards

00

X



fctloml:

Expatriate:
Professional

Sub-professional •

Auxiliary

Consultants

Contractors

Equipment

Transport

Construction

Laboratories

Materials

Local
Imported

Procedures

Planning

Budgeting

Accounting

Selection

Design

Construction

Importation

Operation

Maintenance
Surveillance
Reverr collection

o
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HISTORICAL PKHaraCTlVB AMD EVAUIA TON

I. Introduction

While expressing reservations about the quality of global data on

acceno to water supply and sanitation facilities, this paper outlines the

present service situation and the progress that has been made in the last

few years in the fourteen selected countries.!./ It then goes on to present

•One rough estimates of recent multilateral and bilateral assistance, and

of local investments in the sector. Sector planning is heavily dependent

Upon the general economic and social philosophies prevailing at the time.

ttie recent emphasis on satisfaction of "basic needs" as a development objective

is therefore described, in light of the implications for the water supply

and sanitation sector. The expected sectoral growth that is likely to

result needs to be matched by a considerable improvement in sector planning

and organization. The lessons drawn from the WHO/World Bank Cooperative

J>rogramme in conducting sector studies are therefore increasingly relevant:

some of the more important of them are briefly described.

II. Present Service Levels

Evaluation of water and sewerage services is usually comprised of

two elements. First, is the measurement of coverage, and , the ease of access

that the population has to the services. Second is some indication of the

quality of service offered. There are many types of access, e.g., good

service through individual house connections with modern indoor plumbing,

• Prepared by K. Ringskog and J. Warford, World Bank, The views expressed
do not necessarily reflect those of tho World Bank Croup.

^/ These countries are Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Burma, Fiji, Indonesia, Korea,
IAOS, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Papua New Guinea, Thailand,
Vietnam.
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yard or patio taps and public standpipes with varying spacing. Although

scant and often unreliable, international statistics on service levels

usually distinguish between that part of tho population served throuph house

connections and that part served from public standpipes. However, what is

less clear is at which point the population is considered having access to

public standpipes and when the population is not served by the public water

supply. Often a given population uses both public and private water delivery

systems. The ensuing lack of uniform criteria between countries to measure

service levels results in wide variations in service levels, and makes com-

parisons less meaningful.

The definitional problems arising when trying to measure the

quality of service are even more thorny. Ideally, the quality of service

should be measured by a composite index, including per capita consumption,

the number of hours of continuous service per day, the residual pressures

in the system, and the safety of water, to mention only a few quality aspects.

The first factor, per capita consumption, is notoriously difficult to obtain

as mcterinr. is so often deficient. For this reason, many of the statistics

shown as per capita consumption in international water literature are nothing

but estimated per capita supply before distribution losses and wastage have

been subtracted. It can also be mentioned that production metering is also

often unreliable. The second factor, i.e., the number of continuous hours

of service is not regularly measured at all and only spotty indications are

given in studies. The same situation holds for the third quality aspect,

i.e., the residual.pressure in the distribution system. The fourth important

factor, relating to. the safety of the water distributed, is seldom monitored.
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The fact that the community has a water treatment p.1ant, or that it chlorinateJ

its ground water supply, does not mean that the-supply is necessarily safe

at all times. Deficient operation and maintenance often make it impossible

to produce consistently safe water. Given the lack of data, it must therefore

be concluded that meaningful comparisons can rarely be made between different

countries as to the safety, or, therefore, adequacy of public water supplies.

Some of these problems are illustrated by recent efforts to estimate

service levels and progress that has been made in the sector. Annex 1 of this

paper presents a number of estimates of serviceooTtrigtthat have been made in

recent years by the World Health Organization and the World Bank, for vater

supply and sanitation. It is shown that, according to the Mid-decade WHO Review,

the 197? service levels in the Ik selected countries varied a good deal. For

the countries in question the water service coverage in urban areas varied

from 22)8 of the population supplied to 1OOJS, while in rural areas the range

was 5% to 6l%. Such variations may be explained not only by different invest-

ment priorities, varying income levels and so on, but also by the different

definitions that may be used for urban and rural communities, and for access

to service. This may also.be an explanation for the discrepancies (shown in

Annex l) between the service levels estimated by the WHO/World Bank Cooperative

Programme sector studies and the data from the WHO Mid-decade Review.

On the sewerage side, data appear to be even less reliable than in

water supply. For instance, overall sewerage and sanitation coverage varied

from a low 1% to a high 96% in 1975 according to WHoi/ Such differences are

far larger than could be explained by different stages of development and

investment priorities and are no doubt largely definitional quirks. For example,

Annex 1 shows that in Republic at Korea kOf> of the population of ttrbanr.areas ted

1/ WHO Siatlstice Report Vol. 29 No. 10, 1976 (Table 3 p. 575-579)
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vattr-borae sewerage la 1975, however, it is known that less than 6fc. had.

•ewarage In 1977.

Keeping in mind the necessary qualifications that need to be made

when comparing service level data for different countries and even in the

same country if long time periods have elapsed, only broad statements are

possible to describe progress in the sector. According to the WHO statistics,

the water supply coverage from 1970-75 has progressed somewhat unevenly. For

urban water supply, of the lU countries studied, service coverage rose.la $

countries, and fell in 3whereas in one country data do not permit an eval-

uation*/ For rural water supplies the picture was Mare; encouraging with

increases in 10 countries propped in Sand data not permitting any evaluation

in 1 country. Overall it must be said that the trend of water supply coverage

is a rising onei/

Por sewerage and sanitation, improvement appears to be less rapid.

In urban areas 6 countries could register rising trends, 3 reported drops in

service coverage, while for 2 countries^ data permitting an evaluation were

unavailable!/ However, for rural sewerage and sanitation the situation tag? be

slightly better with increases in 5 countries and drops in 1, while 5 countries

had no data for evaluatioxi/ Given that the majority of the population in

these largely agricultural countries reside in rural areas, the overall trend

for sewerage and sanitation was of encouraging tread* As noted above,

the data scarcity does not permit any evaluation as to whether the services

rendered were of a higher quality than before.

III. Financing Sector Investment

External Financial Assistance

External financial assistance for water supply and sewerage works

in the sample countries can be divided into two categories by source: multi-

lateral aid from international oreanizations, and biluteral aid from individual

countries.

l/ In remaining countries) the trend was stationary.
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International orGanizations included in this-survey are the World

Bank, its noft-loan window TDA, and the Asian Development Bank. Since 1962

the World Bank loaned the ucmple countries $192.3 million for water und

sewerage projects. IDA gave credits for $70.5 million to produce a total of

US$262.8 million from the World Bank Group during this period. Between 1971

and 1976 inclusive, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) loaned the same countries

$226.5 millions. Given the different periods surveyed, the ADB annual average

lending of US$38 million surpassed the World Bank Group's US$16 million for

the Ik countries.

The information we were able to obtain on bilateral assistance has

been fragmentary, but it appears that since 1962 loans and grants from five

of the larger bilateral aid agencies (those of the U.S., West Germany, Denmark,

Japan and UK), were approximately one fifth of the amount loaned by the inter-

national organizations, i.e., about $90 million.

Local Investment

As noted in the WliO Report on Community Water Supplies, presented

at the UN Watrr Conference in Mar del Plata, the role of external aid during

the period 1971-75 was relatively small, accounting for about 1OJ» of total

investment in the water supply and sanitation sector. There is little doubt

that, as in the past, the development of the sector will continue to depend

primarily upon the degree of local financial commitment.

Per Capita Investment

Based on WHO/World Bank water supply sector studies and internal

Bank economic reports, order of magnitude per capita annual investments for the

lb countries were estimated and are shown in Annex 2. The per capita annual
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investments are related to the total popultion at the mid-point of each time

period studied and hence carnot be used to estimate what it costs to serve any-

additional population. What is striking are the enormous variations in

investments per capita. For the 8 out of the 1^ survey countries for which

data were available the per capita investments ranged from US$0.06 to US$2.56

annually with the median being around US$0.2, which in light of the numbers

of people currently unserved, is certainly not an impressive figure.

IV. New Developments in Sector Planning: The Basic Needs Strategy

Sector planning for water supply and sewerage has not received

adequate attention in the past. This is no doubt partly due to the difficulties

in relating.the sector's investment to a specific improvement in the population's

health or added convenience. Thus while it is generally accepted that an

improved state of health is usually associated with better water supply and

sanitation services, present knowledge does not allow us to predict the mag-

nitude of the health improvement brought about by investments in potable water

supply or sanitation facilities. The trade-offs between project costs and

benefits - even if the latter could be couched in physical terms - are therefore

not clear cut.

A related reason why the water supply and sewerage sector has not

received the attention it deserves, is the fact that the sector is not directly

productive, but only indirectly so. Faced with demands to construct a steel

mill or a water system, the steel mill may be preferred because it is felt to

be productive whereas water supply is primarily a consumption good. Water

sector planners have thus often been at a disadvantage because of the dominance

of economic growth as the primary objective of Governments in developing
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countries - and indeed of aid agencies. In recent years however new development

theories have emerged that r.ive a more prominent* role to water supply and

sanitation. One of these i:- the "basic needs strategy".

The basic needs strategy emphasizes the goal of providing food,

safe water, clothing, and housing to all. In this respect, it ic different

from earlier strategies that either concentrated on economic growth per se,

or on redistribution with growth.

It should however be noted that the conflict between the provision

of improved water supply/sanitation on the one hand and the demands of economic

growth on the other is not totally irreconcilable. Thus, water supply may be

expected to have a long-term positive health effect and through its stress on

preventive rather than curative medicine may well be more cost effective than

some health schemes. The improved state of health may reasonably be expected

to have a beneficial effect upon productivity.

The basic needs strategy stresses the importance of direct efforts

to redress absolute deprivation, and as such has greatest relevance to society

where absolute poverty is concentrated. Such direct efforts do not have to

depend upon chain reactions or "trickle down" effects before the welfare of

the population is increased as a result of its investment. In addition tariffs

can be set in such a way that the poor will benefit to the maximum extent.

In the water sector it is common to make use of "lifeline" rates, which

enable poor consumers to obtain a sufficient amount of water at a nominal

charge, while at the same time applying much higher tariffs approaching or

exceeding the long run marginal cost for higher income consumers. To the

extent that this can be done the fiscal burden of satisfying basic needs tends

to be diminished.
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It can. be hoped that water and sanitation sector plunners will

become more efficient at "soiling" the merits of their sector to those who

are responsible for authorizing capital outlays, and thut the coherent basic

needs strategy will provide the theoretical framework. As the allocation

between sectors of available; investment funds is much influenced by the pre-

vailing development philosophies, the gradual adoption of the basic needs

strategy would certainly result in a considerable expansion of the water

supply and sanitation sectors. Indeed, this has recently been reflected in

the recommendations of the 1977 UN World Water Conference at Mar del Plata,

vhich implied that urban and rural areas should be fully supplied with water

by 1990.

V. Lessons from Sector Work

Achievement of the Mar del Plata goals will require, not only an

unprecedented commitment of funds to the sector, but also, in most cases,

a considerable improvement in sector planning and organization.

In recent years, the World Health Organization and the World Bank

have been developing a more constructive and systematic approach to sector

planning than has usually been employed in the .past. The sector studies

that have been produced by the WHO/World Bank Cooperative Programme examine

the effectiveness of sector planning in the various countries studied, analyze

existing service levels, and the obstacles to sector development, and make

recommendations regarding the way in which improvements may be brought about.

For the Ik countries under study 10 sector studies have been completed to

date (these are listed in Annex 3). Only Fiji, Laos, Papua New Guinea and
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Vietnam lack sector studies carried out by the WHO/World Bank Cooperative

Programme. •

The ten completed studies are fairly unanimous in defininc the main

obstacles to more rapid sector development. Invariably the main obstacle is

identified as scarcity of trained staff. This is undoubtedly a correct diag-

nosis and spills over into deficient planning, operation and maintenance. The

studies invariably mention lack of financial resources as another common

obstacle to more rapid sector development. Such financial insufficiency takes

on many forms. At times the studies simply state that budgetary appropria-

tions for sector investments have been insufficient; in some cases the in-

ability of the water supply and sewerage sector to internally generate its

funds is said to be the real reason restricting sector expansion; this implies

either a failure to levy appropriate tariffs or to establish an efficient mecha-

nism for the collection of revenues. The third most frequently cited defici-

ency is the fragmented institutional arrangements in several countries, which

dissipates the efforts made by the small number of trained staff.

Acide from an increasing perception of the needs of the water and

sanitation sector in developing countries, and a growing familiarity with the

means of effecting improvements, our experience in sector work has taught us

one more lesson, namely that sectoral analysis, if it is to be of maximum value,

should also be addressed to the requirements of policy makers outside of the

sector. The "basic needs" issue provides a good example of this: in order to

Judge the desirability of extending water supply to all, social planners need,

not on^y information from the water sector about the implications of currently

inadequate water supplies; they nlso need information on plans to improve
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matters} on the associated investment and operating costs; and on the way

in which sector planners intend to speed the process, whether by means of

variations in service standards ("appropriate technology") or by revicion of

tariff structures. Similarly, regional planners would find the sector study

an indispensable tool if it demonstrated the implications - in terms of project

cost - of alternative regional development schemes. Indeed, the potential

contribution that water supply and sanitation sector studies can make to the

achievement of overall economic and social planning goals is enormous. In

planning a sector study, therefore, it should be recognized that the analysis

should be designed to assist two broad groups of people, i.e., those who have

day to day responsibility for running the sector, and those for whom information

about the sector is a useful input in making decisions of an inter-sectoral

nature.

As some of the mentioned sector studies are already outdated, it

would be desirable over the next few years to selectively update them and

review whether the main obstacles to more rapid sector development remain

the same and to see what has been the impact of past sector studies in re-

moving these obstacles. Although WHO and the World Bank have taken the lead

in conducting the sector studies, it is urged that the countries themselves

•hould carry them out as a matter of rqutine, perhaps calling in Bank or

WHO staff for advice on specific issues.

September 9, 1977
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Annex 1

Expenditure Per Annum Per Capita on the Water and
8ewerage Sector in Selected Countries

Country

Afghanistan

Bangladesh

Burma

Fiji

Indonesia

Korea

Laos

Malaysia

Vfpal

Pakistan

Philippines

Papua New Guinea

Thailand

Time Period

1969-1973

1971-1975

1970-1971*

1972-1976 .

1971-1975

1971-197**

1967-1975

1970-1975

Expenditure Per
Annum Ver Capita

N.A.

U8$0.11

N. A.

US$2.56

US$0.06

US$0.95

N. A.

N. A.

US$0.08

US$0.11

US$0.2k

N. A.

US$0.50
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Annex 3

Selected Water Supply and Severage Sector Studies
Produced Under the WIIO/IDRD Cooperative Programme

Country Year

Afghanistan July 1977

Bangladesh December 1973

Burma May 1977

Indonesia February 1977

Korea October 1975

Malaysia, Severage April 1977

Nepal March 1977

Pakistan May 1976

Philippines July 1977

Thailand August 1976
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ANNEX 6

H) August 1!»77

COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION

HAPID ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT AND PROJECTED SECTOR DEVELOPMENT

Regional Advisers Meeting

Geneva. 1-5 August 1977

Contents

Mandate, objectives and use of guides

Part I: Guide for -updating sector information

Part II: Guide for assessing sector situation
and identifying information gaps

Part III; Guide for preparing rapid assessment report

Part IV: Strategy and suggested procedure

Annex: Resolution WHA 30.33

Remark: The assessment should be based on information
available from various sources and therefore might
not be complete in all its aspects. Information
gaps should be identified and action proposed to
fill them.
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MANDATE

Hfasolution WHA 30. :n (Excerpts. The full text is given in Annex).

The Thirtieth World Ifualth Assembly

URGES Members Status:

"to appraise as a matter of urgency the status of their community
water supply, sanitation facilities and their control;"

REQUESTS the (WHO) Director General:

"to collaborate with Member*States .......... with immediate efforts
to be made for a rapid assessment of ongoing programmes and the
extent to which they could usefully be expanded to meet the
objectives recommended "

OBJECTIVES

To evaluate the extent to which ongoing programmes could be usefully
expanded, and more specifically:

a. the country's preparedness to proceed with accelerated
sector development;

b. the constraints which are likely to hamper such development;

c. the actions required for preparing, during the period 1970 to
19ttO, national plans (including investment plans) for the 19H1-199O
Decade Programme, and which would be reviewed in 1980 through
arrangements made by ECOSOC;

ci. the need for international cooperation in preparing development
plans for the Decade.

USE OF GUIDES

Numerical information on population coverage and cost of facilities may Uv
recorded and compared with mid-decade review figures, as indicated in Part I.
It is emphasized that this part is not intended as a "questionnaire" hut only
as a miide to the type of data which may be obtained from recent reports and
consultation with national officials.

A check-list of other information useful for assessing the sector during
n.'viuw of background documentation and discussions with national officials is
pr«»v i tl».*tl in Part If.

The Itapid Assessment report should be in the form indicated at the
beginning «>f Part III, which utilizes material obtained using the guides
in J'*rts I and II»
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Mid-decade Review of Community Water Supply «ag
(Ref: World Health Statistics Report, Water and Sanitation Volupe 29 Ho 10, 1976)
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1. COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY
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3. TOTAL INVESTMENT IN COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY
(million US$ current prices)

a) During period 1971-1975

Mid-decade review entry

Revised estimate

b) In 1976

c) In 1977 or nearest calendar/fiscal
year (if available)

4. TOTAL INVESTMENT IN EXCRETA DISPOSAL
(million US$ current prices)

a) During period 1971-1975

Mid-decade review entry

Revised estimate

b) In 1976

c) In 1977 or nearest calendar/fiscal
year (if available)

5. ESTIMATED PER CAPITA COST (US$)

Regional average (from Mid-decade
review)

Estimate for country (in 1977 prices

for new construction

for improvement work
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II. (UUUK H>H ASSESSING SECTOR SITUATION AND IDENTIFYING INFORMATION GAPS

1. (ioneral Information

a
Area in Km

Total, urban and rural population from laat census a/tf as estimated
for 1977, 180O and 1990.

Corresponding population growth rates and trends (%).

Definition of "urban".

Breakdown of number of communities by size, in accordance with local
practice or by typical groupings suoh as:

above 1OO 000; from 2O 000 to 100 000; from 5 000 to 2O 000;
from 500 to S 000; below 500.

dross National Product (GNP) per person in US dollar equivalent.

Meaningful information on income distribution.

Importance of water related diseases.

Pollution aspects as related to sources of drinking water from domestic,
industrial or other causes.
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2. Present levels and quality of service

brief description of the situation in typical community groupings,
incorporating such aspects as:

for water: principal sources (surface, groundwater) and their
reliability during the dry season; population served by standposts
private connections, deep wells, shallow wells, etc. Total
population without public service. Typical per capita consumptions;
continuity of service; unaccounted for water; water quality and
surveillance procedures. Water quality standards.

The extent to which public systems serve horticultural, agricultural
or industrial users.

For excreta disposalt Population connected to sewerage systems,
septic tanks, served by pit privies or other facilities. Hygienic
conditions and surveillance procedures', Industrial wastes.

An appraisal of the urban "fringe" population problem, as related
to tho provision of water supply and sanitation services.

M. Institutions involved in the sector

Listing and brief description of jurisdiction, tasks and resources
of agencies concerned with planning; inter-agency coordination; design;
construction; water uses (industry, agriculture, etc.).
Identification of gaps and overlaps. • .- .
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Policy and Planning Aspects

A. Basic data

Sequential number of and period covered by current national socio-
economic development plan.

!• xist(.>nce <>r state of preparation of a long or medium-term plan in
tho water supply and sanitation sector or in any of its subsectors.

Ku.tin of investment in the sector to total investment (percent).

lea tin of foreign to total sector investment (percent).

basic legislation affecting the sector. .

sharing of planning, financial and operational responsibilities
between the central, regional and local administrative levels
on one side and the benefiting communities on the other.

B. Views of Central Planning Agency, complemented by those of the
main sector Agencies, the Health Agency, WHO country staff, etc. on:

Adequacy of the sector's share in the total investment.

Links between sector development and other development in the field
of health, industry, housing and town planning, integrated rural schemes

level of priority given to the needs of special groups such as urban
poor, rural populations, dispersed populations, nomadic groups etc.

Type of service planned for these various groups, in terms of public
standposts and private connections, average per capita consumption,
water-carried and non-water carried excreta disposal, quality and
surveillance procedures.

Percentage of neuds, based on the concept of "minimum acceptable level
of safe water supply and sanitary disposal of excreta" which are
expected to be met by 19ttO and 1990 for urban water supply, rural
water supply, urban sewerage and excreta disposal, and rural excreta

disposal.
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(iciiura) Evaluation of on-Koing and planned Programmes and Projects

The sub-sectors of urban water supply, rural water supply, urban
and rural excreta disposal should bo evaluatod separately. The three main
categories of new construction work, rehabilitation and upgrading work and
studies should be treated separately.

The evaluation should consist of a listing and/or tabulation of the
planned and actual inputs and outputs of programmes and projects over
a recent three-year period (preferably 1974-1976) and on the planned or
estimated inputs and outputs over the three year period covering 197t<-19bC).

Properly identified fiscal years may be substituted td calendar years.
Costs should be expressed in 1OOO US$ equivalent,, in current prices, and
populations in 1000s.

The sample tabulation in the following page may be used as a guide:
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URBAN WATER SUPPLY SUB-SECTOR

New Construction Work

Inputs (in US$ 000)

Total cost

External assistance
Government loans
Government grants
Funds generated within sub-sector, through

tariffs and other charges
Estimated community participation in
kind and cash

Outputs

Number of projects
Number of additional people served (000)
by size of community

Rehabilitation and upgrading

Same entries as above

Studies

Inputs (in US$ OOO)

Total cost
External assistance

Outputs

Estimated value of resulting projects
(in US$ OCX))

Others (identify)

Inputs in US$ 000 ......

Total Coat
External assistance

Total inputs for sub-sector (in US$ OOO)

Total cost
External assistance

1974-1976

Planned Actual Planned
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6. Constraints to Sector Development

A brief description of the existing situation in the various sub-sect..rs

and views of the central planning agency and other Informed Government or WH<>
officials on the relative importance of financial and other constraints
.which hamper sector development .

G.1 Financial Constraints

National investment in the sub-sectors, in terms of loans and/or grants.

Internal fund generation, and the ability of users' charges to cover
operation and maintenance costs, debt service and replacement costs,

extensions etc .

Tariff policy .

Availability of foreign exchange.

External loans and grants.

Others.

6.2 Other Constraints

Water resources, with respect to present and projected constraints in quantity,

quality and spatial distribution.

Planning, legal and institutional framework.

Coordination mechanisms.

Manpower and manpower development programmes.

• Project generation and preparation, outlining the mechanism for project
identification, incorporation into programmes, preparation, financing criteria etc.

Technology .

Operation and maintenance practices.

Surveillance procedures for quality control.

Construction firms and construction materials.

Logistics .

Community involvement,

others.
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7 . Present and Prospective Absorptive Capacity, by sub-sector

This should consist of a broad estimate, to be derived from information
available from the preceding sections of the rapid assessment guide.

«. Suggestions for International Collaboration

Resolutions WHA 30.33 Identifies the following nain areas in which
collaborative support by international agencies may be required:

- Elaboration of sector development policies and plans through compre-
hensive studies of the national water supply sector.

- Development of alternative approaches and Material's an as to suit best

the particular conditions of the country.

- Identification and preparation of investment projects.

- Improvement of operation and maintenance of facilities, including

surveillance of drinking water quality.

- Assessment of water resources and their conservation.

- Prevention of pollution of water resources,

- Prevention of spread of disease resulting from water resources
exploitation.

- Improvement of manpower and management capabilities.

Using this or other appropriate framework and taking into consideration
the different characteristics of the sub-sectors, a preliminary proposal for
international cooperation projects should be prepared. A brief description
of the projects, their relative ranking, the suggested timing ,and the desired
external inputs should be given.
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III. GUIDE FOR PREPARING RAPID ASSESSMENT REPORT

1. Situation Analysis

1.1 Present and projected coverage

This could be conpared to a "Market Survey".

Example of contents: coverage and levels of service by population

grouping; evaluation of present And future needs; community involvement.

1 .2 Current and projected performance of sector agencies

This could be compared to an "Industry Survey".

Example of contents: Efficiency of water resources utilization;
coordination within the sector; manpower and financial resources;
technology and dosign criteria; design and construction capability;
quality of service.

1 .'.i Responsiveness' of planning mechanisms to sector needs

This could be compared to a "Planning/Programming Survey".

Example of contents: Sector goals; insertion of sector programmes
into national plan; allocation of resources to competing sector
projects; inter-sectoral planning; policy options.

1.4 Prospects for accelerated sector development

This could be reierred to as "Sector Prospects".

Example of contorts; New initiatives; internal and external investment
trends; trends t'wards inter-sectoral collaboration; influence of factors
external to the .sector; absorptive capacity; technical options.

2. Information Gaps

Areas in which additional information is required.

3. Recommendations

This major output of the Rapid Assessment exercise should be given most
careful attention. Recommendations should be ranked in order of importance and
suggest general lines of Government action to implement them. The estimated
budgets for inputs from external technical and financial cooperation programmes
may also be indicated.
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SAMPLE RAPID ASSESSMENT REPORT

A fictitious case study is developed below in sections corresponding
to the preceding headings. .This "sample report" illustrates a method of presuming
thu findings of the rapid assessment exercise.

1. Situation Analysis

1 .1 Present and projected coverage

In 1977 the total population is about 3 OOO 000, divided into 4O% urban
and (iO% rural. Agglomerations larger than 5 000 people are officially classified
as urban. Overall population growth is 2.5% but some urban areas arc growing
at twice thia rate. The average density is very low, even in urban areas. Only
three cities are over 100 000,»while about 50 towns fall within the range of
5 OOO - 20 000.

About 25% of the total population has access to water from public systems.
This service is provided almost exclusively to the three larger cities, where
•bout 46% of the population is served, nearly all by private connections, at an
average per oapita allowance of 100 liters per day. In the smaller towns there
are few public supplies, mostly by public standposts at an average per capita
allowance of 30 liters per day. Less than 15% of the population in these towns
is served. Public water supplies are practically non-existent in rural areas,
where private wells, traditional sources and rain-water cisterns are used.

Sanitary sewerage is rare, being confined to the denser central areas
of the larger cities. Alternative ways of excreta disposal are septic tanks, pit
privies and, for most nf the rural areas, nature.

The need for improved water and sanitation services is justified on health
grounds by the high prevalence of gastro-intes-tinal and parasitic diseases, especi-
ally in the rural areas. The need for improved water service is also justified
on social grounds by the high cost of re-sqld water in the towns, the distance and
difficult access of traditional sources and by the precarious situation prevailing
in some areas during the dry season. The demand for sewerage and excreta disposal
services is less explicit. Although many sources of water are polluted through
the direct discharge of human wastes, there is no analytical information on the
extent and level of contamination.

The degree of community involvement is low and as a consequence local needs
are not made known to regional and central planning levels. Reliable information
is lacking on the ability or willingness of the underserved groups to pay for
improved systems or to contribute on a voluntary basis to their construction and
operation.

The present unmet needs are large. As population grows, particularly in
the urban areas, needs will become much more pressing. The backlog in sewerage
services might become unmanageable. Recent increments in services have not been
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.sufficient to keep up with population growth. If this trend continues, levels
of service will deteriorate steadily in urban areas and will remain almost nun-
existent in rural areas.

1.2 Current and projected performance of sector agencies

Water resources are generally abundant with many large and perennial
rivers, which constitute the source of almost all the existing water supply
systems. Groundwater resources are not well known as to extent and quality,
since their development has been limited to the supply of'one large city and
to scattered public and private wells. It is therefore difficult to assess
whether water resources are utilized efficiently.

The urban water supply agency has the main responsibility in the sector.
<»ther agencies concerned are the Ministry of Planning, the Ministry of Health,
the Agency for Rural Development, municipalities and town councils. There is no
established coordination mechanism among the various agencies and this aggravates
the negative effects of fragmentation of responsibilities.

There are only two sanitary engineers for the entire sector, qualified
professional and sub-professional personnel la scarce, and there are no facilities
•>i- programmes for local training. The staff of some agencies, including the urban
water supply agency have good salaries and fringe benefits. The staff of other
agencies such as those responsible for rural water supply and sanitation have fewer
advantages and little opportunity for promotion.

There is no charge for basic sanitation services or rural water. Funds
are internally generated only in the urban water sub-sector, through water tariffs
and connection charges. The income from water sales is generally insufficient
to offset production costs. Water tariffs favor the large consumers many of whom
do not settle their bills, while the small consumer is forced to pay otherwise
service is cut off. Central government investment is small because of limited
funds, scarcity of foreign currency and priorities in different areas.

In the last three years the urban water supply agency was able t<~>

implement only three large-scale projects, despite sizeable assistance from bilateral
sources. Rehabilitation and upgrading work is seldom undertaken. The agency's
design capacity does not go beyond routine extensions of the distribution systems.

Design criteria are ambitious as to water allowances but deficient as
t" population coverage. Sophisticated technology is used in treatment and
considerable money haa been invested in treatment plants without corresponding
efforts in the extension of distribution systems. The study of alternative
technical and financial solutions is seldom practiced.

There are only two local construction companies, the larger works going
to foreign contractors. Construction materials are available locally but piping
and machinery must be imported. All of this increases the foreign exchange
component of most projects.

Logistics are ill developed, especially for regional stocking of opera-
tional supplies and spare parts. Ordering procedures are cumbersome and time-
consuming. Interior towns and rural areas suffer most from this state of affairs.
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Difficulties of general nature come from the very limited average in<:«>me;
tlu> undeveloped state of transport and communications and the low coverage <>f
the oleclrification programme. For comparable work unit prices in the interior
can be as much as twice those prevalent in the three major cities.

The quality of service is consistently poor, even in the urban systems.
Thure is no control over the efficiency of treatment, operation is hampered by
frequent lack of fuel and chemicals, maintenance by the absence of a programme
and the unavailability of spares. Many systems provide sar.vice only a few hours
per day. Quality control end general surveillance by the health agency are at an
embryonic stage for both water supply and excreta disposal. The country has
adopted the water quality standards recommended by WHO but has no mechanism to
•ake them effective. There Is no certainty that water anywhere is safe.

If recent trends continue unchanged, the performance of sector agencies ,
will not improve substantially, being affected by severe constraints in terms
of knowledge of water resources, qualified manpower, project preparation capabi-
lity and logistics.

J .'A Uesponslveness of planning mechanisms to sector needs

The current four-year national development plan was prepared at a time
when the economy was in rapid expansion. A large drop in export earnings, coupled
with high inflationary trends in the import market, has since caused sizeable cuts
in all programmes.

The sector's share of total public investment was 3% but was further reducec
when the above mentioned cuts were made, showing that the relative position of the
sector In the total development effort is rather weak.

There is no long or medium term development plan for the sector or
any of the sub-sectors and sector goals have not been formulated. Short-range
development targets of the urban sub-sector,, as proposed by the agency concerned,
have been entered into the national plan in the form of financial allocations
to specific projects. This project selection was made on the basis of availability
of funds and state of readiness of the relevant projects rather than on social
or economic considerations. Rural water supply and sanitation, which were not
mentioned in the national'plan, find themselves excluded from the planned develop-
ment process.

The planning agency has no specialized section looking after the interests
of the sector and, as already mentioned, coordination among agencies is weak.
Sector planning does not adapt itself to unforeseen events, such as a prolonged
drop in export earnings, chiefly because priorities have not been clearly identified.
Knowledge of field conditions tends to remain localized and consequently unavailable
to planners who operate from the central level. This affects the quality of
planning and its implementation,

Except for sporadic cases, planning links have not been established
with housing and town planning, rural development planning and health planning.
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Objective sector policies are lacking, with the result that important
duds ions are taken by the various agencies in function of expediency. For
example, the water supply needs of the large cities and the main administrative
centres are considered well before those of the smaller towns and rural popula-
tions. Finding standposts unprofitable, the urban water agency is progressively
closing thorn and plans all new service through private connections. The urban
poor aro thus increasingly being deprived of public service.

In spite of the explicit government goal of social equity, the sector
is not doing enough to meet the targets inherent to a more equitable distribution
of services between the rich and the poor, the urban and the rural.

1,4 Prospects for accelerated sector development

As a result of recent consultations wl$h international agencies and
regional development Banks, the Government plans to establish an inter-agency
committee on water supply and sanitation, entrusted with studying the sector
in depth and making proposals for immediate and medium-term action, The
Committee'a Terms of Reference will include the elaboration of specific targets
for the decade 1981-1990. if the Committee's work is effective, prospects are
that a aeotor policy will be adopted to enable the progressive adjustment of
«ector services to the national goal of social equity.

Although it is not expected that national investment levels will
intiruase appreciably, substantial progress is possible through a better* Utilifca-
Unn and distribution of resources, improved institutional arrangements and
inoraesftd Internal fund generation. Improved sector planning and plan implement
tatlnn will substantially increase the level of funding from international and
bilateral cooperation programmes.

Probably better performance in the rural environment could be achieved
if the Ministry of Public Works assumed a stronger technical assistance roie and
it the Ministry of Agriculture strengthened ltd RUral Development section to deal
With rural water supply ahd sanitation. Additional resources from outside the
Seetnr Should become available if links with rural development programmes are
established as expected.

A§ thd road construction and rural electrification programmes gain
momentum, some at the external constraints to the development of the sector will
be ruittoved and more progress will be made in providing water and sanitation

to the interior.

The absorptive capacity of the sector cannot be built up rapidly> The
for comprehensive manpower development programmes are not bright and

the need tor expatriate professional personnel will continue for several years .
A proposal under study to concentrate local training on middle-level supervisory
pursonnol should, if implemented, lead to progressive improvements in operation
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and maintenance. The health agency is also planning a phased programme to
train personnel in sanitary surveillance and quality control .

An international consultant on low-cost technology has recently

cooporatod with the urban water supply agency in preparing project designs which
considerably reduce wa .er treatment costs. If this approach takes hold,
coverage of service car. be increased at no extra cost, since treatment savings
ran be used for much needed improvements to distribution systems.

Government is- aware of the need to decide soon on whether to make a
long-term commitment to the exploration of groundwater resources. The decision
will affect future orientation on the use of water resources.

2. Information naps

As shown by the preceding analysis, adequate knowledge is lacking in
the following areas:

2.1 Policy.

2.2 Present and projected manpower needs.

2.3 Applicability and acceptance of low-cost technologies.

2A Groundwater resources.

!.S Condition of existing systems, to justify rehabilitation and
upgrading work .

.'.6 Quality of water delivered to the consumers.

/ ,7 Nature and extent of surface water pollution, in relation to sources
of public water supplies.

2.tt Community involvement in terms of felt needs, willingness and ability
to participate in the construction and operation of rural schemes.

2.0 Mechanisms to refer local needs and priorities to the awareness of
central planners.

international cooperation is required in conjunction with subjects
2 A through 2.4 and is described in the following section on recommendations. It
may be required to a limited extent in subjects 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7. The remaining
action can be planned and implemented using local resources.
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3. Rec ommendati on s

The main recommendations, in order of priority, arc:

3.1 Government to provide full support to the National Inter-Agency Committee
on Water Supply and Sanitation entrusted with the formulation of appropriate
Hector policies and of tt sector plan for the years 1981-1990. Under technical
international cooperation, a consultant, based in the Ministry of Planning, will
provide technical documentation and advice to the Committee members.

3.2 Government to conduct a manpower development study to determine
present and future needs in the sector. A complementary output of the study
would be a guide for international cooperation inputs in the main areas of a
fellowship programme abroad, and local training programmes for middle-supervisory
level personnel and for surveillance and quality control personnel. Under
teehnieal international cooperation a consultant.will provide planning and
eurrioulum advice to the urban water supply Agency, the Ministry of Public Works
and the Ministry of Health.

3.3 The urban watsr supply Agenoy to undertake project preparation for the
•mall towns so far neglected, Under teohnloal International oooperation a team
fit consultants will help develop typloal eohemes for various sizes of communities
including low-cost technology among the alternative solutions to be considered.

a,'I Government to undertake a groundwster exploration programme. Because
of the need of costly equipment and skills unavailable in the oountry, this
project would rely heavily on international cooperation. In the preparatory
phase a consultant would assist the Ministry of Publio Works in the determination
of Terns of Reference for the large-scale project. Projeot operations will be
carried out by a specialised firm and will oonsist not only of test borings
but also of equipping and exploiting selected successful borings.

It is estimated that international oooperation inputs for the
programme will consist of approximately 70, man-months of expert services, cost
•bout US$ l 000 000, inoludlng US$ 500 000 for equipment and extend over a five-
year period starting in early 1978.

The above recommendations have been aooepted in prinoipie by Government,
K<4low-up aotion, inoludlng that required for projeot preparation, has been
discussed in detail and agreed upon during the consultation phase with Government.
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IV. STRATEGY AND SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

1 . Strutfcgy

*
Acceleration of National Effort in Water Supply and Sanitation

A. General timetable

1977-1978

Rapid Assessment
(stage setting)

B . General content

Rapid Assessment

i

Data review
by WHO

Known
Unknown

Skeleton report

Consultation
between Govt and WHO

Fill in missing
information
Decide on follow-up
Complete Rapid
Assessment report

1978-1980

Planning
(Follow-up action)

Planning '

Concerted action
Govt (with inter-
national community)

Elaborate National
Plan

1981-1990

Implementation
(International Decade)

Rapid Assessment consists of:

a) a review of available information and its presentation in a form
which identifies missing information

b) consultation with Government to verify data presented, obtain
missing information, identify information gaps, agree on actions
required to establish a national sector plan including the
identification of the nature and extent of cooperation required
from outside, and complete the rapid assessment report.

i'LanninK consists of the preparation of national plans for the international
decade and will generally include contacts and mobilization of external support,

Implementation consists not only of the actual execution of studies and pre-
investment and construction projects, but also of continuing planning, periodic
assessments of the progress of the programme and maintaining close relationships
with external technical and financial cooperation agencies.
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\w
2. ~~~~-/ Suggested Procedure

2.1 Regional Advisers'meeting, with participation from some Government Officers
with sector responsibility, to discuss and agree on content and procedure
of Rapid Assessment. (Geneva, 1-5 August 1977).

2.2 Director-General's circular letter to Member Countries informing them

of initial action taken by WHO and announcing that Regional Directors will
follow up with a rnor*.) specific communication on this, .subject. (August 1977).

2.3 Regional Directors' letter to Member Countries indicating action WHO cun
take to assist and asking specifically whether WHO cooperation is required
for the Rapid Assessment. (August - September 1977).

2.4 Regional Advisers identify those countries most likely to respond positively
to WilO's offer of cooperation, estimate initial manpower requirements
(until end 1977 for example) to carry out the data review phase and inform
Chief, PIP what Cooperative Programme resources are needed, (by specialty
and/or name), where, when and for how long,' and what documentation is
available in the Regional Offices. (August 1977).

2.5 Data review phase. Compilation of available information and shaping it »
as far as possible into the form of a report following the general guide
given in this document. This exercise should start with countries where no
sector studies have been made and use only WHO staff from Headquarters and
Regions. WHO country staff can also participate, provided that there is no
dialogue with Government counterparts, unless Government agreement to WHO
cooperation is already in hand. Work for most countries will take place in
the respective Regional Offices, although in a few cases it might be documented
in Geneva. (September - December 1977).

2.<> Consultation phase.

a. For countries willing to undertake the assessment and requesting WHO
cooperation. Acknowledgement on the part of the Regional Office proposing
time and staff for country discussions. Country visit. Discussions at
various Government levels. Field work as required. Preparation of Rapid
Assessment country report and agreement in principle on follow up action.
Positive response will receive immediate attention and modif the priority
criterion given in 2.f< above. Regional Offices will make a detailed estimate
of manpower requirements and scheduling, including inputs from the Cooperative
Programme and inform Chief, Pip at the earliest.

It. For countries proposing alternative ways of proceeding, the situation will be
analysed on its merits.

c. For countries responding negatively or not responding. Work will be stopped
on the data review phase but means for stimulation of interest will be
considered case by case.

2.7 Heview of progress of exercise and proposals on how further to stimulate the
interest of countries. July 1978 in conjunction with scheduled Regional
Advisers' meeting.
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THIRTIETH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY WHA3O.33
18 May 1977

COORDINATION WITHIN THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM - GENERAL MATTERS

United Nations Water Conference

The Thirtieth World Health Assembly,

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the United Nations Water
Conference;!

Noting the recommendations made by that Conference, particularly with respect to
community water supply and the priority given to the provision of safe water supply and
sanitation for all by the year 1990; the priority areas for action within the framework of the
Plan of Action formulated by the United Nations Water Conference; the actions to be under-
taken at national level as well as through international cooperation; and the proposal that
1980-1990 be designated as the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade;

Recalling resolutions WHA29.45, WHA29.46 and WHA29.47 concerning directly and indirectly
the Interests of WHO with respect to the provision of adequate and potable water and sanitary
disposal of wastes;

Considering that previous mandates of the Organization, as stated most recently by the
Twenty-ninth World Health Assembly in the resolutions referred to above, and the ongoing and
planned programmes of WHO in the field of community water supply and sanitation enable the
Organization, making maximum possible use of its national collaborating institutions, to play
a leading role in implementing the relevant recommendations of the United Nations Water
Conference, Including the request to WHO to monitor the progress of Member States towards the
attainment of safe water supply and sanitation for all by the year 1990, through technical
cooperation with individual Member States and in cooperation with other concerned organizations,
institutions and programmes of the United Nations system,

I. URGES Member States: .

(a) to appraise as a matter of urgency the status of their community water supply,
sanitation facilities and services and their control;

(b) to formulate within the context of national development policies and plans by
1980 programmes with the objectives of improving and extending those facilities and
services to all people by 1990 with particular attention to specific elements such as:

(1) the elaboration of sector development policies and plans through comprehensive
studies of the national water supply sector;

(ii) the development of alternative approaches and materials so as to suit best the
particular conditions of the country;

it/877 (iii) the identification and preparation of investment projects;

Document A3O/28 Add.2 and Corr.l.
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(iv) the improvement of the operation and maintenance of facilities, including the
surveillance of drinking water quality;

(v) the assessment of water resources, and their conservation;

(vi) the prevention of pollution of water resources and spread of disease resulting
from water resources exploitation;

(vii) the improvement of manpower and management capabilities;

(c) to implement the programmes formulated in the preparatory period 1977-1980 during
the decade 1980-1990 recommended by the United Nations Water Conference to be designated
as the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade;

(d) to ensure that people consume water of good quality by periodic inspections of
water sources and treatment and distribution facilities, by improving public education
programmes in the hygiene of water and wastes, and by strengthening the role of health
Agencies in this respect;

2. REQUESTS the Director-General:

(a) Co collaborate with Member States in the above-mentioned activities, including the
provision of specialized staff upon the request of Member States, with immediate efforts
to be made for a rapid assessment of ongoing programmes and the extent to which they .
could usefully be expanded to meet the objectives recommended by the United Nations
Water Conference;

(b) to revise as appropriate the review being undertaken in accordance with
resolution WHA29.47 operative paragraph 5 (4), with a view to meeting the terms of the
recommendation of the United Nations Water Conference concerning country plans for water
supply and sanitation,.and as a major contribution to the preparations for the proposed
International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade;

(c) to ensure WHO's fullest participation in implementing the Plan of Action formulated
hv the United Nations Water Conference and in the actions to be undertaken during the
proposed International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade, in close collabora-
tion with the concerned organizations of the United Nations system, other intergovern-
mental bodies, and nongovernmental organizations;

fil> to reinforce if necessary WHO's longstanding ability, making maximum possible use
oi its national collaborating institutions, to play a leading role in the field of
community water supply and sanitation in cooperation with the other concerned organiza-
tions of the United Nations system;

(»:•> to strengthen collaboration with multilateral and bilateral agencies and other
donors regarding the provision of resources to Member States in the development of their
water supply and sanitation programmes;

(f ' to study the future organizational, staffing, and budgetary implications for the
: Organization, and the role it should assume in the light of the recommendations of the

United Nations Water Conference; and

(g) to report on developments occurring in the light of the present resolution to a
future fk'alth Assembly under a separate agenda item.

Thirteenth plenary meeting, 18 May 1977
A3O/VR/13
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Check List by Mr G.H. Goh, Asian Development Bank
for Development Plaiz Preparation*

1( Establishment of clear, policies and guidelines for each sub-nector

(by certain target year).

2. Formulation of the sector plan (breaking down into sub-sector). The

sector plan shall include, to the extent possible, the follov/ing:

a) projection of population served;

b) projection of investment requirements;

0) projected targets for financing the plan from cash surplus to be

obtained within the sector

d) projected targets for reduction of unaccounted for water;

e) projected targets for phasing out subsidies, if any, for operations

'and maintenance;

f) a .program to develop water quality surveillance;

g) manpower projections and training program;

h) a program to collect planning data needed and establishment of

information system by sub-sector (target years);

1) target years for review of plans of each sub-sector;

J) target years for obtaining government approval;

k) target years for reaching self-sufficiency in major supplies

commonly needed for the sector development;

1) target years for reaching self-sufficiency in project preparation

and project implementation.

3. Target years for integration of the rural sub-sector plan in regional

development plan.

4. Target years for completing the needed institutional changes by sub-sector

*
This list should not be construe-l as a complete list. It is presented -viinly

to stimulate thinking and to initiate early action.


